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ABSTRACT

Th is thes i s attempts to i dent i fy the nature of

the relationship between community-based collective action

and the social context within which it is found. A

marxist/real ist framework for analysis is employed to develop

a model illustrating the links between these phenomena,

and between each and the causa I mechan isms under I y i ng cap i ta list

soc i ety. Given the ro I e of government agenc i es in structur i ng ~

commun i ty I I fe. the we I fare state I s seen to be the key

connection between underlying structure and the elements

of the level of experience. Empirical evidence is drawn

from a study of community organizing by the single parent

population of the Jane-Finch area of Metropolitan Toronto.

Here. collective action is a response by a community- and

service-dependent population to a social context affected

greatly by the policies adopted by the institutions of

the welfare state. In turn, collective initiatives launched

by Jane-F inch's sing I e parents have I ed to change, through

amel iorating certain social conditions or creating an environ

ment favourable for further community struggle. At the

same time, however, social context influences the nature

of community responses, and plays a role In determining

their potential. In Jane-Finch, the welfare state plays

a role here also; the capacity of the community's voluntary

sector is severely I imited by the fiscal restraint and

bureaucratic organization characteristic of the relevant

state agencies.
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CHAPTER I:

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The ProbleM DeFined

Community-based collective action is an Intrinsic

feature of contemporary Canadian society. Everywhere. It

is possible to Identify movements launched by local residents

for the purpose of defend i ng the I r interests. These In i t Iat I ves

have been recognized in the academic literature: Roussopoulos

(1982c). Kostach (1982). Fincher (1984). and Knowles (1985)

represent recent treatments of community struggles by Canadian

geographers and sociologists.

Grassroots organizing Is more prevalent In some

communities than others. One example of a community charac

terized by a high level of collective action is the Jane-Finch

area of Metropolitan Toronto. As Heyworth (1981) notes.

this community Is characterized by an extensive voluntary

sector. concerned with Issues ranging from daycare provision

to 'life skills' courses to tenants' rights. Harvyn Novack

of the Social Planning Councl I of Hetropol1tan Toronto

argues that Jane-Finch Is characterized by a sense of

1
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communIty much stronger than that found In surroundIng

neIghbourhoods; this translates Into a dedication on the

part of an apprec Iab Ie percentage of res Idents to the pr i nc IpIes

of self-help.

How can such concentrations of collective action

be explalned1 If It Is accepted that community struggles

cannot be examined In Isolation, but must be vIewed as

part of a larger social process, such an explanation cannot

confine itself to an InvestIgatIon of the Internal dynamics

characterIstic of local groups. The purpose of this thesis,

then, Is to come to an understandIng of the relatIonship

between commun I ty organ i zing and the soc Ia I context with In

whIch it occurs. In light of the theoretical and substantive

parameters outlined below. the specific research question

to be addressed herein Is this: In what ways can we concept

ual ize community organizing In Jane-Finch as: (i) a response

by a communlty- and service-dependent population to a socIal

context Influenced greatly by welfare state Institutions

that embody the contradictions Inherent In capitalist social

relations; and (II) a force, mediated by those same Instltut- I

ions. capable of altering the initial social context. The

I iterature on neighbourhood-based collective action is

reviewed and assessed, a model capable of accountIng for

empirical phenomena Is developed, and then used to explain
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the relationship between ~ommunlty struggle and social

context found in Jane-Finch.

1.2 Theorettcal Constderattons

Three assert ions are centra I to the approach taken

herein:

(I) Community organizations are collective responses
to conditions perceived by the people Involved
as constraints on their everyday lives. Joint
action is the only way that most people, who have
a negligible amount of economic or political
Influence Individually, can effect change.

(il) The form taken. policies adopted and history
of these community groups also outcomes of
surrounding social conditions.

(Iff) Community organizations can alter the conditions
that prompted their emergence and that Influenced
their evolution.

In themselves, these assertions are fairly uncontentious.

In thfs thesis, however, an explanation of the relationship

between grassroots organizing and Its social context is

made with particular theoretical/methodological concerns

in mind. These include: (f) Identifying the speciffc nature

of the linkage between community organization and the context

within which It Is found; and (fl) determining the nature

of the Institutions of the welfare state that playa key

role In constructing this milieu.

The first theoretical Issue this thesis addresses

15th I 5: what Is the re 1at Ionsh Ip between commun I ty groups
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and society in general? Thl~ thesis adopts a marxist/realist

framework for analysis, meaning that observable social

phenomena are not 'ndependent var' ab I es, but represent

the med i at ed outcomes of under I y i ng causa I mechan isms as soc i at ed

with the prevailing mode of production (see Sayer 1919

and Chouinard et ~ 1985 for discussions of marxist work

from a real ist perspective). Given the nature of contemporary

western society, we can assert that the mechanisms underlying

contemporary western society are capitalist. However,

the extent of the Impact of these mechanisms upon the social

cond I t Ions that act as cata I ysts for commun i ty-based co 11 ect i ve

act Ion I s a content lous one. In this thesis, we argue

Is possible to develop a theoretically-Informed model capable

of specifying the relationship between social context and

Thus Itthe negat i on of under I y i ng causa 1 mechan Isms.

the fol lowing: (i) the social context for community organizing

does embody the contradictions Inherent in capital ist society;} I,
,I

( i i) commun i ty-based co I I ect i ve act i on thus may be conceptua 1- ).;l.,
ized as being an outcome of capitalist contradictlons;<

and (i i i) local initiatives do have the potential to faci I itate

community organizing.

The second theoretical issue addressed In this

thesis Involves the nature of the linkage between underlying

mechanisms and community struggles: people are not affected
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directly by underlying structure. Here, Itis argued that

the Institutions of the welfare state represent such a

I I nkage, for two reasons. First, these Institutions play

a key role In constructing the context within which people

I I ve the I r everyday I I ves, espec i a I Iyin low income commun i ties

such as Jane-Finch. Second, through the adoption of the

concept of the materialist state presented In the work

of Offe (1978), Offe and Ronge (1?75) Hoi loway and Plclotto

(1978) and Hirsch (1978; (981), we can argue that the welfare

state embodies the contradictions of the capitalist mode

of production.

In th I sway, we can deve I op further our genera I

model, through Identifying the elements of the social context

of greatest importance in a specific situation. Specifically,

we argue the following: (I) the institutions of the welfare

state embody the contradictions characteristic of capital Ism;

(Ii) these Institutions playa key role In determining

the nature of the conditions that affect the residents

of communities such as Jane-Finch, given their dependence

upon state services and a state-constructed built environment;

(II I) the Institutions of the welfare state In turn constrain

the capacity of community residents to overcome these condl-

tlons; (Iv) local collective action, however, ~ have

a 'feedback ,:ffect_', In that problems can be amellorated
----"/
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and that community groups can create conditions benefIcial

to future community organizing.

I tIs acknow I eged that th I s thes I s adopt s somewhat

of a 'black box' approach to the question of community

struggle. The Internal workings of local organizatIons

are only touched upon tangentially. We recognize, however,

that an ext ens I ve body of soc I 0 I og I ca I and soc I a I work

literature focusses upon the nature of smal I group dynamics.

It is hoped that the perspect i ve adopted here i n wI I 1 supp I ement

th I s I I terature.

1.3 Substantive Focus

The empirical emphasis or this thesis is an examination

of the pattern of commun I ty organ I zat ion in the Jane-F Inch

area. This community is located at the periphery of Metro

politan Toronto (see FIgures 1.1 and 1.2 and Appendix t),

but it is not a stereotyp i ca 1 suburban env ironment. Jane-F inch

does have Its share of streets lined by sIngle family and

sem I detached homes, but the area a I so I s character I zed

by extensive townhouse development. and especially by a

large number of high rise apartment blocks (Figure 3.1

details landuse In the communIty). WIth over 40.000 people

concentrated in an area bf Just over eIght square kIlometers.

Jane-finch is one of the most densely populated neighbourhoods
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FIGURE 1.2

THE JANE-FINCH COMMUNITY

Legend .5i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Oliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'5!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i1 Km

1. Edgely Daycare Centre
2. Jane-Finch Community

and Family Centre
3. DriFtwood Commuinty

Centre
,4. 15 Tobermory HTHA
5. Jane-Finch Mal I
6. Yorkwoods Gate MTHA
7. ShfFtworkers' Daycare

(Tope I f FF P. s. )
8. Yorkwoods Library

o
o
~
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in Canada (see Appendix 2)

in socio-economic terms also.

Jane-Finch Is distinctive

The area's residents have

a low mean income. a result of the overrepresentatlon of

groups such as immigrants and single parents, who are attracted

to Jane-Finch because of the availability of publ ic housing

and inexpensive private accommodation. This does not mean,

however, that Jane-F inch Iss I tuated or equipped In the

way best suited to the needs of these groups. As wi 11

be indicated in this thesis, serious constraints are imposed

upon the low income popu I at i on of Jane-F inch, and have

acted as a catalyst for collective action.

The scope of enquiry in this thesis is narrowed

by centering attention upon single parents.

was selected because:

Th I s group

(i) Owing to the low incomes that characterize many
single parents, they are overrepresented in Jane
Finch, for the reasons mentioned above.

(I i) Those single parents with low incomes are
relatively more dependent on their Immediate built
environment for the goods and services they require.
Because they lack financial resources, they are
unable to travel as far as other people in their
search for their means of subsistence. Furthermore,
because low I ncome I eads to an I nab I I I ty to compete
In the marketplace, many single parents depend on
goods and services provided at below market cost,
either by nonprofit agencies, or (more importantly)
by government. For these reasons, local conditions
have relatively more Impact upon poor single parents.

(I II) It Is evident that women In general and single
parents In particular are overrepresented among
activists in Jane-Finch. It therefore Is possible
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not just to identify ~he constraints affecting the
community's single parents, but to see how these
constraints have led to action.

Four groups addressing the interests of single

parents then are Identlfl~d. These are: the Jane-Finch

Community and Family Centre, Tobermory Community Activ-

it I es, Sh I ftworker' s Daycare, and the Yorkwoods Daycare

Network. For each, we identify the specific problems they

were formulated to solve, the success of the groups in

amelIorating these problems, and the role of the group

In creatIng an envIronment suItable for future community

organizing. The positive or negative role of the welfare

state is assessed throughout. It must be noted, of course,

that each of the groups studied involves people other than

sIngle parents. For examp Ie, quest ions such as daycare

are also of concern to others in the community, so this

differentiation of single parents' issues is somewhat arbitrary.

Furthermore, it is necessary to note that while the 'case

study' approach adopted here has many advantages, it also

has a number of limitations (see Chapter 3). Paramount

among these is that we cannot genera I' ze automat I ca I I y

from the experiences of these groups to the experiences

of the Jane-fInch voluntary sector as a whole.
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1.4 Chapter Outline

This thesis is structured in the following manner.

Chapter 2 addresses the quest i on of how we shou I d conceptua I I ze

community-based collective action. The marxist literature

on commun I ty strugg I es I s rev i ewed. to show how the mI I leu

within which collective action takes place may be depicted.

A model capable of guiding empirical Investigation then

is developed. Finally, the lIterature surrounding the

nature of the welfare state. the institutions of which

playa key role in affectIng local condltins In communities

such as Jane-F inch, Is discussed. Chapter 3 introduces

the empirical focus of this thesis. The methodology employed

is outlined. This Is followed by the identIfIcation of

the constraints placed upon the I ives of the single parent

population of Jane-Finch, which are seen to be affected

greatly by policies adopted by the institutions of the

welfare state. We conclude that the character of these

po lie i e sis a part I a I outcome of the contrad I ctory nature

of capitalist social relations. Chapter 4 then looks at

how the single parent population of Jane-Finch has organized

Itself to address these constraInts. We then note the

extent to which these groups have been successful In amel lor

atlng the conditIons they were established to confront.

and In creating an environment helpful for further collectIve
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act Ion. Here aga In, the r.o Ie of the we I fare state as an

enabling or constrainIng force Is noted. In closIng, Chapter

5 offers some conclusIons about the relationship between

the Canad i an we Ifare state and co I Iect I ve act ion in Jane-F inch.

The ImplicatIons of this relationship for the future are

discussed, and further areas of InvestigatIon are IdentifIed.



CHAPTER 2:

CONCEPTUALIZING COLLECTIVE ACTION IN THE ~"UNITY

2.1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter Is to determfne the

nature or the relationship between community-based collective

fnitfatfve and the context wfthin which it occurs. This

involves examining the extent to which community movements

are an outcome of, and in turn aFrect those conditions

that inrluence the 'lire paths' of the actors fnvolved

in the collective initiatives being discussed. Our under

standing of this relationship then is used to develop a

model. capable or accounting ror the origins. lire histories.

and levels of success or the collective fnitfatives launched

by the single parents of Jane-Ffnch.

Here. 'context' rerers not Just to the specfFic

social conditions that prompt communfty organizing. but

also to the causal mechanisms that underlie contemporary

society. In this way. our model looks beyond empirical

relatfonships. to assess the extent to which contemporary

13
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community struggles can be linked to dynamics of capitalist

social relations.

This chapter Is structured in the Following manner.

Section 2 examines how the question of community struggle

has been addressed in the marxist literature. Section

3 then develops a model that links community struggles

and social context. Section 4 proceeds to Focus upon the

welFare state. one aspect of the social milieu of particular

importance to the single parent population of Jane-Finch,

given the service- and community-dependency of this group.

It is illustrated how the institutions of the welFare state.

which plaYa role in Faci I itating (or inhibiting) the Formation

and success of community organizations. constitute mediated

outcomes of the contradictions underlying capital ist society.

Section 5 concludes with a discussion or how the perspectives

on community struggles presented in the chapter can be

used to guide empirical Investigation.

2.2 Conceptualizing Community Struggle

2.2.1 Community Struggle and Harxlst Literature

The purpose of this section is to examine how the

relationship between society and community action has been

addressed in marxist literature. Here. it is important

to note that a signiFicant proportion of such work asserts
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that this relationship represents an inappropriate rocus

for analysis. Therefore. we first must establ ish the legitimacy

( in the context of the hi stor i ca I mater Ia list framework)

of emphas i zing convnun i ty strugg Ies. Once th is is accomp I i shed.

the debates that permeate the marxist work which does focus

on confl let In the sphere or reproduction are outlined.

2.2.2 Collective Action and the Sphere of Reproduction

The most striking reature of the marxist approach

to community struggle is not the nature or intensity or

the debates over the relationship between capitalism and

community initiatives. but the fact that most work in the

rield or marxist pol itical economy does not regard collective

action in the sphere of reproduction as an appropriate

focus ror analysis. This is partly because this area or

study is a recent thrust in marxist work. Katznelson (1981,

200) notes that with the exception or Engel's study of

housing conditions in Manchester. treatments of the community

in Marxist work up until the 1960s were conspicious by

their absence. Even today, a rocus upon collection action

in the community still is questioned by a signiricant number

of marxist theorists. who continue to see conrlict in the

sphere or production (or even Just on the shop floor) as

the only legitimate rerlections at the level or appearances
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of the contradictory nature of capitalist social relations

(Roussopoulos 1982b). Therefore. before we proceed with

a examination of the debates among those theorists who

do examine collective action in the community, it is essential

to establ ish the legitimacy of such an approach, within

the log i c of' the hi stor i ca I mater iali st f'ramework f'or ana 1ys is.

It is argued by marxist theorists such as Katznelson

(1981). Mackenzie (1983). Prior and Purdy (1979) and Fincher

(1984) that it is Inappropriate to separate the sphere

of production from the sphere of' reproduction and consequently

to argue that only conf'licts in the former stem from the

essential contradictions of capital ist society. Katznelson

( 198 1. 203) ask s :

By what justification are the social relations of
work given a special or privileged status with respect
to other sets of social relations •... including the
social relations of the community]

Fincher (1984) asserts that the traditional dismissal of

the importance of community confl icts is based upon an

unjustified conflation of the abstract and the concrete.

that just because the essential contradictions of capital ist

society are derived from the nature of the the capitalist

mode of production. this does not mean that only those

struggles involving economic actors are of relevance.

At the 'level of appearances' complex relationships have

evolved between the workplace and the community. with the
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logic o~ capital ist production coming to permeate both.

Thus as capitalist society has matured. social reproduction

relationships have acquired a new Importance. in comparision

to production relationships in the strictest sense (Hinglone

1981. 14). The outcome of th is is that the arb i trary separat ion

of production and reproduction 'divides the indivisible',

and must be considered Fallacious (Mackenzie 1983, 332).

Agl ietta's work (especially 1979) Is important

here. He argues that while a society may be deFined as

'capital ist'. the thorough penetration of everyday liFe

by capitalist social relations is an evolutionary process,

and does not emerge Fully developed. Thus there is a constant

move, driven by competition between capitalists and by

struggles between capital and labour, towards the domination

of more and more areas or lire by capital ist social relations.

andctowards the commodification of more and more aspects

of human existence. Specifically. Agl ietta partitions

the cap ita list era into two 'reg i mes of accumu Iat ion' •

This term is defined as "a form of social transformation

that increases relative surplus value under the stable

constraints of the more general norms that define absolute

surplus value." (p. 68) Thus. the first of these. the

'extensive' regime of accumulation, largely centres upon

efforts to increase relative surplus value by restructuring
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the labour process within the sphere of production. As

a result, the community is leFt largely unaFFected. Its

"traditional way of liFe may persist or be destroyed, but

it is not radically recompossed by the logic of utilitarian

Functional ism" (p. 71). This approach to continued capital

accumulation has its I imitations, however. because: (i)

restructuring the labour process can only go so Far in

increasing surplus value; and (ii) Failure of capital to

structure eFFectively the sphere of consumption means that

the combined development of the two departments or production

(capital goods and consumer goods) encounters recurrent

obstac I es (p. 71). As a result. the extensive regime of

accumulation has been superseded in many capitalist nations

by the intensive regime of accumulation. Here. relative

surp I us va I ue is increased rna i n Iy through "creat i ng a new

mode or I ire ror the wage-earning class" (p. 71). In essence,- -- ---_. __.~ .-. -.- - -. -----
consumption is commodiried, permitting the integration

of the the two departments or production and making possible

"a Far more regu Iar pace or accumu I at i on and a Far more

rapid increase in the rate of surplus value" (p. 72).

In this way, capitalist social relations penetrate

the community. Activities previously carried out on a

'production For use' basis are subjected to commodiFication,

to a transFormation to 'production For proFit' (Mackenzie
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1983). I nd i vi dua I s who had been in interact ion with cap i ta list

social relations only to the extent that they participated

in the wage labour market now become important as consumers

of commodiFied goods and services. At the same time, other

peop lew i th no direct ties to the sphere gf__prg_9._~~'tL9n________________.0_ u _ _ _ _ ••_.

(the chronically unemployed, recipients of Family beneFits,

housewives/househusbands, the aged, and the disabled) Find

themselves Integrated Into the capitalist world system. Thus

the liFe paths of more and more people in the sphere of

reproduction are aFFected by the demands of capital ist

production, either directly or through a state apparatus

that reFlects the logic of commodiFication (Castel Is 1977).

Thus the struggles of such people must be seen to be struggles

determined in part by the dynamics of capitalist social

relations.

2.2.3 Debates over the Relationship between Society and
Community Struggles

Even among those who accept that community struggles

must not be viewed in isolation, but must be conceptualized

in terms of the dynamics of capitalist society, there is

considerable disagreement regarding the exact nature of

the relationship between collective action in the community

and society as a whole. Two key points of contention exist:

(i) the extent to which community struggles are direct
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concrete manifestations of the Internal contradictions

characteristic of the prevail ing mode of production; and

(ii) the potential for local initiatIves not only to achieve

their objectives. but to contribute to the transformation

of the conditions that prompted collective action initially.

It must be noted that these two issues are intrinsically

related: the separation of collective actIon as a response

to a set of conditions considered to be constraints on

everyday life and collective action as a contr i butor to

the formulation of a new set of condItions is an arbitrary

one. The community groups In Jane-FInch exist in a milieu

partially constituted by the actions of previous voluntary

organizations. and. In a dialectical manner, In turn will

help or hinder future local initiatives.

(i) Assessing the correspondence between underlying
structure and collective action

Attention now is turned to the contentious issue

of the link between the cond i t ions that i nr I uence the rormat ion

and evolution of community-based collective action and

the causal mechanisms associated with capitalist society.

Below. we outline and assess the various perspectives on

the relative roles of 'determination' and untheorizable

'contextua I features' ; n gi v f ng ri se to commun i ty groups

and in guiding their 'life paths'.
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Of course, many studies avoid this controversy

surrounding the nature or the relationship between underlying

causal ity and human practice. Some studies avoid becoming

embroi led in this contovery by remaining essentially descript

Ive. Garner (1977) and Roussopoulos (1982c), for example,

examine urban struggles In capital ist societies without

formally identifying the link between the two. Other work,

such as Draaisman and Hoogstraten (1983) focus upon the

importance of community organizing, without Identifying

its relationships to causal mechanisms. Certainly, such

studies may provide valuable evidence as to the capacity

of people to engage in struggle and may illustrate the

"do's" and "don't's" of community organizing. But they

are unable to contribute to the development of a theory

of community struggles under capitalism. It fs to other

work which does address Itself to the question of the extent

of the correspondence between the dynamics of capitalist

society and local action that we turn our attention.

The first perspective on urban struggles employing

marxist analysis is found in the work or the French structur

alists. In an effort to explain the urban unrest sweeping

Europe fn the 1960s, members of this school of thought

came to the conclusion that the evolution of capitalist

society had lead to the manifestation of the contradictions
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of that mode of production outside of the workplace. Such

a conclusion could be reached because of the essential

characteristics of structuralist thought, which transended

the narrow economlsm of 'doctrfnaire' marxism by giving

equal weight to the pol itlcal and Ideological spheres.

For the sake of clarity, attention is focused below on

the work of Manuel Castel Is (especially 1977), the most

promfnant structural ist working in the area of' urban conf' I ict.

While the chief' objective of this researcher was to identify

'urban social movements', systems of practices capable

of playing a meaningf'ul role in the challenging of' capitalist

hegemony (1977, 432), he did address the question of the

re Iat i onsh I p between soc i a I cond it ions and convnun i ty organ i zing.

Castells argument went as fol lows: (i) the city

has assumed a central role in capital ist reproduction (both

physical and social); (ii) however, the inability of most

individuals to purchase the goods and services they need

to reproduce their labour power on the open market meant

that more and more goods and servfce provision in the city

took the f'orm of' 'co 1 1ect i ve consumpt i on'; (i i i) th is perm i tted

the focussIng of urban dfscontent upon the apparatuses

of the state, which together are responsible for collectIve

consumption. As a result,
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The development or urban movements is a general
characteristic or advanced capitalism. They arise
on the one hand. rrom the urban crIsIs which
derives rrom the social ization or consumption; and
on the other hand. rrom the political crises that
results because state intervention in social lire
Is being questioned (Castel Is 1978. 133-34).

In this conceptualization. human practice is seen to embody

structural contradiction in an unmediated way. Certainly,

Castel Is avoids the perils or economic determinism:

Since the urban structure is a concept. it paves
the way ror an analysis or a concrete situation,
but Is not capable or accounting ror It, In so rar
as any concrete situation is made up or systems or
practices. derined by their positIon in the structure
but whose secondary errects express a relative
autonomy, capable or rederlnlng the situatIon
- beyond their structural charge. (1977, 432)

However, Castel Is' concept or determination remains an

all-encompassing one: practices that express a relative

autonomy "are structured around practices that condense

and summarize the situation as a whole. namely, political

practices." (1977, 432).

The structural ist perspective on community organizing

has been the subject or much criticism. however. In assessing

the origins or local collective initiatives, Katznelson

(1981. 211) argues that structuralists see community group

rormat i on as be I ng too automat i c, ror "not all structura 1

possibil ities rind historic expression." Speciric collective

initiatives must be seen as contingent outcomes that may

(or may not) be determined by underlying causal mechanisms,
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but that can never be direct responses to those mechanisms.

Piven and Cloward (1977, 20-21) agree:

People experience deprivation and oppression within
a concrete setting, and not as the end product of
large and abstract processes, and it Is the concrete
experiences that molds their discontent into speciFic
grievances against speciFric targets. Workers
experience the Factory, the speeding rhythm of the
assembly line, the Foreman, the spies and the guards,
the owner and the paycheck. They do not experience
monopoly capital Ism. People on relieF experience
the shabby waiting room, the overseer or the case
worker. They do not experience American social
welFare pol icy. Tenants experience the leaking
ceil ing and cold radiators, and they recognize the
landlord. They do not recognize the banking, real
estate and construction systems ••.• In other words,
it is the daily experiences of people that shapes
their grievances, establishes the measure of their
demands, and points out the targets of their anger.

It thereFore is essential to recognize that a wide variety

of contextual Features playa role in constituting the

conditions against which people organize (Katznelson 1981,

222). Otherwise, there would be no way to account For

the tremendous diversity in the conditions that prompt

community groups to emerge (Pickvance 1976; 1985).

Furthermore, structuralists deal inadequately with

the patterns of consciousness required to initiate urban

struggles. The IdentiFication of a problem by members

of a society Is a necessary but insuFFicent condition For

broad-based action: the ability to challenge the status

quo is not only a matter or individual psychology (Katznelson
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1981. 215). Spec i f'i ca I Iy. the extent of' "co I I ect i ve def'i nit i on

and i nterpretat Ion may ha I t or fac I I f tate movement act ion"

(Garner 1977. 10). This collective spirit is not an automatic

consequence of structural contradiction. however. nor can

it be reduced to the outcome of 1 Inks between community

movements. trade unions. and the communist party (argued

by Castel Is 1977). Pol itical culture plays a key role

In determining whether people have the capacfty to transform

their discontent into a social force. and the nature of

such culture fs not an unmedfated reflectfon of underlying

causality. E.P.Thompson (1966) demonstrates this admirably

In his study of the formation of the Englfsh workfng class.

Simi I iarl ly. Katznelson (1981). In his study of community

strugg Ies in the Un Ited States. notes the trad i tiona 1 separat i on

of organlzatfon in the workplace and in the community unique

to that nation. and the consequent failure of a collectivist

orientation to spread from the first to the second.

The structuralfst perspective on communfty organizing

has been further critfcised for its faflure to address

adequately the lfnks between collective fnftiatfves and

other social instftutions and arrangements that exist beside

them. Such I fnks are fmportant. for "the dependency of

voluntary assocfatfons on the resources of other organfz

at f ons ..• makes co-operat i on and support a v f ta I matter"
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(Ross 1972, 22). Alternatively, opposition by state Instit

utions, especially in their refusal to provide funding

or in legal prescription, can be devastating (DJao 1983).

Despite this. Castel Is. beyond emphasizing the role of

linkages with parties of the left and trade unions, pays

I nsuff i c i ent attent ion to soc i a I context. True. th is inadequacy

is acknow 1edged: In The Urban Quest I on (1977) Caste 11 s

admits that his analysis of urban movements "takes into

consideration only the internal characteristics of the

movement and their impact on the social structure" (p. 452).

He sees that he must also include "the structural interests

opposed to the movement, the organizational expressions

of those Interests. and the concrete practices of this

opposition" (p. 452). Yet even when other social instit

utions are mentioned by Castel Is, he tends to see them

in reductionist terms. as bearers of structural contra-

diction. Plckvance (1976, 203), for example, criticizes

the ax; om present in much structura 1 i st work that "author it; es

will not grant changes which threaten the stab;l ity of

the mode of production." This view must be regarded as

fallacious: the actions of state institutions are the outcome

of human practice, and so must be seen as contingent outcomes,

not unmediated reflections of causal mechanisms. In any

case, structuralists pay no attention to the mundane, but
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nevertheless essential, impacts of socIal context upon

community groups. Such groups usually depend on volunteers,

and one's ability to be a volunteer Is a Function of FamIly

and income status. For example, as the empirical work

outl lned in Chapter 4 shows.the costs associated with chidcare

Frequently deter low income single parents From participating

in community groups. Furthermore, people bring special

skil Is into a group (public speaking or a proFessional

knowledge of city design, For example), skills they derive

From other aspects of their lIves (Pickvance 1976, 215).

Thus contextual Features must be considered in explaining

the success (or lack thereoF) of commmunity organizations,

as wei I as in accounting For theIr initial Formation.

But how do we integrate an appreciation of context

into a conceptualization of community organizing that also

acknow 1edges the ro 1e of determ i nat ion? A number of approaches

have been developed in opposition to the one presented

by the structural ist school. These now are outlined.

One approach has been to assert that certain concrete

conditions are the outcome of structural determination,

whi Ie others are the result of untheorizable Factors speciFic

to a given s i tuat ion. Th is is the approach taken by Katzne 1son

in hIs book City Trenches (1981). Here, he discusses the

Failure of the AmerIcan workIng class to carry its sense
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of collectivity beyond the workplace. He explains this

problem in terms of 'pol itical culture', but notes that

this intervening variable Finds no place in the understanding

of convnun i ty strugg I es Found in structura list work. Katzne I son

recognizes, however, the role of underlying causality and

hence is reluctant to reject determination altogether.

He suggests, then, that one possible approach would be

to "marry a structura I account of the urban cr is is to the

cultural inheritance of the American working class" (1981,

212) .

This suggestion suFFers, however From a number

of serious inadequacies. Beyond the fact that Katznelson's

position contradicts those parts of City Trenches which

are strongly critical of structural ism, it is necessary

to recognize that 'pol itical culture' is not the only contextual

Feature that aFfects local organizations in the United

States, and in other circumstances might be a negligible

consideration. What one ends up with is very much an ad

hoc explanation capable of shedding light upon one concrete

outcome (or, at best a set of outcomes), but which can

not contribute to the development of a general theory of

commun i ty group Format i on and evo I ut i on. I n any case,

one must ask whether It Is legItImate to treat contextual

Features such as polItIcal culture separately. Given the
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thorough penetrat i on of' the COlTVllun i ty by the log i c of' cap i ta 1 i st

production. It is reasonable to assert that most social

arrangements and elements of the collective consciousness

are subject to determination by the causal mechanisms associated

with that mode of production.

A second alternative to the structuralIst account

is oFFered by Plckvance (1985). Central to his perspective

is the concept of linked submodels. each of' which can speciFy

the relationship between an urban movement and its determinants

holding under speciFic contextual conditIons (1985. 39).

He thus develops a typology of urban movements. and a second

typology covering the contextual conditions that have an

impact upon them. In adopting this perspective. Pickvance

does not reject the notion of underlying structures, but

does not integrate these structures into his framework

for analysis.

This approach in turn has been the subject of' criticism.

however. Castel Is (1985, 56) condemns the contextual f'eatures

presented by Pi ckvance as "a disparate co I 1ect i on of character

istics which are theoretically unjustiFied, conceptually

undeFined. and empirically wrong." Castells (1985. 55)

also notes that one contextual feature. "the development

of a middle class", fails to grasp the ambiguity of that

term, while another contextual Feature. "general economic
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and soc i a 1 cond i t ions". is so broad and i mprec i se as to

be meaningless. In addition. Castell s (1985.55) notes

that Pickvance mixes the explanatory and explained variables.

by having the tautological situation where "the disposition

to political activism" is a contextual factor explaining

pol itical activism! These criticisms are about the specirics

of the model. not about its underlying principles. Castel Is

third criticism. in contrast. questions the whole validity

of Pickvance's approach. He argues (p. 57) that generalized

typologies of contextual features largely are meaningless;

they cannot serve as the basis ror the explanation or speciric

struggles.

A th i rd a 1ternat i ve to the structura list understand i ng

of community struggles is found in the recent work of Manuel

Castel Is. especially The City and the Grassroots (1983).

As with his earl ier work. Castel Is does not focus on the

origins and development of community groups. but on their

role as agents of social change. through the incorporation

or transrormation of such groups into true 'urban social

movements'. Nevertheless, the question of the link between

society and local collective initiatives ~ addressed.

Here. in a profound alteration of his perception of the

nature of the urban. Castel1s proposes that we should not

attempt to marry a structuralist approach to an underst-
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anding o~ the contextual. but should reject the ~ormer

theoret i ca I ~ramework ent ire I y. Castel Is argues that his

earlier attempts to conceptual ize local struggles as being

under the umbrel la o~ marxist theory were misconceived;

marxism should be conceptual ized as:

a theory o~ capital and the development o~

history through the development o~ productive
~orces, while also being the theory o~ class
struggle between social actors ~Ighting ~or the
appropriatIon o~ the product and decIdIng the
organization o~ society. (1983. 298)

Marxism thus deals with contradIction and con~lict in the

economic realm. There~ore, communist parties, which are

not a historical accident, but an Integral part o~ marxism

because "only the theory o~ the party can establ Ish a bridge

between structures and practices in the marxist construction"

(1983. 299), must be grounded in the sphere o~ production.

As a consequence. the ~ormal articulation between labour

and community struggles outlined In The Urban Question

is rejected.

Thus to understand the emergence o~ commun ity strugg Ies,

Castel Is argues that it is necessary to look beyond marxist

theory. to develop a model capable o~ dealing with the

re Iat i onsh i ps between "ethn i city, c Iass and convnun i ty." (1983,

300) Here. exper i ence (structured around gender re Iat i onsh i ps) •

production (organized in class relationships) and power

(~ounded on the state) are seen as the key rorces in society
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(1983, 306), and thereFore the key determinants In the

constitution of the milieu within which local collective

initiatives are launched. Castel Is does not attempt. however.

to incorporate these Forces into a framework capable of

theor i zing 'context'; indeed. he asserts that we shou 1d

abandon 'formal ism' in understanding the processes of social

struggle and social change (1983, 300). Following the

philosophy laid out in the work of Alain Touraine. Castel Is

argues that we should approach contextual conditions by

detect i ng "the eFFects of these important charater i st i cs

In the process of the movement itselF." (1985, 59) Context

is not ignored, but is introduced In an admittedly ad hoc

manner.

This perspective may be criticized For two reasons,

however: (i) Caste I Is' emphas i s on the pro Ietar i an party

as the sole bearer of structural contradiction; and (ii)

his treatment of context in his model. First, as noted

by Fincher (1986) we can challenge Castel Is' assertion

that the only agents for social change which reFlect the

contradictions of capitalist society are parties composed

of members of the proletariat. As previously noted. Agl ietta

( 1977) has demonstrated that the log i c or cap i ta list product i on

has penetrated thoroughly the sphere of repoduction. This

means we cannot see struggles In the community in isolation
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from the dynamics of capitalist society (Katznelson 1981;

Mackenz i e 1983; Fincher, 1984). Hence it is fa 1 1ac i ous

to assume that only parties rooted In the workplace are

outcomes of the contradictions that characterize the prevai 1ing

mode of product ion. Thus, in re J ect i ng structura 1 ism.

Castel Is fal Is back on an 'economistlc' understanding of

marxism, and so concludes that community movements are

out of the scope of that theoretical framework. Second.

Castells has been criticized for his ad hoc approach to

the incorporation of contextual features into his model.

In a harsh review of The City and the Grassroots. Pickvance

(1985, 35) argues that Castel Is has developed a model that

"refers exclusively to characteristics of the movement.

and ignores characteristics of the context in which the

movement exists." Not withstanding Castells' belief that

elements of context should only be aanlysed in terms of

their effects on movements. Pickvance (1985) argues that

in bui lding a general model, it is essential to develop

a systematic understanding of factors such as coexistence

with a broader pol itfcal movement. the presence or absence

of political parties, and state structure and government

pol icy that constantly appear in Castells' case studies.

Otherwise, there it is impossible to cope with the diversity

that characterizes community struggles. Thus while The
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City and the Grassroots contains a wealth of comparatIve

data on community struggle, it Falls short in providing

a framework for the emergence and evo I ut i on of Ioca I co I I ect i ve

action.

In summary, a number of eFForts to provIde an alter-

native to the structuralist approach to the orIgins and

evolutIon of community struggle have been unsuccessFul.

But what would a successFul theory of local collective

action resemble? First, such a theory must present a Formal

art i cu 1at i on between convnun i ty group Format i on and deve 1opment

and social context. Second, a theory of community collective

actIon needs to recognize that all 'contextual conditions'

are subject to determination. This means that we cannot

say ~ priori that certain Features are unaFFected by the

logIc of the capitalist mode of production. Third, this

determInation is a mediated determination: a number of

diFFerent mechanisms, along with contingent conditions,

may playa role in inFluencing a particular institution,

social arrangement, or element of human consciousness.

These insights have come to underlie a variety

of marx i st work.

note that:

Yago and 81 ee (1982, 12), For examp Ie,

eFForts at community organization, consumer
movements tax revolts, and the like may fndeed
be more FruitFully analysed as new varieties of
inter- and intra-class conFlicts fn advanced
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capitalism than as 'Frfnge' social movements
with no c Iass context. 'Wh i I e the c Iass character
of consumption or state-related movements cannot
~ priori be assumed, it Fol lows •.. that neither
can the class content of such movements be
dfsmissed.

Similarly, Harvey (1978, 294) argues that local struggles

are to be seen as mediated maniFestations of "the deep

under I y i ng conF I i ct between cap ita I and Iabour" and that

there is an "under Iy i ng un i ty between work-based and' convnun i ty

based' conFI icts." At the same time, others, such as Fincher

( 1984) and Know I es (1985), have undertaken ana I yses of

community struggles that do see local collective action

as being mediated reFlectfons of the contradictory nature

of capital ist society. Stil I. a speciFic conceptual ization

of the or i gins and deve I opment of Ioca I co I I ect i ve in i t i at i ves,

based on a realist/hfstorical materialist epistomology

and recognfzing the thorough penetration of the sphere

of consumptfon, has not been undertaken. The model outl ined

later fn thfs thesis paper thereFore represents a cautfous

Ffrst step.

(ii) The transFormative potential of community organizing

It is uncontentious to assert that community organi-

zations are not just inFluenced by the social conditions

around them, but can also serve to alter those conditions.

First. locally-based collectfve inftiatives can lead to
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the amelioration of certafn social problems. iF they wholly

or partially succeed fn achieving their initfal objectives.

Second. under certain circumstances community organizations

can serve to alter local conditions so as to increase the

chances of success of Future collective action. This is

ach i eved because commun i ty groups. whether they are successFu I

in achieving their objectives or not. have a 'Feedback'

aFFect on the popular consciousness and nexus of institutions

that inFluence the Fate of collective endeavours. In the

r'ea Im of consc i ousness. part i c i pat ion in the type of convnun i ty

group exam i ned in th is thes i s can a I low peop 1e to get accustomed

to taking responsibilfty. and to the process of collective

dec i s ion mak i ng. In time. those peop I e may become rad i ca I i zed.

in that. through dealing with state agencies and private

capital. they may become more aware of the objective nature

of the social relations that structure thefr I ives. In

th i s way a 'soc i ali st consc i ousness' can emerge (Pr i or

and Purdy 1979, 36-37). Such a consc i ousness is not "a

disembodied etheral state attafnable only by committed

revo 1ut i onar i es who are 'i n the know'" (Pr i or and Purdy

1979. 38). but is the resu 1t of part i c i pat ion in the appropr i ate

social processes. As emphasized by Marx. it is our experience

of the material world that is at the root of our perceptions

of how the wor 1d operates. Similarly, collective initiatives
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can also have an impact upon the set of institutions that

c i rcumscr i be the act ions of the vo I untary sector. IF convnun i ty

groups establ ish themselves as permanent bodies. they can

playa role in Forming and developing other groups. by

lessening their dependence upon state agencies. or extra-

local charitable organizations. Indeed. if' a high I eve I

of' 'network i ng' Ieads to the coord i nat i on of those organ i zat i on

in an urban area dedicated to the collectivist ethic. it

is possible to see the emergence of' movements capable of'

posing a challenge to the status quo (Castel Is 1983).

There is a great deal of disagreement. however.

as to the potential long-term signiFicance of such alterations

In popular consciousness. and such transFormations in Insti-

tutfonal structure. The chief' point of' contention Is this:

is it possible to conceptualize community movements as

playing a role in challenging the hegemony of' capitalist

social relations? In other words. under certain circumstances

can community struggles be conceptual ized as class struggles?

Because this thesis emphasizes community groups as being

aFf'ected by the mil ieu within which they exist. we will

not concentrate upon the various arguments In Favour or

opposed to this assertion. However. in order to construct

a model linking underlying structures to speciFic community

struggles. It ~ necessary to determine whether the latter
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can have a Feedback eFFect on the Former. ThereFore. it

shall be stated here that the potential For such Feedback

does exist: collective action in the sphere of reproduction

can assist In the transFormation of the causal mechanisms

underlying capitalism (see. For example. Prior and Purdy

1979; Yago and Blee 1983; Fincher 1984).

2.3 Kodellfng the Relationship between Community
Groups and the Social Structure

In this section. we develop a model based upon

conclusions drawn From the debates outl ined above. For

the purpose of understanding community organization in

a temporal ly and spatially speciFic context.

is outlined in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.

Th i s mode I.

ReFlecting the tenets of realism. Figure 2.l oFFers

a general overview of the relationship between human action.

the context within which that action takes place. and underlying

causal mechanisms. Four assertions are made:

(i) The social context within which human action takes
place is subject to determinatfon by underlying
structures. However. this determination is a mediated
one: contingent Factors also playa role.

(if) The nature or the underlying mechanisms are reinForced
or negated by the nature of concrete social phenomena.

(iff) Human actfon fs a response to a speciFic set of
social conditions.

(Iv) In turn. human action can alter those condItions.
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In this way, we can see the intrinsic role of human action

In reinforcing the status quo. or in bringing about fundamental

social change.

Figure 2.2 offers a more detailed account of the

nature of the relationship between human action and the

two key elements of social context: social conditions and

patterns of consciousness. These in turn are the product

of past social conditions and patterns of consciousness

respectively, as well as of other contingent factors.

Working our way through Figure 2.2. we see that

social conditions serve to constrain or enable the lives

of given sets of actors. Equally important. however, is

the perception of those conditions. and this is influenced

by the concomitant pattern of consciousness; If constraints

are not seen to be present. then people will not consider

organizing to overcome them. If a problem Indeed is seen

to be present. the current pattern of consciousness comes

to play another role: influencing whether a collective

response is adopted. It is possible that the dedication

to individual ism is so great so as to preclude the possibil ity

of joint action in problem solving. If a collective response

is selected, then the existing patterns of consciousness

has another impact: determining the policy objectives of

the group, as well as the internal organization-type (co-
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operative, 'professional', bureaucratic etc.) to be adopted.

Social conditions again become a determinant, however,

through their capacity to effect the ability of a collective

initiative to achieve its objectives. Finally, we see

how human action is not Just an outcome, but potentially

a force for change; Figure 2.2 shows how collective action

has a feedback effect on both elements of social context.

Social conditions cam be altered through ameliorating the

specific set of constraints the collective initiative was

launched to resolve. through transforming the collective

initiative in question into a permanent organization. or,

to note another example, by convincing existing institutions

to change their pol icies. At the same time, a given movement

can alter people's perceptions as to the validity of the

collective approach to problem solving.

2.4 The WelFare State and the Community

2.4.1 Introduction

I f an attempt is to be made to exp Ia in those cond i t ions

that constrain the everyday I ives of the single parents

in Jane-Finch, it is necessary to identify the relationship

between the causal mechanisms underlying capitalist society

and the welfare state. The welfare state is defined as:
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A liberal state which assumes responsibility For
the weI I being of its crtizens through a range
of interventions in the market economy, e.g. Ful I
employment pol icies and social welFare services.
The term includes both the idea of state respons
ibil ity For welFare as weI I as the institutions
and practices through which the idea is given
eFFect. (Mishra 1983, xi)

There are two reasons For adopting this Focus on the welFare

state. First, in contemporary capitalist society in general,

the demise of the extended family as a unit of production

and the trend towards people having Few personal resources

other than their labour power means that to an ever-increasing

extent, individuals must look beyond the family unit For

the FuFil Iment of their wants and needs (Djao 1983, 96).

Due to its very nature, however, the capitalist marketplace

is unable to provide all the necessary goods and services.

Certain items, (public parks or a road network, For example)

cannot be developed so that users are charged a Fee, and

the providers may make a proFit. Other goods and services

(such as pol ice protection and medical care), could only

be aFForded by a minority of the population. A significant

degree of consumption thus has taken the Form of 'collective

consumption' (Castells 1977). Institutions dedicated

to the provfsion of goods and services For use, not For

profft, must continue to exist. But what are these fnstit-

utfons1 It 1s evfdent that while the churches and prfvate

charitable organfzations play an important role, the state,
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to an ever-increasing extent, has become the key player

in the provision of social services; indeed, we can see

a trend towards the 'statization' of society (Dear and

Clark 1984). Second, this dependency on the welFare state

is exacerbated in the case of Jane-Ffnch's single parents.

As outlined in Chapter 3. the low incomes and fami ly circum

stances characteristic of thfs study group result in a

high level of dependency upon the local community and upon

the decommodiFied provision of goods and services. The

institutions of the welFare state thus playa key role

in constructing the milieu within which the sfngle parents

of Jane-Finch live their daily lives.

In this section it is emphasized that the welFare

state is not a 'solution' to the problems stemming From

the contradictions characteristic of capitalism. Instead.

the welfare state represents an outcome of those contrad

ictions. It is demonstrated that the structural inability

of capitalist society to be reproduced spontaneously leads

to the necessity of having a regulatory agent capable of

regulating production and Facilitating reproduction. The

state is seen to represent such a regulatory agent. though

its I inkage with the existing pattern of social relations

is a complex one, and we must not Forget that speciFic

state institutions may be brought into existence due to
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Finally, it is asserted that the

emergence of an all-encompassing set of state institutions

is not a solution to the problems of capitalist society,

for the capac i ty of those i nst i tut ions to prov i de deconvnod if i ed

goods and services, and the manner in which they are provided,

are themselves subject to constraInt.

2.4.2. The State under CapItalism

Capital ism is incapable of its own spontaneous

regeneration. The contradictions inherent in that mode

of production (outlined in Mishra 1984) lead to a constant

tendency toward crisis (Shaikh 1978; Rigby and Webber 1985).

The crises of capital ism are not limited to the workplace:

given the penetration of the sphere of reproduction by

the logic of capital Ism (Aglletta 1977), crisis directly

affects the community also.

It is essent i a I, therefore, for there to ex 1st

regulatory mechanisms, to facilitate the continued existence

of capitalist society. In the words of Clark and Dear:

The inability of capitalism to guarantee its
economic regeneration and the continued threat of
class related pol itical disorder implies the need
for some systematic mediating agency. This agency
must maintain the vital production and reprod
uction institutions of capitalist society, and
possess the necessary pol itical authority to
protect these institutions when they are
threatened (1984, 4).
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Through exclusive rights to the utilization o~ de Jure

authority, such mechanisms can assist capitalist production

by regulating inter- and intra-class con~licts, and by

creating the conditions needed to permit the penetration

o~ capital into new areas. Furthermore. such regulatory

agencies can provide a conduit through which part o~ the

surplus value extracted by capital may be appropriated

to provide ~or the physical and social reproduction o~

the existing set o~ class relations.

These regulatory mechanisms taken together constitute

the state. Given the role of collective struggles. the

pol itical process and other contingent factors in determining

the nature and pol icies of government bodies, the state

cannot be seen as a theoretical entity. We therefore reject

the frequently-stated assertion (see, ~or example, Hirsch

1978. 97) that the state as an institution embodying certain

powers and separated from direct control by one group is

a necessary feature o~ capitalist society. This, of course

means that more speci~ic conceptual terms, such as the

'local state' (see Fincher's 1981 critique of Cockburn's

1977 use o~ this term) and the 'wel~are state' are only

meaning~ul In a specl~ic context.

It is insufficient to say that the state as regulatory

mechanism is required to deal with the outcomes at the
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I eve I of appearances of the contrad i ctory nature of cap i ta list

social relations. We also must address the question of

how such institutions emerge. and what are their relationships

to the broader society. In investigating these Issues.

the scope of inquiry is I imited through the recognition

of two ~ priori assumptions. First. it is argued that

a specific set of state institutions must be linked inexorably

to the world within which they are found. This 'society-

centred' approach is a reflection of the historical material ist

perception that social phenomena must be analysed as parts

of a broader system. not as 'independent variables' (Clark

and Dear 1984).

1978):

In the words of Marx (quoted in Hirsch

Legal relations as weI I as [the] form of [the] state
are to be grasped neither from themselves nor from
the so-cal led general development of the human mind.
but rather have their roots in the material conditions
of life.

The implication of this is that:

the starting point of an analysis of the bourgeous
state must therefore be the examination of the
'anatomy of bourgeois society'. that is, an analysis
of the specifically capitalist mode of social labour,
the appropriation of the surplus product and the
resulting laws of reproduction of the whole social
formation, which objectively give rise to the
particular political form. (Hirsch 1978, 58)

A second basic assumption about the nature of the state

asserts that this set of institutions is an important actor

in the structuring of society, and not, as certain classical
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marx i st theor i sts wou I d assert. 'paras it i c' or 'ep i phenomena I'

in nature (Hirsch 1978). This is especially true in contemp

orary capital fst society, where state institutions play

a Fundemantal role in structuring our conditions of existence,

both in the workplace and in the community.

Within the Framework establ ished by these two guiding

assertions. a number of opposing perspectives on the state

are evident in the marxist literature. It is not the purpose

of this thesis to compare and contrast these; Jessop (1977)

and Clark and Dear (1984) provide summaries of the 'state

debate'. Instead, the perspective on the state employed

herein is outl ined. This is the 'materialist' perspective

on the state, best represented in the work of Hirsch (1978;

1981) and Holloway and Pfcciotto (1978).

This perspective has a number of key tenets. First,

the material ist theory of the state conforms to the notions

of the I inks between underlying structures and elements

of the level of appearances developed in this thesis.

This means that the state is subject to determination by

the causal mechanisms associated with the dominant mode

of production. As a result, the pol icy initiatives launched

by state instftutions cannot trancend the contradictions

associated with those causal mechanisms; the bourgeois

state
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cannot act as a regulator of the social
process of development, but must be understood
In the determination of the concrete functions
as a reaction to the fundamentally crisis-ridden
course of the economic and social process of
reproduction. (Hirsch 1978. 97)

Second, this perspective on the state supports

a specific theory of the pol itical. despite numerous protest-

atlons to the contrary (Clark and Dear 1984. 84). Determination

is emphasized. but so is the the role of contingent relations:

state institutIons are seen as mediated reflections of

un d e r I ying s t r u c t u res. Hirs c h (1 978 • 107 ). for e xamp Ie.

notes that: "the class character of the state must be noted

out in its historical concreteness." I n I I ght of th Is.

an analysis of changes in the state must analyse the interplay

of human agents. not just transformations in the underlying

causal mechanisms:

The concrete activities and measures of the
state come into being not as a result of the
abstract logic of a gIven social structure or
of an objectively given historical process of
development but only under the pressure of pol
itical movements and interests which .•• actually
succeed in pressing home their demands. (HIrsch
1978, 65)

The very pol itical nature of the dynamics surround the

policy-making process thus Is recognized.

Third. the material ist perspectIve oFfers a way

to explain the autonomy of the state. I t has been argued

that the appearance of autonomy is Important in legitimizing
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the existing pattern of social relations (Piven and Cloward

1982); in capital ist society. people perceive that the

appropriation of surplus value does not depend upon direct

re I at ions of' f'orce or dependence. but upon the b lind operat ions

of the market (Hirsch 1978. 61). The materialist perspective

proceeds one step further. and asserts that the independence

of the state is more than mere appearance. It is believed

that state institutions "seek to .•. guarantee the collective

interests of al I members of a class society dominated ~

capital" (OFFe 1984. 120). State programs are motivated

by a number of factors. but al I such programs must be financed

through deductions f'rom accumulation. meaning that 'institut

ional self-interest' demands that accumulation be Facil itated

(OfFe. 1984. 121). Of course other determinants also play

a role, and may negate this inFluence. Furthermore. it

is necessary to remember that the outcomes of' state pol iciest

or of events outside of the political arena, may lead to

the evolution of a society in which the logic of capital ist

production is not preeminent.

Using this Framework. it is possible to see the

evolution of the state and state Functions not as a passive

reFlection of the changing dynamics of society. but as

the result of the actions of human beings constrained by

a variety of' contingent conditions. inf'luenced by a political
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process that has a lire or its own, and structured by the

necessity to engage In the management or the crises that

threaten to undermine the accumulation that lies at the

base or the capital ist state.

2.4.3 CrIsis In the Welfare State

Through the twentieth century. the contradictions

or capital ist society have increasingly become manirest

(O'Connor 1973). In response. old Institutions have had

their powers altered or expanded. and new ones have emerged.

This transrormatfon began in the 1930s. when the Great

Depression threatened to bring down the capitalist system.

and gained momentum in the post-Second World War period

(Mlshra 1984). The result was a new state rorm. which

has been labelled the welrare state. Thus we cannot see

the welrare state as being a post-capitalist phenomenon.

Instead. its emergence represented the logical outcome

or the application or Keynsianism to state pol icy, and

thus represented part or an errort to ensure the survival

or capital ist society. As such. the welrare state was

accepted to a greater or lesser extent in most or the major

capital ist nations. Certainly. it came under attack rrom

a number or economists and anti-collectivists (ror example.

Hayek 1973; Frfedman 1962) who continued to advocate a

laissez raire policy ror the state. However. the consensus
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through the 1950s and 60s was that the welfare state was

working, and represented the best way to address the problems

still confronting society. Thus among the western industrf

alized nations, "the correction of socfal fmbalances through

social programs and services became an almost bf-partfsan

policy" (Mishra 1984, 4). Parl iamentary social ists bel ieved

that certain social ist aims could be reached through existing

social and polltfcal institutions. In light of this, they

saw the welfare state as a progressive step. Even many

conservative factions real ized that the redistribution

of wealth was not a 'zero sum game', taking from the rich

to give to the poor (Mishra 1984, 4). Indeed, this insight

reflected the essence of the welfare state, as argued by

its chief theorists, Keynes (for example, 1920) and Beveridge

(for example, 1969). They asserted that "state intervention

and service provision would complement the market economy."

(Mlshra 1984. 7)

Since the early 1970s, however. the capacity of

the welfare state to manage the economic upheavals and

social inequities that stem from the contradictory nature

of capftal fst socfety has been seriously eroded. In many

western nations. extensive cutbacks fn state expendfture.

especfally that assocfated wfth the decommodified provision

of services to individuals. have occurred. These are
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most evident in Britain under Thatcher (see, for example,

leonard 1979) and the United States under Reagan (see Piven

and Cloward 1982); as demonstrated in this thesis, however,

Canada has not been immune. Furthermore, It has become

evident that the bureaucratized nature of socfal service

delivery is becoming fncreasingly fnadequate, and has led

to the al location of resources and the establfshment of

procedures that are not in the interests of the relevant

cl fent groups. Indeed, these problems have lead to what

Mfshra (1984) calls 'a crisis of legitimacy'. In a period

of 'stagflation', that has characterized the western world

from 1973 onward, people in the business sector began to

question the positive role of the state fn facilitating

accumu 1at ion. I ncreas i ng I y, it began to be argued that

state institutions were impeding the operations of the

marketplace (Mishra 1984, 19). Such beliefs were articulated

in popular works such as Friedman and Friedman (1980).

This left only the socfal, or Beveridgian, aspects of the

welfare state with any degree of legitimacy. But. now

th i s has begun to be quest i oned a I so. Perhaps. the reproduct i ve

functions that have accrued to the state since the Second

World War should be returned to tradftional instftutions,

such as the church and famfly. Increasingly, bfg government

has begun to be seen as the problem, not as the solution
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such sentiments have given

(Woods ide 1984). As seen in Reaganfsm and Thatcherism,

impetus to the Further rest ruc-

t uri n g ( d f sma n t ling?) 0 F the soc i a 1 s e r vicest rue t u res

of the welFare state, despite the Fact that this fmperils

the necessity for producing a suitable labour force and

maintaining the legitimacy of the exfsting social system.

It is now argued that cutbacks In expenditure and

fnadequate nature of social service provision are results

of the Fact that in attempting to manage the economic and

social crises of contemporary society, the welFare state

cannot transcend the contradictions that led to those crises.

Certainly, speciFic state Forms may succeed in regulating

production and reproduction For a given period, in that

policies are implemented that Forstall or ameliorate crises.

The regulatory capacity of that state Form can be eroded,

however, owing to its inabil ity to cope with changing social

and econom i c cond i t ions. Indeed, th is breakdown may be

partially a result of the nexus of policies previously

adopted; For, in the long run, such policies can exacerbate

the contradictions of capitalist social relations.

It fs evident empirically that over the last decade,

cutbacks in socfal expendfture have been wfdespread in

the western industrialized natfons (see O'Connor 1973 and

Piven and Cloward 1982 For a discussion of the sftuation
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in the United States; Beamish 1981 and DJao 1984 for an

analysis of what has happened In in Canada; and Leonard

1979 and Gough 1980 ror a discussion or cutbacks in Britain).

How can we account ror this trend? One appoach Is provided

by the concept or the riscal crisis or the state. rirst

rormulated in O'Connor (1973) and since developed by a

variety or marxist theorists. especially Gough (1980). This

crisis is a result or the ract that the two runctions that

must be ruril led by state institutions -- production and

reproduction -- are contradictory in nature. The rirst

of these functions can be seen to correspond to certain

of the expenditures encompassed by the marxist category

of social investment: namely. those directed towards creating

the conditions for further accumulation. through direct

support for private capital (subsidies, provision of infra

structure. etc.). In contrast. reproduction refers to

those elements or social investment that support accumulation

only Indirectly (ensuring the training of a suitably trained

workrorce. or maintaining the reserve army of labour. for

example), or else to those activIties encompassed by the

marxist category of social expenditure. These fnvolve

measures that do not directly support capital accumulation,

but that help to maintain the legitimacy of the existing

social relations. Included here would be social assIstance
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to margInal fzed groups In society (such as the elderly.

the dIsabled. and single parents). which maintain the image

of the state as being for the 'common good' (O'Connor 1973.

6-7). The key problem here is that while state expend

i ture for both product i on and reproduct i on represent deduct ions

from capital accumulation,

are not Immediately realfzed.

the returns from the latter

This means that expenditure

in the sphere of repoduct i on must necessar i Iy be I i mi ted;

even if the state, in managing the crises of capItal ist

society, sees the need for implementing reproduction strategies

necessary for the long term preservation of capitalism,

these cannot go so far as to threaten current accumulation.

In times of economic growth, this restriction need not

be a serious I imitation. When the 'economic pie' is expanding.

it is possfble to increase social expenditure in absolute

terms, wh i I e not I ncreas i ng (i ndeed, even reduc i ng) the

percentage of aggregate surp I us va I ue that must be appropr i ated

(Finkel 1977). DifFiculties, however, are experienced

in times of economic crisis. Social expenditure at a level

needed to cope with the efFects of the crfsis, or even

at the level found prevfously would threaten short-term

accumulation, meanIng that there fs fncentfve for the state

to restructure fts socIal welfare system. As note by

O'Conner (1973, 2) some possIble optIons are to increase
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personal income taxes. place I imitations on increases in

government salaries. or to resort to deFicit Financing.

Experience has shown. however. that these have a limited

impact. A Fourth option thereFore is of great importance:

cutting back on state services.

Furthermore, O'Connor (1973. 2-9) argues that this

fiscal dilemna is not one to be solved with the return

of a booming economy. He be I i eves that in fac iIi tat i ng

the expansion of monopoly capitalism and in dealing with

the social consequences of such expansfon (a point expanded

upon in Ag I i etta 1979), it has become necessary For the

state to address more and more needs. As a result, there

is a tendency for government expenditures to outrace revenues.

There is a need to consider cutbacks even in times of economic

growth, while the need for state institutions to restructure

themselves in times of recession become all that much more

imperative.

It is certafnly possfble to crfticize this analysis

of the Fiscal crisis of the state. Firstly, inadequate

attention is placed on the role of the political process

and of contingent conditions in the structuring of the

pol icies pursued by the welFare state. In essence, theorists

such as O'Connor and Gough are utilizing a structuralist

framework for analysis. Secondly, thefr explanation can
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be perceived as being overly Functional ist in nature.

As Mishra (1984. 70) notes In his critique of Gough (1980).

an excessive amount of emphasis is placed on the "needs

of cap i ta I". without adequate I y art i cu Iat i ng how these

abstract needs determine state pol icy. SImilarly. while

the role of working class pressure is acknowledged by Gough.

the way that this second determinant is related to the

First is not adequately Illustrated. meaning that the use

of the Formula "needs of capItal plus class struggle equals

the welFare state involves quite a bit of tight-rope walking."

For. in essence. the welFare state Is good and bad at the

same time (Mishra 1984. 71).

At the same time. however. the notion of the Fiscal

crisis of the state is of use iF we conceptualize it as

one element of the Framework within which the state must

operate. The contrad i ct i on between product i on and reproduct ion

can be seen to have an impact upon the policies pursued

by state institutions. given their dependence upon Further

capital accumulation. True. collective struggles. the

political process. and other contingent Factors create

situatIons where state institutions pursue goals incompatible

with short term capital accumulation. or else can can contribute

to the emergence of a socfety less dependent upon deductions

From private capital accumulation For social advancement.
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However, we deFinitely can assert that in the present social

context, a need to maintain short term capital accumulation

Is one key determinant of the policies of the capitalist

state.

Thus cutbacks in state Funding represent one outcome

of the Failure of the welFare state to transcend the contra

dictions of capital ist society. It can also be argued,

however, that it is not only cutbacks in the level or Funding

that has threatened the legitimacy of the welFare state,

but also the way in which social services are provided

to the publ ic. First, such social service provision has

been subjected to a high degree of proFessionalization.

The relevant state apparatuses are thus characterized by

cons i derab 1e autonomy, mean i ng that soc i a I serv ice proress i on

als are Free to to establ ish their own objectives, pol icies,

and standards. Po 1 it i ca 1 InterFerence is Frowned upon,

and input From client groups is not considered as important

as the educated decisions of the oFFicial fnvolved (Djao

1984, 190). As a result, the packages of beneFfts provided

may not the ones most approprfate. Second, the size and

complexity or the social service system has increased signic

antly, meaning there has been a growth in bureaucratization;

'Following the rules' becomes more Important than providing

services (Djao 1984, 89-90). As Indicated in chapter 3
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of this thesis, thIs Frequently means that the polIcies

adopted by the socfal service bureaucracy oFten represent

a source of oppression to client groups. In the interest

of bureaucratic expediency, a reluctance to deviate From

'the rules', people's I ives are placed under f'urther constraint.

How, however, can these Features of social service

delivery be seen to be outcomes of the contradictory nature

of capitalist social relations? As noted previously, it

is essential that iF state institutions are to act as

crfsis managers, they must be separated From the control

of speciFic interests in society. As OFFe (1984, 131)

notes, the inFluence of specfFic special interests groups

on the Formation of policy represents the most fmportant

obstacle to the eFFicient perFormance of governments. It

is perceived that 'rationality' (measured by the presence

of po I i c i es or i ented towards the rna i ntenance of' an env ironment

suitable For the steady accumulation of capital) is limited

to state apparati characterized by a high degree of' autonomy.

The proFessional ization of the social services, leading

as it does to a Fomalized delivery system with little room

For external input, thus Facil ftates rationality in this

sector. Similarily, the growth of bureaucracfes through

the centralization of Functions, a strategy pursued in
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a number of western capItalist natIons (HIrsch 1981. 604).

mitigates the eFFects of popular pol itical pressure on

those Functions. either by service users demanding increased

benefIts or conservative interests demanding a reduction

in service to permit tax cuts. Finkel (1977) addresses

thIs issue wIth regards to the reallocatIon of responslbity

For we I fare prov i s ion in Canada from the city to the prov inc i a I

level. The Fact that these moves have lead to the problems

outlined about indicates again that the welFare state cannot

transcend the contradlctfons which gave rfse to it. and

that measures adopted at one instance can cause problems

later.

2.5 Surmary

This chapter has achieved two thIngs. First. it

has developed a model I inking community struggle. social

context. and the structures underlying contemporary society.

The social arrangements and elements of consciousness that

lead to neighbourhood collective actIon were seen to be

med i ated outcomes of the causa I mechan isms under I y i ng cap i ta list

society. while communfty struggles themselves have the

potentfal to negate those causal mechanIsms. Second. this

chapter demonstrated the role of the welFare state in linking
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the essential nature of capitalist society with the social

conditions of importance In service- and community-dependent

communities.



CHAPTER 3:

THE CONTEXT FOR COLLECTIVE ACTION

3.1 Introduction

This chapter has two objectives: (I) to Identify

those historically-specific conditions that have an Impact

upon the everyday lives of the single parent population

of Jane-F Inch; and (I I) to determl ne the nature of the

re I at I onsh I p between these cond it ions and the causa I mechan isms

that underl Ie capitalist society. Through achieving these

objectives, we can achieve a better understanding of the

constitution of those conditions that stimulate community-based

collective action.

Th I s chapter I s organ I zed I n the fo I low I ng manner.

Section 2 outlines the methodologies employed In the two

empirical chapters of this thesis. Section 3 then notes

a way In which the constraints that have an Impact upon

everyday I I fe can be organ I zed; such a framework I s needed

to lend some structure to the subsequent analysis of the

Impacts of community conditions on the single parents of

Jane-Finch. Section 4 attempts to IdentIfy the I Inks between

these conditions and the underlying structure of capItalist

63
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society. Building upon the an~lysls of the linkages developed

in the latter part of Chapter 2, attention Is focused upon

the nature of the Canad I an we 1fare state, given that government

pol Icy plays a key role in structuring the community environ

ment, and has a special Impact upon marginalized groups

such as single parents. This task accomplished, Sections

5 and 6 subsequently identify the specific Income and built

environment constraints that pertain to single parents

in Jane-Finch, and demonstrate the extent to which these

are rooted in the nature of capItalist society through

the mediations of state polfcy. Finally, Section 7 notes

the ways in which this analysis can help us to illustrate

the operatIon of the model of collectIve actIon developed

at the end of the previous chapter.

3.2 "ethodotogy

The two empirical chapters of this thesis address

three tasks In sequence: (i) identifying the nature of

the Canadian welfare state; (II) outlining those social

conditions that have an impact upon the single parent population

of Jane-Finch; and (Iii) Identifying how certain members

of this group have organized to challenge these conditions.

The first two of these tasks are carried out in this chapter,

while the third Is addressed in Chapter 4. Below, the

approaches taken and i nformat I on sources emp I oyed are out I i ned,

as are some of the I imitations encountered.
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The discussion qf the Canadian welfare state

is drawn exclusively from secondary sources. since an extensive

body of literature exists on this subject. Adopting such

an approach has one prob I em, however: much of the ex i st i ng

literature on the Canadian welfare state tends to be funct-

ionalist

Po lie i e s

(e.g. Beamish 1981,

are related to the

Finkel 1977, Macrou 1980).

'needs' of capital. either

In ensuring production or reproduction. Such an approach,

however, Is Incompatible with the concept of the materialist

state employed In this thesis. As noted In Chapter 2.

the materialist state sees state polley as being the work

of human agents encompassed by a set of constraints that

stem from sources not limited to the logic of the preval ling

mode of product I on. I n other words, we must not deduce

the forms the state takes in pract i ce from the rol es we

al locate It. True, under present conditions, the operation

of the state is great 1y fac ill tated through the acceptance

of the logic of capitalist production, but, at the same

time. the nature of the pol itical process also has an Impact.

The success of struggles by groups that oppose the hegemony

of capitalist social relations, the division of powers

between the different levels of the Canadian state. along

with other contingent factors stemming from the dynamics

of day-to-day communications, all playa role In constituting

state actIons. Given that this thesis does not have as

its central research question the derivation of state pol Icy,
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we cannot hope to analyse a) 1 the relevant state policies

in terms of these considerations. meaning we must employ

secondary sources that are functionalist. For this reason.

we must be cautious about the conclusions of this work

regarding the links between underlying social relations

and policy.

The second empirical task Involves Identifying

the nature of the social conditions affecting the life

paths of Jane-Finch's single parents. Here. little evidence

Is available In published form. Therefore, have relied

to a great extent upon i nterv I ews with commun I ty res I dents

and people involved in social service delivery. In the

text. these interviews are IdentIfied by upper case attri-

butions: e.g. (DAY). This reliance on intervIews leads

to two difficulties. For one thing, whi Ie claims about

the policies adopted by government bodies or agencIes such

as the United Way can be confirmed by interviewing officials

of those I nst i tut Ions, the effects of such po 1 I c I es cannot

be Identified so easily. Often. people's Impressions about

their communIty are as Important as the objective reality

In the formation of constraints upon everyday life. Another

difficulty related to the use of Interviews Is that the

Jane-Finch residents questioned were not selected at random.

but maInly were people Involved in the communIty's voluntary

sector. This represented the only viable approach gIven

the funding 1 imitations of this project. and has the additional
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advantage of focusing upon. people who probably were more

knowledgeable than average about local conditions. However,

such an Interviewing procedure has led to a biased sample.

The feelings and attitudes attributed to the community

as a whole by the people Interviewed may not be wholly

accurate.

The third empirical task addressed herein involves

I dent I fy i ng the co I I ect I ve I nit I at I ves I aunched by the

single parent population of Jane-Finch. Here, a 'case-study'

case was adopted. Interviews (agaIn, represented by upper

case attributions) were conducted with people Involved

in the four groups selected, relevant studies were consulted,

and (when available) group publications were examIned.

It must be noted, however, that this approach has two limit

ations. First, we cannot assert that the experIences of

the groups studied are wholly representative. Certainly,

the preferred method would have begun with a comprehensive

survey of community-based groups In Jane-Finch. From these,

we could have Identified for further study those with a

high level of particIpation by (or orientation towards

the concerns of) single parents. However, such an approach

was Impossible, given the financial and time constraints

of this study. The second limitation Involves the lack

of comparab I I i ty. A study that spanned more than one commun i ty

would permit us to gain InsIght Into why dIffering levels

of collectIve organIzatIon and dIfferIng levels of success
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are found In different comm.unltles. Again, however, such

a study was beyond the scope of this thesis.

3.3 Conceptualizing Constraints on Everyday life

The conditions affecting the single parents of

Jane-Finch can be grouped Into two broad categories: (i)

those that Influence the level of their personal or family

resources; and (II) those that characterize the built envir

onment with wh I ch they Interact. The I mportance and very

nature of the conditions In this second category are largely

a function of those In the first. How an individual interacts

with the surrounding environment is fundamentally dependent

upon the level of personal or family resources to which

that Individual has access.

It must be emphasized that these constraint categories

are not theoretical, but are used to organize empirical

phenomena. Certainly, these types of constraints are universal

to human society, In that they are not limited to a given

historical period or a specific mode of production. However,

to say that these constraints affect a given group of human

agents at a given time Is a tautology, unless we Identify

the form these constra I nts take In th Iss I tuat I on. Furthermore,

we cannot say that the specific constraints encompassed

by these categor I es are unmed I ated ref I ect ions of the preva I I I ng

mode of productIon. CertaInly, underlyIng structures have

an impact upon the nature of socIal-economic conditions.
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and upon whether those conqltlons constitute constraints,

but a multitude of contingent factors also playa role

here.

In contempory cap ita 1 i st soc i ety, 'persona I resources'

can be equated with monetary income, der i ved from part i c i pat ion

in the wage labour force, or from wage substitutes In the

form of social assistance. This situation results from

the separation of most people from control over the means

of production: most individuals are Incapable of maintaining

themselves at a socially acceptable level of subsistence

using their own resources. As a result, obtaining an Income

through the sa I e of one's Iabour power represents the on I y

way to make a Iving for the majorIty of the population.

I n Canada today, low I ncome does not necessar i I y

mean absolute deprivation. However, low income does influence

the nature of one's Interaction with the built environment.

First, given that housIng In contemporary capital ist society

is generally both commodified and unevenly distributed,

residential location decisions are circumscribed by how

much money Is available for expenditure on shelter. Second,

the qual ity of one's housing and one's legal relatIonship

to that hous i ng are i nf I uenced by income. Th i rd, the importance

of the immedIate built environment Is a function of personal

wealth. Because the use of transportation facilities is

subject to user fees (in the case of public transit) or

Is treated as a commodIty (In the case of private automo-
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biles), access to other bull~ environments for the purposes

of employment or gaining access to goods and services is

also largely determined by Income. Thus we can say that

low income people are relatively more community dependent

than those with higher Incomes. Furthermore, Income plays

a role In establishing the level of an Individual's service

dependency. Th I s concept has been deve loped with reference

to groups such as ex-psychiatric patients (Dear (981),

the elder I y (Dear, Fother i ngham and Hayes (979), probabat loners

and parolees and the physically dIsabled (Beamish (981).

Here, however, It is argued that serv I ce dependency can

be extended to al I groups with a less than average capacity

to fuf i I I the I r soc I a I I y def I ned wants and needs through

participation in the capitalist markeLrlace. As a result,

people come to depend upon the decommodifled provision

of goods and services in order to subsist. This has been

demonstrated recently in a report by the Social Planning

Council of St. Catherines and Thorold (1983), which noted

a clear correlation between the use of such decommodified

provision and low income.

Certa i n I y, these constra i nts do not encompass a 1 I

those factors that structure everyday life. For one thing,

they do not account for the origin of the special needs

that character i ze different groups in soc i ety. I n the case

of single parents, for example, a particular requirement

for ch I I dcare affects the nature of the I r f nteract ion with
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the bui It environment. An un~erstanding of this need ental Is

an appreciation of the demise of the traditional support

network of the extended fami 1y, and of recent trends In

divorce and chi ld custody. At the same time, the low incomes

that typically characterize this group (largely a result

of the fact that most single parents -- 81 percent In the

Toronto CHA -- are female), lead to a need for either Income

support, housing support and/or social services designed

to accommodate single parents' community and service depend

ency. An understanding of these special needs would requIre

an appreciation of the status of women in the workforce.

Nonetheless, the two constraint categories outlined above

represent an appropriate way to organize those constraints

that define the environment within which the single parents

of the Jane-Finch area exist.

3.4 State Polley and the Structuring of the Co••unity

3.4.1 The Welfare State in Canada

In order to understand the relationship between

the conditions encompassed by these constraint categories

and capital ist social relations, It Is necessary to examine

the nature of the Canadian state. As noted by Finkel (1911),

the steady Increase in state intervention in the sphere

of reproduct ion is an integra 1 part of the Canad i an exper i ence.

This trend Is of even more significance In the context

of the population group emphasized herein. As noted below,
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the single parents of Jane.Finch are more dependent upon

the state than average, owing to their reI lance on social

assistance payments, their occupancy of publ ic housing,

and their community and service dependency.

Below, the evolution of the Canadian welfare state

is first outlined briefly. Next, It is demonstrated that

this set of institutions reflect the fiscal limitations

and bureaucratic organization that represent the essential

contradictions of the state under capitalism. Conforming

to the concept of the materialist state (outl !ned in Chapter

2), these contradictions are not seen, however, to be the

only cause for state Incapacity. It Is recognIzed that

contingent factors, especially the complex division of

powers found In Canada, also represent determinants of

state pol icy.

3.4.2 Historical Evolution

During the economic dislocation and social upheavals

of the Great Depression, the pol Icy orIentation of the

Canadian state underwent a fundamental transformation.

True, the various levels of government had never adopted

a pure laissez-faire orIentation towards business (see,

for example, early state Involvement In the railway Industry:

FInkel 1977), nor have social issues been totally neglected

(see Bellamy and Irving 1981 for a discussion of early

social welfare legislation). However, the 'Interventionist
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state' that emerged In the ea~ly 1930s represented a distInct

break with the past.

Whi Ie intervention in the economy and in the provision

of social securIty were key demands of the rapIdly growing

Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF) and other social ist

movements, Finkel (1977) argues that a key consideration

was that In dealing with the crises of the Great DepressIon,

the state was obliged to act In a way that facIlitated

accumulatIon. In order to preserve theIr own fntegrlty,

and to finance the economic and socIal programs they desIre,

it was necessary for people in the state to adopt policies

meant to stave off the collapse of the whole system. It

was recognized by many government leaders that the traditional

relationship between the state and society In Canada needed

to be reconsidered, in light of a radically new set of

conditions. Thus, in the words of R.B.Bennett, Prime Hinister

from 1930 until 1935:

A good deal of pruning Is sometimes necessary to
save a tree and it would be well for us In Canada
to remember that there is considerable pruning to
be done if we are to preserve the fabric of the
capitalist system. (quoted in Finkel 1977,351)

Th I s new po I I cy of Intervent ion i sm saw the i ntroducti on
or-- -.----.-.. . ~- ...........-~- ......~-;; ....-~-.-"-".-....~ ...~ ... ".'~.~ ~, ",,.., .. ~. .,••

of socIal assIstance measures SUCh.,BS u(l~m.ployment Insurance,-
and lead to the centralization and co-ordination of welfare

assistance. These measures "put a floor on the standard
.• ,,..0 r--~_,.,r-6_-'- ,-"

oUivlng", thus facilitatIng accumulation by preservIng

peop I e out of work. Furthermore, such measures were Introduced
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to co-opt working class agitation; it was recognized that

sending in the militia to break up a strike was no longer

an adequate form of social control (Finkel 1977). Since

Ottawa has maintained an element of de facto control,

the 1930s, there has been a prol iferatlon of state social

programs, reflecting the fact that Canada was beginning

to experience some of the problems characteristic of mature

cap I ta list econom i es. Host of these programs were prov I nc I a II y

run, a result of the the constitutional division of powers

between the two level s of government (Wharf 1981), !..h.~~h

due

to the ro I e~.?f t ran s f.~.r:,..£.a.x!!,,~ntT~I,n.f iJlan c IT~g S?:_~~.~I, pr.?~!.~a.!"s.

In summary, then, beginning in th.e late 193.0s,
--... -----~- - ... _- ._---

the state
-.--- ........... -

in Canada began to assume a greater responsi-

bi Iity for social reproduction. An essential determinant

of this was that it was recognized that further capital

accumulation rested on state Intervention In the community

as wei I_~~ the workplace.

3 .•. 2 Contradictions In the Canadian Welfare State

As argued In Chapter 2, the creation of a welfare

state does not represent a long term 'so I ut I on' to the

contradictions of capitalist society. A given set of state

institutions and pol icles may work at one time, but bul It-In

limitations may not permit them to adapt to changing clrcum-

stances. In this section, the limitations associated "'11th

the contradictory relationship between production and reprod-
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uctlon and with the nature .of the social service delivery

system are employed to explain the crises experienced by

the Canadian welfare state beginning in the early 19105.

The ro I e of cont i ngent factor sis then recogn I zed, ina

discussion of the impact of the division of powers between

federal, provincial and local governments.

O'Connor's concept of the 'fiscal crisis of the

state' finds an empirical correlate in the budgetary problems

facing the various levels of government in Canada in the

the 19105 through the early 19805. The fundamental problem

for the Canadian welfare state was that while the demand

for welfare services increased steadi ly, the revenues avai lable

to meet such demands have not. The appropriation of a

greater proportion of the profits of private capital was

not a viable option, for the Canadian economy was in a

state of crisis. As seen in Webber and Rigby (1985), the

aggregate rate of prof It, the fundamenta I I ndex of cr lsi s,

fell substantially through the 1910s and early 19805.

This also was reflected in more conventional economic indic

ators. For example, the national unemployment rate increased

stead il y through the 5.1 percent I eve 1 f n 1910 to 11.9

percent in 1983 (Dept. of Finance 1984). True, overall

economic growth occurred in this period, but increases

in real GNP per capita were erratic, and on the average

were lower than in the past. Indeed, real GNP declined

In 1983, for the first time since the early 19505 (Dept. of
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Finance 1984). As a result of this crisis, corporate Income

taxes dropped steadily as a proportion of the total revenues

of the Federal from 17.4 percent in 1975 to 10.8 in 1982

(Statistics Canada, Canada Yearbook, various Issues), while

in Ontario there was a reduction from 12.7 percent to 7.0

( 0 n tar i 0 H i n i s try 0 f T rea sur y and E. (; 0 n om i c s , I 984 ) • The

corporute profits simply were not there to tax, whl Ie legis

lation was altered to give the corporate sector tax breaks

(Calvert 1984). The other way to pay for additional social

expend i ture (I ndeed, the way most common I y used through

the post war period) was through the taxation of the general

pub Ii c. This was sufficient in times when the 'economic

pie' was growing: the number of people perceived to be

in need of state support was not increasing substantially

meaning that the state could improve the services avai lable

to those who did need such support by appropriating part

of the increase in real wages (Finkel 1977). This was

revealed in the tendency through the 1960s and early 1970s

for personal Income taxes to increase as a percentage of

total state revenues. In the mld-1970s. however, a slowdown

In the growth of real income (culminating In real decl ines

In per capita Income and Income per employee In 1982 and

1983: Dept. of F I nnance (984)

less viable. Personal Income

made this strategy became

taxes maintained Its share

of tota I state revenue, but no longer increased (see Stat i st i cs

Candada Canada Yearbook, various Issues). Political llmlt-
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ations upon how far the st.;Jte could cut Into social wage

meant that additional personal Income taxation could not

make up the amount of funds needed to support the new levels

of social spending.

Thus. an unbr I dgab I e gap opened up between the

amount of revenue that could be collected by the Canadian

state and the level of services that people had come to

expect. How did the var I ous 1eve 1s of government respond

to this problem? One option was to resort to deficit fin

ancing. From 1910 to 1983. the federal government went

from a surplus of $266 mil lion to a deficit of $24.5 bll lion

(Dept. of Finance 1984), whl Ie the Ontario deficit mushroomed

from $510 mil lion to just over $2 billion (Ontario Hinlstry

of Treasury and Economics 1984). Clearly, however, this

'solution' has Its limitations. Thus the only remaining

option was to Initiate cutbacks In state ser-vlces. Here,

It was services in the field of reproduction, not production,

that suffered. It began to be argued that Canadians could

not afford such services, that they absorbed needed Investment

dollars, thereby contributing to an Inflationary demand

for capital (Beamish 1981,102). In response to this sentiment

cutbacks were Initiated by the federal government, through,

for example, placing additional restrictions on ellgibfllty

for unemployment insurance (see SPCHT 1982b). Hore Importantly,

the Ontario government, which has constitutional responsibility

for most social welfare functions, also introduced cutbacks.
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In 1975, Queen's Park established a Special Programs Review

Committee to "Inquire into the ways and means of restraining

the cost of government through examining issues such as

the continued usefulness of programs." (OPSEU 1980, 17).

I n November of that year, th i s comm i ttee produced the Henderson

Report, which became the primary polley statement In the

Ontario government's cutback program. As outlined in Beamish

(1981), this report offered three solutions to growing

state expend I tures: cutback, throwback, and sh I ftback measures.

Cutback measures Involved placing limitations upon the

wages of state employees and upon the level of state social

services. Throwback measures Involved making the users

of services pay an increased percentage of the costs of

such services. Finally, shlftback measures Involved the

decentralization of provincial responsibilities to munic

Ipalities, and ultimately to Individuals. As Is demon

strated through this chapter, these measures have had an

impact upon a var i ety of different soc i a 1 programs. Wh i Ie

the implementation of cutbacks has been most fmportant,

shlftback measures have played a key role also, especially

In the refusal of the provincial goverment to Involve Itself

further I n subs I d I zing the efforts of the '10 I untary sector

engaged In the provision of decommodlfled social services,

leading to the devolution of this responsibility to the

municipalities. Here, we can see an explanation for further

shlftback to the Individual, given that local governments
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In Ontar i 0, dependent upon. a narrow tax based focused on

property assessment and prohibited by law from running

deficits, frequently do not have the financial capacity

to compensate for this loss of provincial money. Alternatively,

municipalities have been obliged to resort to user fees

to an i ncreas i ng extent, pro v I ding an examp I e of the I mp I ement

atlon of throwback measures (BHR 1981).

A second I imitation on the ability of the Canadian

welfare state to ameliorate the social problems characteristic

of contemporary capitalist society Involves the nature

of soc i a I serv I ce prov is Ion. The pattern I n Canada c I ear I y

follows the general trend In capitalist societies, outlined

In Chapter 2. For the purposes of developing a 'rational'

system for social service delivery, responsibility for

social welfare functions has been vested In Institutions

that are Increasingly professionalized and bureaucratic.

In her study of inequality, In Canada Djao (1984) notes

the dominance In the social service sector of provlder-cl lent

relationships; here, professional Izatlon has led to a 'clinical'

approach to service provision, meaning that the Input of

the people directly affected Is not seen as relevant.

In terms of bureaucracy, the centralization of functions

(noted In Finkel 1977) has led to situations where polley

Is estab I i shed by centra 1 i zed agenc i es not direct I y accountab Ie

to forums accessible to the public. In such environments,

political advocacy or sensitiVity to the needs of client
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groups are not beneficial attributes (DJao 1984). In this

way, another contrad i ct Ion I n the we I fare state is seen

to be manifested In a Canadian context -- quite apart from

the extent of resources needed to facilitate production

and reproduction, the nature of social service delivery

necessary to maintain the 'particularization' of state

institutions is an impediment to the state successfully

maintaining conditions favourable to accumulation.

As we 11 as these two ways in wh I ch the we 1fare

state, by its very nature, fails to overcome the contradictions

of cap I ta 11st soc i a 1 re Iat ions, a var i ety of other determ i nant s

playa role in structuring government polfcy at any given

instance. As indicated in chapter 2, these include histor

ical Iy contingent conditions and the impact of class struggle

on the transformation of the logic underlying the level

of appearances. [t is now argued that I n Canada today,

the most prevalent determinant from among these Is the

former: specifically, the nature of the divIsion of powers

between different levels of governments. This Is significant

In social service provision because It can lead to a lack

of coord i nat i on between bureaucrac i es assoc i ated with different

levels of the state. Alternatively, such dIvisions may

1ead to s i tuat ions where different state bod I es have fundament

ally dIfferent perspectives on Issues, owing to the fact

that they are responsible to different constItuencies.

Certainly, under certain circumstances the existIng division
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of powers can be seen as ao outcome of attempts by state

institutions to fulfi 1 1 their welfare functions in an environ

ment characterIzed by the two 1 imitations described above.

Efforts by the Ontario government to shift responsibilities

back to the municipal ities for financial reasons illustrates

this, as does the central ization of social assistance provision

to Isolate this function from popular pressure. The dIvision

of power cannot, however, be reduced to a reflection of

the Internal workings of the welfare state. Constitutional

history and traditional inter-regional rivalries also

playa role. Below, these limitations represent a framework

through which we can identify the 1 inks between the pol icies

of the Canadian welfare state and constraints upon everyday

1 i fe.

3.5 Income levels as a Constraint

3.5.1 The Income Situation of the Single Parent

As noted above, income constraints playa key role

in determining how people select a community, what type

of housing they inhabit, and how they interact with the

built environment surrounding them. In this section, then,

an effort is made to understand income constraints as outcomes

of the contradictions embedded in, and the contingencies

affecting, the Canadian welfare state.

Here, we Investigate the economic status of single

parents in Metro II s.. whole, for two reasons. First, most
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data on the subject, especia~ly that produced by the Social

Planning Council of Metropolitan Toronto (SPCMT), are not

disagreggated to the community level, but focus upon the

Toronto area as a who Ie. Second, we accept that commun i ty

choice is influenced by Income. True, th ismay not be

the case in terms of isolated communities, where people

may I ive their entire 1 ives despite changing economic capacity.

Jane-Finch, however, is a part of a much larger urban conglom

erat ion. Thus, for reasons that will become c I ear, sing Ie

parents In the community generally are not local residents

who have become single parents; they move to Jane-Finch

because they are single parents.

Most single parents In Metro have incomes that,

by social standards. are seriously inadequate. Defining

words such as 'adequacy' or 'need' is a difficult task,

in that it is a socially defined concept. not one based

simply on human physical requirements. Doyal and Gough

(1984) address this issue from a theoretical perspective,

while the SPCMT (1983) examine the various measures of

need employed In Canada. If. however. we take the Statistics

Canada Low Income Cutoff level and the SPCMT Budgetary

Guidelines (both described In SPCMT 1983) as estimates

of which income level should represent the 'poverty line'.

the situation of single parent families is clear. In 1980.

the Statistics Canada minimum standard for a family with

one parent and one child was $9.434 a year. while the SPCMT
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Income of $10,900 was needed If the parent

labour force, or of $11,700 if he or she

was. In 1980, however, the income of many single parent

families, many with more than one child, did not approach

these levels. 25 percent of such families had incomes of

less than $7,000, whl Ie 34.9 percent earned less than $10,000.

The overall median was $14,322, only marginally higher

than the poverty line, and far below the median of $29,589

for husband and wife families (SPCHT 1984).

These figures cover ~ single parent families,

however, Including those with children old enough not to

need childcare. If single parent families with younger

heads are examined, the income levels are even lower.

In cases where the head is younger than 44, the median

Income was $11,210, while the median for equivalent two

parent families was $24,392. The situation for single

parents under 25 Is worse; 84 percent earn less than $10,000,

while the median income amounts to $4,374. This Is far

below the $22,135 figure for corresponding husband-wife

faml lies, and represents ony 46 percent of the relevant

Low Income Cutoff and 40 percent of the relevant Budgetary

Gu I de I I ne (SPCHT 1983).

Th lsi ncome pattern is the direct resu I t of two

factors. First. because most single parents are female,

they tend to have lower than average wages. Th I sis a

result of pay discrimination within given job categories,
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and of the underrepresentation of women In many higher

paying occupations (Armstrong and Armstrong 1983). Thus,

in the Toronto CHA in 1980, the average female wage was

$9,831, compared to $18,936 for male workers (1981 Census). i

For single mothers, the situation is worsened by their

frequent lack of job ski 1Is, a result of their having withdrawn

from the labour force at an early age, or else never having

a permanent job (Scarborough 1979, 14). For many women

In these circumstances emp 1oyment Iss Imp 1y not an opt i on;

even I f they could find work, transport and daycare costs

would represent an excessive percentage of their wages. Thus,

in order to subsist, it often is necessary for single parents

to accept social assistance. Far from the popu 1ar image

of welfare mothers 'ripping off the system', "the choice

between work and welfare Is, in real ity, no choice at

al!." (Family Benefits Work Group 1979, 2).

Inadequate social assistance benefits therefore

represent the second factor determining the low median

incomes of single parents. In the case of female single

parent s, for whom data are ava I I ab Ie, 15,289 out of a tota I

of 59,266 In Hetro, or 25.8 percent existed on welfare

In 1980 (COHSOC figures for Sept. of that year; 1981 Census).

The existence of welfare rates that challenge subsistence

lit is necessary to remember, however, that part of this
difference Is a result of the fact that a greater percentage
of the female labour force works part time (Armstrong and
Armstrong 1983).
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Is a paradox, however, If we accept that the objective

of the state Is to ensure the survival of people without

access to wage Incomes. Reflecting the essential role

of the welfare state In ensuring both production and reprod

uction, It Is possible to see social assistance programs

as having two purposes. First, reflecting the links between

the state and capital accumulation, such measures play

a ro I e In ensur I ng the cont I nued subs I stence of the temporar I I y

unemployed, the 'reserve army of labour'. l1acorou (1980)

argues that the relationship between state action and the

reproduct I on of the I abour force can be seen I n the fact

that we I fare rates through the 1970s were kept at a I eve I

where unemployment was a survivable experience, but not

a pleasant one: it is counterproductive to discourage people

from part I c i pat I ng I n the I abour market. Thus, In Ontar i 0

during this period, the minimum wage and the welfare rate

for 'employables' tended to Increase In 'lockstep', with

the latter never being permitted to exceed the former (Ontario

We I fare Counc i I 1981). Second, Income ma I ntenance programs

help to sustain 'surplus labour', those people In society

who have no role, and no role In the foreseable future,

to play In capitalist production. In this way, the legitimacy

of the state is potentially (though not necessarily) enhanced;

working class opposition can be muted, whfle threats to

social stabi 1 fty by marginalized populations themselves

can be reduced.
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Th f 5 sec 0 n d fun c t I o.n i s 0 f g rea t err e I e van c e to

this thesis, for it is clear that most single parents receiving

welfare benefits are marginal ized in our society. But

this brings us back to the Initial problem: why was state

assistance to marginal ized groups In general (see Beamish

1981) and single parents in particular so inadequate?

This Issue is now addressed, with reference to the fiscal

restraints that limit the actions of the institutions that

constitute the Canadian welfare state. Itis as sumed that

problems stemming from the bureaucratic nature of the

welfare state do not playa role In establishing the extent

of social assistance.

3.5.2 The Underfundlng of SocIal AssIstance In OntarIo

Although social assistance In Ontario has a long

history (see Bellamy and Irving 1981, for an overview),

the current system of state Income maintenance can be seen

to date from 1967, the year In which the Federal Government's

Canada Assistance Plan came into effect. Th is Ieg I s Iat Ion

lola s des I gned to prov I de comprehens I ve coverage to \ persons

in need', those Individuals

who by reason of Inability to obtain employment
loss of principal family provider, illness,
disability, age or other cause of any kind ...
Is found to be unable •.• to provide adequately
for himself (sic), or for himself and his
dependents. (Barry Swadron of COHSOC, quoted
In OWC/SPCHT 1977, 15-16)

Under this new legfslatfon, the Federal Goverment promised

to fund 50 percent of Provincial fncome maintenance schemes,
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with the provinces setting,the actual assistance rates.

To take advantage of this new arrangement, the Ontario

government restructured Its social assistance system. The

existing General Welfare Assistance (GWA) plan was linked

to the Canada Assistance Plan to permit federal funding

of ~hort term reI ief for 'employable' persons who are out

of work and have no other source of Income, and for 'unemploy

able' persons waiting to qualify for long term assistance.

In addition, a variety of existing programs were Incorporated

Into the Family Benefits Assistance (FBA) scheme, allowIng

for federal assistance in the long term funding of individuals

unable to participate in the labour market. Included here

are the disabled. the mentally and physically handicapped,

and many single parents with preschool or school age chi ldren

(OWC/SPCHT 1977).

Single parents represent a significant proportion

of the welfare population. In Harch, 1983, 8,208 female

single parents In Ontario were on GWA, whi Ie 55,046 received

FBA. These figures represented 7.6 and 42.7 percent of

the total GWA and FBA populations (COHSOC 1983). Given

that women heads of low parent fami I ies in either case

are considered 'unemployable' (although male single parents

on GWA must be il I, or be physically or mentally handicapped

to be classified as such), one would expect that social

assistance rates would cover basic subsistance needs, given

that such heads do not really have the option to find employ-
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However, It Is clear that FBA, and even more so

GWA, fall well below this standard. As noted In Table

3.1, the total Incomes of single parent families on social

assistance are wei I below the two 'poverty lines' previously

discussed. The discrepancy I s even greater, of course,

when compared to the median Income of equivalent two parent

fam I lies who earn 50 percent or more of the I r income from

wages or salaries.

Table 3.1:
The I nadequacy of We I fare Benef Its, 1980

GWA

Fam I I y Total ~ Budgetary ~Statcan l.f1edian
Composition Income($) Guidelines Cutoff Income

Mother, 6,245 53.2 52.8 24.4
child of 4

Mother, 8,966 54.2 49. 1 25.8
children 3.6,8

FBA

Fami I y Total 1. Budgetary l.Statcan ~Medlan

Composition Income($) Guidelines Cutoff Income

Mother, 7, 161 61.0 60.5 27.9
chi Id of 4

Mother, 10,114 61 .2 55.4 29. 1
ch' Idren 3,6,8

source: SPCMT 1980a
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The situation of GWA and FBA recipients was not

always so bad, but has come about as a result of a steady

erosion In the real value of their benefits. Through the

1960s and early 19105, the real Incomes of social assistance

beneficiaries Increased, though not as fast as real wages

(OWC/SPCHT 1977). Starting In the mld-1910s, however,

this trend was reversed, to the point where, In 1982, GWA

and FBA Incomes, measured In constant dollars, were less

than they had been fifteen years previously (SPCHT 1982a).

Tab Ie 3.2 notes the changes I n the per lod from 1916 to

1982, as they affected the single parent families referred

to in Tab Ie 3. 1 • Under no circumstances did tota I Income

come close to keeping up to the rate of Inflation. The

rea I worth of GWA and FBA benef I ts dec I I ned prec I pi tous I y,

while other components of total income (mother's allowances,

shelter allowances, property tax credits, and child tax

credits) did not Increase sufficiently to compensate.
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Table 3.2:

Real Declines In Social Assistance Incomes

GWA

Famll y 1976 Income 1982 Income 1982 Income shortfa 11
Composition ( $ ) (current$) (1976$) (1976$)

Hother, 3,925 6,245 6,972 727
child of 4

Mother, 5,604 8,966 9,887 921
ch i Idren 3,6,8

FBA

Fam I I y 1976 Income 1982 Income 1982 Income shortfa II
Composition ( $ ) (current$) (1976$) ( 1976$)

Mother, 4,483 7, 161 7,907 748
ch I I d of 4

Mother, 6.098 10,114 10,758 644
3chlldren 3,6.8

Derived from SPCHT 1982a and StatCan CPI Indexes
for 1976-1982.

Why did expend I ture on Income ma I ntenance come

under attack? The fundamental reason can be found In the

fiscal crisis of the Canadian state. In the face of a

5 I gn I f I cant shortfa II between revenue and expend I ture In

Ontario, welfare rates were cut back to the extent that

It was politically feasible to do so. An additional Impetus

for such action was the significant Increase In the number

of people on social assistance (see Table 3.3). The economic
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contrlbl,lted to the fiscal crfsis of

the state have led eventually to an Increase In the demands

placed upon the state. In the end. real expenditure on

GWA and FBA remained fairly constant (see Table 3.4); increases

In caseloads were compensated for by real declines In expend-

I ture per case. mean I ng that there was a great dea I of

Incentive to compensate for an Increased caseload by reducing

In real terms the outlay per case.

Table 3.3:
Welfare Case loads f n Ontario

Year 1 Total cases (FBA+GWA) 'Employables' on GWA
('OOOs) (~ change) ('OOOs) (~ change)

1983 236.5 18.0 68. 1 66.9

1982 200.4 5.0 40.8 29.1

1981 190.9 4.3 31.6 5.0

1980 183 . 1 3.5 30. 1 9.5

1979 177.0 0.9 27.5 4.6

1978 175.5 6.2 26.3 23.5

1977 165.3 4.0 21.3 -0.5

1976 158.9 -7.3 21 .4 -0.6

1975 168.2 22.8

IFigures from March of each year.

Source: Ministry of Community and Socfal Services.
Quarterly Bulletfn, varfous fssues.
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Table 3.4:
Real Social Expenditure In Ontario

Year

1981/82

1980/81

1979/80

1978/79

1911/18

1916/71

1975/76

GWA + FBA
(m III Ion $)

475.3

411 .2

443.4

464.6

414.5

452.0

472.2

Total Social Expenditure
(million $)1

1203.1

1161.1

1103.2

1089.2

1084.0

1011.9

1012.0

Iincludes: GWA, FBA, services for the aged, services
for chi Idren, rehabl 1Itation and family services, misc. programs
and grants, and capItal expenditure.

Source: Ontario Ministry of Treasury
and Econom i cs. Ontar I 0 Stat I st i cs
(various years).

I tis apparent that I n adopt I ng such a po 1 I cy the

Conservative government managed to avoid sIgnIficant contr-

oversy. ThIs was accomplIshed through obfuscatIng the

relationship between welfare rates and human subsIstence.

In the 1961 per Iod, Ontar lowe Ifare rates were estab I I shed

through a budgeting system; the amount of Income needed

to meet minimum needs In terms of shelter, food, clothing

and such were Identified and social assistance rates were

set accordingly (Family Benefits Work Group 1919, 10).

After the Canada Assistance Plan was Introduced, however,

this prInciple was challenged. A separate shelter component

was maintained,
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Yet, in effect, any increases have been across
the board, not in one specific area, thereby
lessening the relationship between welfare payments
and people's financial needs. (Fami ly Benefits
Work Group 1979, 10)

In doing this, the rationale for allowance levels is no

longer clear, and it has been possible to put forward the

idea that social assistance is not a right, but a privi lege,

one that must become subject to retrenchment at times when

the 'economic pie' has ceased to grow (Family Benefits

Work Group, 1979, 100. Sti I I, the basic contradiction between

production and reproduction has been obscured, not resolved;

a reduction in the legitimacy of the state, or mass protest

by marginal ized groups exist as potential outcomes of cutbacks

in social assistance.

3.6 Built Environment as a Constraint

3.6.1 Single Parents and the Urban Environment

As noted previously, the income level of the individual

has a significant impact upon how he/she relates to the

urban environment: (i) it circumscribes choices in residential

location; (ii) it determines the quality and type of housing;

and (ii i) through affecting levels of residential environment

and serv ice dependency, it affects the importance of interact ion

with one's community. Be I ow, we use th i s framework to

examine how the low incomes characteristic of most single

parents lead to a pattern of Interaction with the built

env I ronment that serves to create constra i nts that c i rcumscr i be
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the 1 ives of those single parents We focus upon a community

within Metro Toronto that came to act as a repository for

low income single parents: namely, the Jane-Finch area

of North York. To conform to the agenda for this chapter,

the role of state pol icy, and the I inks between those pol icy

outcomes and the contradictions of the welfare state, are

emphasized.

3.6.2 The Ghettoization of Single Parents

Income plays a major role In determining where such

individuals can I ive in Toronto, owing to the uneven dlstrl-

bution of inexpensive accommodation. Indeed, a very low

income can mean a complete

cap i ta list hous i ng market.

inability to compete in the

Certainly, recipients of GWA

and FBA are eligible for shelter allowances, but these

frequently fai I to compensate for the high housing costs

that characterize most areas of Metropol itan Toronto, meaning

that a rei lance upon private accommodation means "money

is robbed from the food budget In order to pay for housing"

(Family Benefits Work Group 1979, 16). As a result, many

social assistance recipients trying to subsist In private

buildings must spend 40 to 50 percent of their Income on

accommodation, far greater than the 25 percent standard

recommended by the government (SCHUL TZ-LORENTZEN). Furthermore,

the housing that ~ be found tends to be substandard (Family

Benefits Work Group 1979, 16). As noted by Elspeth HEYWORTH
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of York University's Community Relations Office. the result

of this is that many single parents are obliged to seek

a place in the publ ie housing system; this is not a cheerfully

accepted 'solution', but a matter of survival. Of the

28.511 family oriented rent-geared-to-income units run

by the Metropo' i tan Toronto Hous i ng Author I ty (MTHA) (SPCMT

1979, 124). one half are occupied by single parents (NFB

I 983) •

Pub Ii c hous i ng is not spread even I y across Hetropo I i tan

Toronto, but I s found f n clusters. This means that the

decision to apply for public housing automatically means

that one's choice in residential location is circumscribed.

The Jane Finch commun i ty in North York represents one such

public housing concentration. In this community, 2,316

MTHA units, representing 16 percent of the total housing

stock, are found (Yin and Pizzardo 1976);1 this figure

contrasts sharply to 3.6 for the Toronto CMA as a whole

(SPCHT 1979, 124; 1981 Census). Not suprlsingly, low Income

groups are overrepresented in Jane Finch, and In the publ ic

housing found there. Immigrants make up 50.6 of the total

population. compared to 37.8 for the Toronto CMA as a whole

(1981 Census), and represent a large majority of the tenants

of public housing complexes (NFB 1983). In one building

lit is appropriate to use this 1976 figure, since the construct
Ion of public housing In Metro Toronto virtually has been
at a standstill since then.
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(15 Tobermory Drive). for example. 70 percent of the residents

are from the West Indian community alone (McDOWELL). Simi 1

iarly, 2.370 of the 12,700 family units (or 18.7 percent)

are headed by single parents; this stands in contrast

to a figure of 11.8 for the Toronto CMA (1981 Census).

It is difficult to estimate exactly how many of these are

in MTHA buildings. but if the 50 percent figure for Metro

as a whole holds in Jane-Finch. this would mean that 1,185

are public housing tenants'

Jane-Finch is characterized by a mixture of income

types, and it is not appropriate to think of this community

In one-dimensional terms, as a 'suburban ghetto'. There

are many fami lies 1 iving In single fami ly homes and living

the stereotypical suburban existence. In comparision to

Metro in general, however, Jane-Finch has a very low socio

economic status. The average family income noted in the

1981 Census was $22,038. compared to 28.765 for the Toronto

CHA as a whole, whi Ie the Incidence of low Income for familes.

based on the Stat I st I cs Canada Low I ncome Cutoffs. was

23. 5 per cent. compared to 11. 4. Jane-F I nch therefore can

be seen to represent a repository for those who can not

'make It' I n the pr I vate property market. Peop Ie live

there because they have I ittle choice. This Is especially

true in the case of public housing: when people are accepted

Into the system they are often given only two choices as

to where to live. One single parent Interviewed In the
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15 Tobermory MTHA complex notes: "They offered me two places

to live, one on Jane Street and one called 15 Tobermory.

chose the latter because didn't want anything to do

with Jane-Finch. WeI I, here 1 am."

Thus Jane Finch has come to represent a repository

for a variety of marginal ized groups unable to make it

in the private housing market. This does not mean, however,

that Jane-Finch Is suitable for such a population. The

community is located at the periphery of Metropol itan Toronto,

far from the employment, retai I, recreational and social

service opportunltes of downtown Toronto or subsidiary

nodes such as the North York City Centre. FurtherJane-Flnch

is isolated; it is not located on a subway Ine, while

using the bus outside rush hour is very time consuming,

with a trip downtown taking over an hour. Thus for faml lies

without cars (a Iarge percentage of those headed by sing Ie

parents), achieving access to other parts of Metropolitan

Toronto is a serious problem.

I f we conceptua I I ze pub I I c hous i ng in Canada as

being part of the effort to maintain marginalized groups,

then one would expect such publ ic housing to be located

in areas with access to the appropriate support services.

Clearly,this is not the case with Jane-Finch? Why is this

so? We cannot say that the dispersed pattern of public

housing development found In Metro evolved in an ad hoc

manner, for the necessary decisions were the outcomes of
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a clearly defined body of policy. The 1958 Official Plan

for Het ro Toronto had as one of its obj ect i yes the i ntroduct ion

of low income housing into the suburbs (SPOil 1979, 127).

As a result, a large number of public housing units were

built in the periphery of the Hetro area. Specifically,

5,417 units were constructed north of Highway 401 by the

Ontario Housing Corporation (OHC), the predecessor of the

HTHA in the prov is i on of fam I I y-or i ented geared to income

units; these came to represent 19 percent of the total

for this type of publ ic housing (SPCHT 1979, 127).

Why, then, did State po Ii cy support such a pattern

of public housing development? Perhaps such a distribution

gives poor people the benefits of suburban I iving (Toronto

Star, J u I y 24, 1983 ), but i tis e v iden t t hat a mo r e use f u I

starting point for our analysis would be an investigation

into the capitalist land market. Public housing must be

situated on land with a price determined through competition

with private capital. Given that the public housing system

is not a 'money maker', it must be supported out of genera I

state revenue. In this way, funds allocated to public

housing represent deductions from accumulation, meaning

that the extent of such funding is limited by the links

between capital accumulation and the state. Thus the abil ity

of public housing authorities to compete was hard hit by

the Inflation In land values that characterized Hetro through

the 1960s (Rose 1980,146). Specifically, new public housing
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was excluded from the downtown area. As I and seeks its

"highest and best use" (Smith 1983), land prices in such

areas tend to rise astronomically, effectively excluding

low income residential development. As a result, publ ic

housing in Metro was built where land could be obtained

cheaply

could be

housing,

(Toronto Star, July 24, 1983). If a lot of land

found in one place, a concentration of publ ic

such as Jane- Finch or the Victoria Avenue-Midland

Avenue are of Scarborough. emerged; if not, i so I ated pub Ii c

housing developments sprung up, such as the Parma and O'Conner

HTHA complexes, representing a land use totally separate

from those surrounding it.

It is evident that land prices were not the only

consideration in the location of public housing, however.

The division of powers between different levels of government

also played a role. Among local pol iticians, publ ic housing

is not a popular land use. It is commonly perceived as

attracting Individuals widely regarded as being "poor,

shiftless. and immoral" (Rose 1980. 166). Thus while there

is agreement that public housing has to be built somewhere.

no one wants it in their backyard. Thus there Is a tendency

for public housing decisions to focus on areas that are

not the best for the client populations. but that offer

the 'path of least resistance'. The Jane-Finch area. which

f n the I ate J 960s had an NDP member of the prov i nc i a 1 par Ii ament

dedicated to public housing and whfch was encompassed by
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a borough government that had not yet fully accommodated

the rapid urbanization going on within its borders, did

not have the capacity to present as effective an opposition

as did other municipalities within Metro ("Metro Morning,

CSC Radio, Apri I 27th, 1985). Thus the explanation for

the emergence of Jane-Finch as a concentration of public

housing can be I inked to both structural and contingent

factors.

3.6.3 The Role of Housing

Two aspects of housing have a direct impact upon

the everyday I ife of the individual: (i) the physIcal charac

teristics of that housing; and (Ii) the tenure status of

that individual. Here, the housing characteristic of the

single parents of Jane-Finch is examined using this framework,

to determine how their immediate built environment is a

constraint upon their actions, and to assess the extent

to which these surroundings represent the outcomes of state

pol icies that embody the contradictions of capitalist social

relations. Emphasis Is placed upon the experiences of

those single parents living In public housIng, for two

reasons: (i) as noted already, an estimated 48 percent

of the single parent populatIon of Jane Finch live in public

housing units; and (II) It Is easier to see the links

between state po Ii cy and hous I ng cond I t ions here than In

a privately-owned development.
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Pub 1 i c hous i ng in Jane-F inch encompases a number

of different bui It environments. Highrises, smaller apartment

blocks, and townhouse complexes are all represented. Below,

we focus on one HTHA development, 15 Tobermory Drive, selected

because it is the largest in Jane-Finch, and as a result

of the fact that one of the community groups studied in

Chapter 4 is centred in this building. This does not mean,

of course, that the characteristics of this complex are

necessari ly found In ~ HTHA projects. 15 Tobermory,

the location of which is illustrated in Figure 1.2, is

a 24 story highrlse with 374 units and an official population

of 1,100, though the actual population, counting illegal

aliens and unregistered cohabitees, is likely in excess

of 1,400. Of this population over 100 are pre-school age

children, about 60 percent are in single parent families,

and about 70 percent are of West Indian origin (Yin and

Pizzardo 1976).

The tenants of this project suffer from all the

problems of high rise living: the lack of recreational

space immediately at hand; small dwelling unit size; close

proximity to neighbours; and social Isolation (Hagarty

1975). However, these constraints are of more significance

to the sing 1e parent res i dents of 15 Tobermory, espec i a 11 y

those with preschool children. Owing to an inability to

gain access to inexpensive daycare (either of an formal

or informal nature), such parents are tied to the complex
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for much of the time. This was a chief complaint of the

members of the Planning Committee in 15 Tobermory, and

reflects the finding of Hagarty's (1975) time budget studies

of single parent apartment dwellers.

Unfortunately, the design of 15 Tobermory does

not compensate for this Isolation. True, the building

is equipped with one large meeting room, fIve smaller rooms,

a day care, a toddler play area, a swimming pool, a vol leybal I

court, and an outdoor rink (see Yin and Pizzardo 1976,

which contains an inventory of public housing facilities.

However, one must question the adequacy of thIs range of

fac iii ties when the sheer number of 15 Tobermory res i dents

is taken into account, and especially when the demographic

characterists of those tenants is considered. DALTON JANSKI,

the building's Mennonite Chaplain, argues that recreational

fac 11 it i es for ch i 1dren are inadequate, and that there

is Insufficient opportunity for adults to interact socially.

This, along with the transient nature of the building's

population (JANSKI estimates that upwards of 100 families

ha v e bee n k now n tom 0 vel nayear) rna kesIt d iff f cui t to

bu I I d up contacts or f nfoma I support networks. Jansk i

concludes that the 'feeling of communIty' that could help

to make the occupancy of public housing a happier experience

is retarded.

The physIcal character of 15 Tobermory makes being
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dependent upon that building a~ even more serious constraint.

According to the members of the Planning Committee of the

Tobermory Community Activities (a community group described

in detai I in Chapter 4), mice and cockroaches are a problem, the

elevator system is frequently out of service (and never

stops at one particular floor), the units themselves are

cramped, and the I eve I of genera I ma i ntenance I eaves a

lot to be desired. Furthermore, the members of the Planning

Comm I ttee agree that the soc I a I atmosphere I s frequent I y

tense; they find the youths 'hanging around' the complex

Intimidating.

How can these conditions be explained? Again,

It is possible to point to the contradiction between production

and reproduction embedded in the welfare state. Because

public housing does not pay for itself, and does not faci I itate

capital accumulation directly, as does expenditure on sewers

and roads, state expenditure in this area must be seen

as an essentially unproductive Investment. Therefore,

the extent of the funds allocated to public housing must

be I imlted by the logic of capital ist society, though clearly

factors such as working class pressure Influence the extent

of the state's commitment towards socialized housing.

Small (and hence Inexpensive) units and a general failure

to plan for features such as recreational facilities and

meeting rooms can be seen as being outcomes of such limit

ations. Furthermore, following LoJklne's (1976) work on
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state housing in France. it can be argued that when a housing

development is built with 'devalorized capital' (i.e. the

resale of the finished product is not a consideration),

long term maintenance costs. as opposed to the 'I ivabil ity'

that sel Is a commodified dwel ling unit. is of primary import-

ance. Thus the needs of tenants clash with the constraints

under which the Institutions of the capitalist state must

operate.

I n the Jane-F inch context. th is po i nt can be ill ustrated

through a compar i s i on of the qua I I ty of the f mmed i ate

built environment of 15 Tobermory with that of the nearby

Yorkwoods Gate HTHA complex (see Figure 1.2). In a study

of the latter. Young (1978) notes the provision of faci I Ities

such as a community centre and the pleasant layout of the

dwel I ing units and concludes that there is nothing inherent

to publ ic housing "which prevents the design of a satisfactory

project and the provision of services within the residp.ntial

bu i I t en vi ronment to sat i sfy at I t:ast the bas I c needs of

the selected population group" (p. 152-53). However. Young

fa I I s to see the sign f f i cance of the fact that Yorkwoods

Gate was not 'purpose- built' as public housing, but was

a private condominium project that had gone into receivership,

and subsequently had been purchaced cheaply by the OHC.

The contrast with 15 Tobermory reveals the different consid

erations present in building a private development.

The poor qual ity of life experienced by most publ ic
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housing tenants is not ameliorated by the nature of their

relationship with the HTHA authorities. The MTHA is a

quasi-autonomous body not directly I inked to other elements

of Ontario's social service del ivery system and with a

very specific mandate:

people (DARCEY). This

to provide housing to

identification of the

low Income

HTHA as a

landlord leads to two key problems. First, the HTHA does

not see Itself as being In the business of providing social

services. This is one explanation for the lack of state

run activities in public housing buildings, or of meeting

space in such complexes, either for informal gatherings.

or (as outl ined in Chapter 4). for the activities of the

community's voluntary sector. Second, the HTHA is free

to operate its buildings in a way that is economically

efficient or that sees the greatest number of people housed.

but that leads to Individual hardship. This approach Is

fac i I I tated because the MTHA is a I and lord I I ke no other,

in that It is not covered by the Landlord Tenants Act.

Th I s means that the pub I I c hous I ng bureaucracy can make

its own laws. which can be challenged only with great diffic

ulty. This is reflected in the fact that Legal Aid In

Jane-F inch and the Jane Finch Tenants Counc i I do the i r

best to discourage people from challenging the MTHA, although

these organizations are very active In advising the tenants

of private buildings of their rights (SCHULTZ-LORENTZEN). An

example of such a rule Is that cohabitatation is illegal
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(DARCEY). Many tenants attempts to overcome this, though

they fear that discovery would lead to eviction (McDOWELL).

Similarly, a change in the number of children living at

home can I ead to a forced change in apartments. and even

of bui Idings, or can lead to a complete withdrawal of publ ic

housing el igibil ity (DARCEY). Certainly, as noted by Dalton

Janski (the Chaplain in 15 Tobermory), many HTHA employees

are perceived to be sympathetic to the needs of tenants,

but the nature of the system can lead to uncertainty in

everyday life. [n the process, certa I n tenants may become

al ienated. Dianne Howell, a community activist who lived

in publ ic housing for a number of years, notes the presence

of a 'them and us attitude' towards the MTHA management.

A popular perception exists in Canada that publ ic housing

tenants are morally inferior individuals who are likely

to 'rip off' the system (Rose (980). Ede (1978) notes

that many publ ic housing tenants see this attitude embodied

in MTHA pol icy.

3.6.4 The Community and the Single Parent

The nature of the community within which Jane-Finch's

single parents I ive makes a further impact on their everyday

I I ves. First, the surround i ng commun i ty can serve to ame I i orate

some of the inadequacies of the immediate residential environ

ment. As illustrated In a series of time-budget studies

carried out by Haggarty (1975), this Is a coping strategy
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for the residents of highrise apartments. As has been

noted. escaping from the dwelling is difficult for the

single parent with preschool children, but even if such

forays are infrequent. they can play an important role

in the I ives of the single parent (McDOWELL). Second,

given that low income single parents tend to be community

dependent. the extent to which the goods and services they

require are available locally is a key concern. Third.

given the service dependency of such Individuals. the degree

to which these are available In a decommodified form is

a matter of importance.

It Is now argued that while the Jane Finch area

may have more fac iIi ties thal' the average Metro Toronto

suburb. the neighbourhood Is seriously Inadequate when

seen as the container for a community- and service-dependent

population. Below. the lack of appropriate recreational

facilities. commercial establishments and social services is

outlined. This Is fol lowed in the next section by an exami

nation of why this is the case.

(i) Recreational facilities

Here. Jane-F inch clear I y Is underequ I pped. The

community has 92.3 acreas of parkland, or 1.8 per 1,000

persons. This is short of the 2.5 standard set by the

City of North York. and far below the 4.0 acreas per 1.000

persons found in areas such as Don Hi 1 Is (North York Planning

Department 1983, 85). True, land nearby has some recreational
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potential, but there are Impediments to Its utilization.

For example, the Black Creek Ravine to the east of the

community has been equipped with a network of jogging trai Is.

However, most parents see the Rav I ne as a dangerous place,

and would not go there themselves, far less permit their

children to play there (HCcOOWELL).

Jane-Finch also has an insufficient supply of 'hard'

recreational facilities. The community is endowed with

two commun i ty centres, an arena, and a number of outdoor

swimming pools, ice rinks, and tennis courts. However,

whi Ie this complement of facilities might be suitable for

a typical suburban community they are hardly adequate for

an area with a population equal to that of many smal I cities

(JANSK I). Thus in the summer, "the community centres run

programs close to 24 hours a day, and sti I I do not approach

meeting the recreational needs of the population." (HOWELL)

In addition, if we follow the Ontario Ministry

of Culture and Recreation and broadly define 'recreation'

as "those activities In which an indivIdual chooses to

participate in his or her leisure time of a physical. artistic,

cultural, social and intellectual nature" (quoted in BHR

1981. 3). a whole range of other inadequacies are exposed.

As Novack (1976) notes. the residential bui It environment

can enhance or InhIbit the opportunitIes for associatIon

that create the interpersonal networks that allow us to

cope with urban living. It is arguable that Jane-Finch
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must be seen as an Inhibitor. For adults single parents

and other adults dependent on the community, the lack of

movies, discos, taverns, restaurants, and cultural faci' ities

(1 imited to the programs run by the Yorkwoods Public Library:

see Figure 1.2) are accutely felt. In a survey of a group

of single parents in one Jane-Finch public housing complex

(Young 1978), the lack of meeting places was seen as a

key constraint on everyday 1ife. Host single parents longed

for the variety of activities found in downtown Toronto,

but real ized that opportunites to get there are Infrequent.

Similiar problems are faced by children and teens. They

too lack social meeting places. For them, a common complaint

is that "there is nothing to do." (Toronto Star, August

26th, 1979). Thus, congregating in the Jane-Finch Hal I

(see Figure 1.2) is a common way for 1oca 1 youths to spend

their time, though even this activity faces restrictions.

Unlike the traditional main streets Canadian towns and

cit i e s, s hoppin g ma lis are p r i vat e proper t y • He t r 0 Pol Ice

frequent I yare ca II ed into remove 'trespassers' those

Individuals who are not there to consume (NFB 1983). (Ii)

Commercial facilities

In common with most suburban built environments,

access In Jane-Finch to special ized functions such as legal

firms concentrating In fami ly law, requires a trip to Downtown

Toronto or to the North York City Centre (Young 1918),

while many 'low grade' retail actfvles, like thrift shops,
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are absent (SPCHT 1979). In addition, the retail faci

I ities in Jane-Finch do not permit a great deal of comparison

shopping; there is frequently only one place to buy a given

product. For single parents on tight budgets, these are

serious limitations indeed (Young 1978).

(iii) Social service provision

Following DJao (1983, 131), social services are

defined here as "the broad range of non-income security

measures that are introduced to enhance the wellbeing of

individuals and communities." They can be provided in

three ways: (i) directly by the state; (ii) by a privately-run

agency originating outside of the community; or (iii) by

a locally based organization that has emF!rged in response

to specific problems. These are flOW discussed in the context

of J<:lne-Finch.

In that community, social services provided directly

by the state are I imited to schools, a I ibrary, an employment

centre, a welfare office and one subsidized daycare centre.

Host other services (facilities for vocational training,

for examp Ie) are a 11 located outs i de the commun i ty. Given

the community dependency of most low income single parents,

gaining access to these facilities, especially outside

rush hour, is time consuming if the bus is used, or expensive

if taxis are employed. Pat O'Neal, Alderman for North

Yor k' sWard 3 (wh i ch Inc 1udes Jane-F Inch) through most

of the 1970s, has long argued for the establ ishment of
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a multi-service centre in the west part of the city (Toronto

Star, March 31, 1980), but this ambition has been consistently

thwarted by the City Counci I.

The city-wide voluntary sector in Toronto is also

underrepresented in Jane-Finch. Most of the large city-wide

service agencies concentrate their operations in the City

of Toronto (SPCMT 1979, 81), reflecting the traditional

spatial distribution of service dependent populations (Beamish

(981). In the process, concentrations of needy people

in the suburbs are poorly served.

Essentially, locally-based groups have been

ob I i ged to f II lin the gap. I n common with other suburban

communities, such involvement has been emphasized by the

various government departments and agencies involved in

social service provision (Joint Task Force on Neighbourhood

Support Services, (983). Local organizations, funded either

by state agencies or by bodies such as the United Way,

are seen to be the key player. In Jane-Finch, the voluntary

sector has expanded remarkably. Organizations have been

established to provide services such as: nonprofit daycare;

, I I f e ski I Is' t r a I n I n g ; Eng lis h Ins t rue t Ion for i mm i g ran t s ;

a forum to facilitate Interaction among people Isolated

In public housing; temporary shelter for battered women;

I ega I a f d; and many other serv Ices. For reasons out I i ned

f n Chapter 4. however, the vo I untary sector in Jane-F inch

has not been able to address all these needs. The structure
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of the Canadian welfare state not only demands that groups

be formed to confront problems, but then places I imitations

on the capacity of those groups to effect change.

Attention is now focused on one social service

of essential Importance to single parents in Jane-Finch:

the provision of daycare. This problem has two dimensions:

(I) the avalabillty of daycare; and (II) the availability

of subsidized daycare.

As I nd I cated by Tab Ie 3.5, the concentrat i on of

daycare In Metro's inner municipalities noted in SPCMT

(1979a) continues today. This is especially true for the

Jane-Finch area, where there is only one daycare place

for every seven chi Idren under five years of age. Thus

daycare in the home community is not an option for working

single parents, or those considering entering the job market.

The other alternative (daycare situated near one's place

of employment) is less desirable at the best of times,

especially if this entails submitting one's child to two

rush hour public transit trips a day. Furthermore, if

as Is increasingly the case (SPCMT 1979a) employment Is

found outs I de of the Inner mun I c I pa 1 I ties, daycare near

the workplace may not be an option either.
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Table 3.5:
The Avai labil ity of Daycare in Jane-Finch

Daycare Centres:
number 3

~ of Metro total

Daycare places:
number 3
~ of Metro total

Population:
Total In OOOs
~ of Metro total

Children under 5:
Total in 000s5
~of Metro total

Ratio between
daycare places and
children under 5

Inner
Mun IC' 1

205
(44.5)

9,360
(41.8)

847 4
(39.6)

25
(29.5)

1 : 2 • 6

Outer
Munic. 2

256
(55.5)

13 , 017
(58.2)

1,293 4
60.4)

41
(70.5)

1 : 3 • 2

Study
Area

9
( 2 • 0 )

584
(2.6)

50 5
( 2 • 5 )

4
( 6. 1 )

1 : 6.9

Metro
Total

461
( 100 )

22,383
( 100)

2,140 4
( 100)

66
( 100 )

1 : 3

Notes:
lClty of Toronto, City of York, and Borough of East York.
2Cities of Etobicoke, Scarborough, and North York.
31985 figures.
41982 figures.
51980 figures.

Sources: Community Information Service of
Metropol itan Toronto (1985); Ontario
Ministry of Housing and Municipal
Affairs (1985); 1981 Census.

The second problem with licenced chlldcare Involves

gaining access to subsidized daycare. True, for low income

earners, becoming eligible for subsidized daycare is not

difficult. For a lone parent with one child, the after-tax

Income threshold for total subsidization Is $15,600 in

the case of renters, or 21,600 I n the case of home owners

(Un Ited Way of Greater Toronto 1985a, Vo 1. I, (3). However,
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difficulties are experienced In finding a daycare with

open subsidized spaces. Whl Ie In 1985 approximately 100,000

children in Metropol itan Toronto were el iglble for full

or partial subsidization (14,000 of which were registered

for subsidization), only 10,000 subsidized spaces were

avalable (United Way of Greater Toronto 1985a. Vol. I,

13). The problem I ies in the fact that whl Ie Metro Community

services runs a network of daycare centres itself (including

the Edgely Daycare In Jane-Finch: see Figure 1.2), municipal

daycare in 1983 only accounted for 10.7 percent of total

spaces. 47.0 percent were In private nonprofit daycares,

and 42.3 percent of spaces were found in commercial daycares

(SPCMT 1984c, 43). In its report Caring for Profit, the

Social Planning Council of Metropolitan Toronto (1984,

43-47) notes that In general, nonprofit daycares are less

I ikely to have subsidized spaces, and commercial daycares

are less likely again (see Table 3.6). The reason for

this is that government subsidies are not subject to negotiat

ion, and therefore place a ceiling on revenues per daycare

space. Therefore, subsidized spaces are less attractive

for nonprofit daycare, concerned with breaking even, and

even I ess attract i ve for commerc i a I daycares, concerned

with making profits. Of the nine icenced daycares In

Jane-F inch, one is Met ro-run and the other eight are non-prof it

(Community Information Centre of Metropolitan Toronto 1985),

mean I ng that the area does not suffer from the low subs i d i zat ion
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rates characteristics of for-profit daycares. For a low

income community, though. space hardly seems adequate.

Table 3.6:
The Proportion of Subsidized Spaces

in Different Types of Daycar~

Ontario. 1983

Operator type

Municipal

Non-Profit

Commercial

Total Spaces
(~ )

13.8

39.2

41.0

Subsidized Spaces
( ~ )

36.6

33.5

29.5

Source: SPCMT (1984c, 43-46).

Why has th is pattern of recreational. retal I and

social facilities come to characterize an area dominated

by a population that Is both community and service dependent?

Three explanations are now put forward, and are linked

to the underlying character of the Canadian welfare state.

(i) Inadequate social planning

I t has been argued that I nadequate soc Ia I p Iann I ng

Is a key reason for the Imbalance between the available

recreational. commercial and social service facl I Itles

and the needs of Jane-Finch's community and service dependent

popu Iat Ion. Indeed, Ede (1918, 1) assert s that "Jane Street

and Finch Avenue Is the eplcentre of a social planning

nightmare." Why was this so? We first review a number
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of contingent considerations. and then proceed to see how

this situation stems from the nature of the social ser .... ice

system.

One key factor

to identify the le .... el

In built environments

is that frequently it is difficult

of need in suburban communities.

such as Jane-Finch. looks can be

deceptive. The traditional signs of urban poverty are

not present; there is I ittle physical deterioration outwardly

man i fest in the hous i ng stock. wh i I e res i dent i a I and commerc i a I

developments are wei I spread out with grass growing fnbetween

(NOVACK) . As a resu It. there is no i ntu it i 'Ie understand i ng

with regards to the nature of the social problems present.

Another explanation for inadequate social planning

in Jrtne-Finch is related to the division of power between

the different levels of government in Ontario. Specifically,

it is apparent that many local politicians in suburban

municipalities "reflect our old understandings of what

the suburbs are about." (NOVACK) As the SPCMT made clear

in their exhaustive 1979 study Metro's Suburbs ~ Transition,

the suburban stereotype (a predominance of single family

homes, economic prosperity, the nuclear family as the only

significant household type, etc.), is increasingly a myth,

and that communities such as Jane-Finch represent virtually

complete negations of it. Yet. there has been a failure

to adjust to this new reality. This is certainly true

in North York. the municipality within which Jane-Finch
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Criticizing here colleagues on that city's

council, for example, Eleanor Caplan, alderman and chairman

of the Human Serv ices Adv i sory Counc i J, notes that: "North

York's commitment to social services is less than zero.

We'd all like these problems to go away, but they won't."

(quoted in Toronto Star, May 8, 1984). Thus we have the

following statement by the Mayor of North York, Mel Lastman:

"I can' t th i nk of a th i ng the area needs." (Toronto Star,

October 20, 1982) He had previously noted the presence

in that neighbourhood of the type of recreational facil ities

commonly found in a suburban community and comes to the

conclusion that the city government has fulfi I led its mandate

in providing for the population (Toronto Star, November

10, 1978). As for the findings of the Metro's Suburbs

~ Transition, Lastman dismisses them, by saying the report

"deals in general ities." (Mirror, Apri I 18, 1979)

What is the origin of this attitude? In a 1981

report, the Bureau of Municipal Research came to the conclusion

that it was a result of the makeup of the North York City

Council (see Table 3.7). Reflecting a widespread dlfferent

iat ion between local governments In the suburbs and in

centra I cIt I es, the number of peop I e there wIth a bus I ness

background was signIficantly greater than in, for example,

the city of Toronto. Such Individuals were seen to be

more I ikely to have an ideology constructed upon the tenets

of com pet i t I vel n d i v i d u a I Ism, mea n f n g the y wo u I d be mo r e
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resistant to the notion of government social planning.

In this way, an interesting paradox can be perceived.

Due to the historical contingency represented by divisions

of power between different I eve I s of government, certa In

funct Ions essent t a I for soc i a I reproduct ion are in the

hands of state bodies that are actively hostile to their

facti itatlon.

as a whole.

This threatens the viability of the system

Table 3.7:
Orientations of city council members,

North York and City of Toronto

Municipality ~Buslness Affiliation ~ Labour Affiliation

North York 63.2 (12/19) 21.1 (4/19)

City of Toronto 17.4 (4/23) 43.5 (10/23)

Source: BHR (1982, 23-24).

The nature of Ontario's social service delivery

system also plays a role, however, permitting us to tie

I n Inadequate soc i alp 1ann Ing "I i th the contrad i ct ions under I y i ng

the welfare state. The essential problem Is that there

Is a lack of coordination between the relevant state agencies.

Thus:

Each level of government or special purpose authority
has assumed responsibility for its own social
programs. None have seen themselves as responsible
for developing social data and Identifying overall
patterns of community need, assessing how existing
services compliment each other, and for Identifying
who will fill in the gaps. (SPCMT 1979, 82)
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While problems may exist objectively, their full extent

is not perceived by pol Icy makers.

Even when the problems are perceived, inadequate

coordination sometimes can preclude the emergence of the

built environment most appropriate for the resolution of

those problems. In the case of Jane-Finch, clearly there

was a lack of communication between the public housing

authorities and local government. As has been noted, the

1959 Official Plan

building low Income

identify Jane-Finch

for Metro contaIned a commitment to

hous i ng I n the suburbs, but did not

area as a site for such development

(SPCMT 1979, 67).

surrounding the

It is ev i dent that the p Iann I ng arrangements

emergence of pub I I c hous I ng in the area

were very ad hoc in nature, largely responses to the decision

by the Ontar 10 Hous i ng Corporat ion in the 1960s to buy

up existing structures (Longhouses to Highrises Project,

Interview 35), especially apartment blocks. but also including

the Yorkwoods Gate townhouse comp I ex (Young 1975). Eventua I I y,

I n the Off I c I a I P I an of 1969, the Jane-F I nch area~ des I gnated

as a centre for further low income housing, but again events

were not anticIpated adequately. AccordIng to the Plan,

such growth was to occur "over the next decade or two"

(quoted In Ede 1978, 9), but by 1976, the area was 80 percent

developed (Ede 1978, 9). The massive Increase In population

from 34,030 (1971 Census) to 49,624 (1981 Census) thus

does not represent planned growth. Thus, the devolution
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of polley making to quasi-independent bodies may have the

effect of Insulating certain functions from popular political

pressure, but has resulted in a set of outcomes that challenge

the viability of state pol icy.

The coordination problem is also reflected In the

general failure on the part of the planning profession

to ach I eve an I ntegrat i on of phys i ca 1 I anduse pI ann I ng

with a concern for social Issues (see Gandy 1979). Too

much emphasis is placed on 'hardware issues', and not

enough on the social activities that go on within the 'cont-

ainer' created by the physical design of a community.

Thus the 1969 Off i cia 1 Plan under wh i ch Jane-F I nch was

developed emphasized three main issues: land use, population,

and transportation. There was no provision for social

services beyond the designation of land for schools and

parks (Ede 1978, 9). As argued by NOVACK, the attitude

present here, as In other communltes is this:

if you give people decent housing and some facil itles
then you would have stable, healthy communities and
that the problems, the social problmens, would be
picked up by the special ized agencies, by the volunt
ary sector ••. [The government did not believe that]
you have to look at the question of what kind of
population was going to move into a community •..
and what kind of social structures did that comm
unity have to have in order to meet the daily needs
of the people.

The social services are not ignored, but responsibility

for them is allocated to a multitude of different agencies,

with a subsequent lack of coordination.
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Paradoxically, this inherent flaw In the planning

process long has been recognized by the Metropolitan Toronto

Planning Department, one of the key actors In developing

Jane-Finch. However, Metro has been consistently frustrated

by Queen's Park and Ottawa In its attempts to prov i de integrated

urban policy leadership In areas of critical Interest to

Metro's residents" (SPCHT 1979. 8).

This failure to link physical and social planning

also is reflected in the problematic design characteristic

of each of the community's neighbourhoods. As noted in

Figure 3.1, each is centred upon some parkland and a school

yard. Surrounding these are low density housing, while

apartment buildings are located at the periphery, along

the major traffic arteries. This pattern was adopted because

it worked in most communities; famil ies with smal I chi Idren

live in the low density housing, and so have access to

the school and park. Young couples or singles 1 ive in

the apartment blocks, and value access to the transportation

system more than local parkland. However, in the case

of Jane-Finch, there was a failure to recognize that the

apartment blocks were to be public housing, and therefore

to be family oriented. The result was that the HTHA complexes

for the most part were located along busy roads and removed

from the available parkland (Bfrmburg 1980). This situation

could have been avoided if the social impl ications of physical

design were considered.
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•
FIGURE 3.1·

ZONING IN THE JANE-FINCH COMMUNITY
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(ii) Limitations on State Expenditure

A second explanation for the current makeup of

the J~ne-Finch community rests on recent restraints Imposed

upon state expenditure, given that the uti 1 ity of recreational

facilities and social services is partially a function

of the 1eve I of susta i ned fund i ng a 1 located to them. A

community centre that cannot afford to run any programs

is not of much value, whi Ie a social service that is seriously

underfunded cannot 1 ive up to its potential.

In terms of recreation, it is evident that in recent

years, many of the faci 1ities present in North York frequently

have not been used to their full potential, owing to budget

cutbacks (Toronto Star, November 10th, 1978). For example,

the Driftwood Community Centre (see Figure 1.2) often

has gone underuti 1ized, owing to a lack of funds (Toronto

Star, August 26th, 1979). In the summer of 1984, funds

were found to ameliorate this particular situation, and

the centre was used "almost 24 hours a day" (HOWELL), yet

this funding was insecure. Indeed, the Federa 1 government

announced that Summer Canada funds, whfch have financed

various youth programs run out of the centre, as well as

youth camps, will not be renewed for 1985 (HOWELL). There

is no evidence that North York has adopted the perspective

taken in Scarborough, where the large-scale introduction

of user fees has been seen as a solution to maintaining

recreatfon faci 1 ities, although this is clearly a province-wide
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phenomenon (BHR 19B2, 45). For the residents of Jane-Finch,

this is indeed fortunate, given their generally low incomes.

User fees may represent a way to deal with the real ities

of tight municipal budgets (see Hine 1974 for a discussion

of this issue in an American context), yet by definition

they are discriminatory.

The second area where cutbacks have had an Impact

Is In the provision of social services. True, overall

soc I a I spend I ng In Ontar i 0 Increased in rea I terms through

the 1970s and early 1980s (see Table 3.4). There Is evidence,

however, that there has been a fa i I ure to increase fund i ng

to the extent needed to keep with with the additional demand

created by cutbacks in social assistance, which has increased

community and service dependency. This can be seen in

the claim by the voluntary sector that to an increasing

extent, it is being used by Metro and the Ontario Government

"as an extention of welfare services" (Toronto Star, Hay

27, 1984). Th lsi ncreased need for soc i a I serv ices is

in such basic areas as obtaining food. Charitable groups

in Metro noted a doubl ing in demand for emergency food

aid between 1983 and 1984 (Toronto Star, June 25, (984).

This solution is no solution, however, due to the

inabl I ity of these groups to obtain funding. As is outl ined

in Chapter 4. this is one way in which community conditions

can constrain community groups in their efforts to overcome

problems they see in the built environment. For now, suffice
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to say that to the extent that these cutbacks have been

in state funding, it Is possible to Identify again the

embodiment at the level of appearances of the contradiction

between product i on and reproduct i on that is embedded in

the welfare state. At a time of economic crisis, programs

that help sustain the legitimacy of the existing social

re Iat Ions can on I y be ma I nta i ned at the expense of accumu Iat lon,

and, clearly, there has not been the political will to

undertake such a course of action.

(I Ii) The nature of the social service bureaucracy

This represents another explanation for the nature

of the I mba I ance between the fac iIi ties ava i 1ab lei n Jane-F inch

and the needs of Its population. Deal ing with such bureauc

racies is a reality of life for Individuals living under

the weI far estate. This i s eve n mo res 0 for g r 0 ups s u c h

as the single parent population of Jane-Finch, given their

special dependence upon certain key state services. It

is ev i dent that such Interact i on represents a further constra i nt

upon everyday I I fe. As with the bureaucracies associated

with the provision of social assistance and public housing,

I tis c I ear that the proceedures and regu Iat Ions that structure

the provision of certain social services represent a source

of oppression to the users of such services' This situation

can best be outlined by examining the rules governing the

prov I s Ion of daycare in Jane-F inch. The regu Iat ions assot: i ated

with the direct provision of daycare are examined first;
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this is followed by a discussion of the I imitations related

to subsidy el igibiJity placed upon parents who place their

chi Idren in other licenced daycare centres.

In Jane-Finch, the Edgely Daycare Centre represents

the only centre run directly by the state. There, Metro

Social Services provides 82 totally subsidized spaces.

The daycare I s des i gned to accommodate the ch i I dren of

low Income working parents. The Edgely Centre also can

provide daycare on a short term basis to the children of

parents eligible for subsidization who are attending school

or looking for work (REDFORD). Unfortunately, parents

sending their children to the Edgely Daycare face a number

of restrictions that serve to make this arrangement less

attractive than It first appears. For example. with the

exception of a three week annual vacation, parents must

ensure that the i r ch i 1dren are in attendance every day.

A failure to meet this condition results in either a loss

of the child's subsidized space, or else means the parents

must pay the unsubsldized rate of $19 per diem for the

days missed. This regulation represents a serious constraint

on the lives of low income fami I ies. Beyond problems caused

by unexpected Illness. parents effectively are prevented

from sending their chi Idren to 'visit Grandma In the country'

for a month; the cost would be prohibitive. HOWELL argues

that the approach adopted by the Metro Community Services

bureaucracy alienates local residents. As a result, many
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people who qualify for subsidization do not consider the

Edgely Daycare. This contention is substantiated by the

fact that Edgely's waiting list contains only nine names

(REDFORD), in a community characterized by a desparate

need for more subsidized daycare.

More commonly, the state agencies involve themselves

In the provision of daycare through subsidizing places

in private daycare centres. Eligible parents end up paying

from as I ittle as $10 up to the full rate of $85 a week,

depending on Income (Community Information Services of

Metropolitan Toronto 1985). The problem here is that increases

In Income can result in greater daycare expenses; if the

parent involved also I ives in publ ic housing, meaning that

the i r r en tin c rea s esc 0 ncommitant I y , I tis po s sib lethat

total disposable income may decl ine through taking a job.

Aga in, we see that the we I fare system frequent I y

serves to inhibit the ability of Individuals to improve

their socio-economic status through 'self help'. The direct

Impact of the bureaucracy does not represent a key constraint

in the context of Jane-Finch (as seen below, It is most

Important as an Indirect constraint, in that It limits

the ability of community groups to engage In the provision

of social services In the first place). But It does reflect

another way in which the devolution of Inherently political

funct ions to nonpo lit i ca I bod f es potent I all y can serve

to inhibit the provision of those services.
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3.7 Constituting the conditions for struggle

This chapter has presented material that illustrates

the operation of the model of collective action outlined

I n Chapter 2. Spec if I ca I I y, I t was demonstrated that those

soc Ia I cond I t Ions that may prompt co 11 ect I '.Ie act I on cannot

be considered as 'independent variables', or merely as

the outcomes of historical factors. (nstead, this chapter

Illustrated how such social conditions can be conceptualized

as being mediated outcomes of underlying causal mechanisms.

(n the particular instance of the single parent population

of Jane-Finch, It was shown that the pol Icy outcomes of

the Institutions of the welfare state played an important

ro I e I n affect I ng the I I fe paths of th I s group, though

a wide variety of other influences also were present.

As previously noted, the welfare state Is intimately connected

with the contradictory nature of capitalist society. We

must remember, howevp.r, that historical legacy, the nature

of 'the po I I t lea 1', and other cont I ngent factors a I so play

a role in formulating concrete pol Icy.



CHAPTER 4:

COLLECTIVE ACTION IN JANE-FINCH

4.1 Introduction

This chapter examines the efforts of Jane-Finch's

single parents to overcome the constraints placed upon

their Ives, and attempts to account for the degree of

success of these efforts. Here, 'success' is measured

in two ways: (i) In re Iat i on to the re I evant stated obj ect I ves;

and (ii) In terms of the extent to which they contribute

to the creation of an environment which can facilitate

the emergence of future community groups.1

Single parents have responded to soclo-economlc

constraints in a variety of ways. However, only a subgroup

of these are of interest here. First, attention Is focused

on co I I ect I ve Initiatives, those that Involve people con-

lin certain groups, the creation of an environment wIthin
which collectIve actIon may thrive Is a stated objectIve.
As is noted later In this chapter, thIs Is the case with
the Downsvlew Weston ActIon Communfty (DWAC), and wIth
one of the groups focused upon here in: the Jane-F f nch Commun I ty
and Family Centre.

129
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fronting Issues ~ ~ group. ~rue, ft is possible to challenge

'the system' through individual action. For example, sIngle

parents attempt to evade the HTHA authorltes by having

cohabitles In theIr publ ic housing units, or by working

illegally (HcDOWELL). Such individual initiatives are

not considered here, however; given the negl igible degree

of politIcal or economic power characteristIc of the typical

Jane-Finch single parent, It Is dIfficult to see how the

actions of one person acting alone can contrIbute In any

meanIngful way to the amelIoratIon of the problems he or

she faces In everyday life. Second, emphasIs Is placed

on those examples of collective organIzation that have

a signIficant proportion of single parents among their

founders, and that have been created to address Issues

of spec i a I concern to that demograph I c group. Th I rd, on I y

those InitIatives characterized by local people gettIng

together to he I p themse I ves, or peop I eli ke them. are exam i ned.

This means that groups which represent branches of extra-local

organizations are not considered. Similarly, groups that

are 'professionalized' (Le. that have pottcy making power

effectively vested in a hierarchy of paid staff persons)

are outside our area of Interest. The best indicator of

professlonalfzatlon Is the extent to whIch 'participants'

and 'cl ients' are differentiated. The greater the distinction
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between the people providing.a service and the people using

a service, the lesser is the grassroots nature of the group

in question (BIRMBERG). While professionalized groups

may do good work, the development of a clear hierarchical

organization necessari Iy I imits the involvement in decision

making by service users.

The empirical work presented in this chapter focuses

upon four community groups that meet the above criteria:

the Jane-F inch Commun i ty and Fam I I y Cent re; Tobermory Commun i ty

Activities; the Shiftworkers' Daycare; and the Yorkwoods

Fam i I y Care Network. The methodo logy assoc i ated with th i s

case study approach, along with its strengths and weaknesses,

is outl ined in Chapter 3.

The remainder of this chapter is divided into three

sections. Immediately below, the history of collective

action in Jane-Finch is outl ined, and four recent or ongoing

efforts at overcoming environmental constraints (that conform

to the above criteria) are identified. The next section

outlines the relative levels of success of these groups

in achieving their objectives and In creating a context

within which future community struggles may occur. This

section also identifies how this success Is constrained

by the nature of the social structure within which the

groups operate. An attempt is made to emp 1oy the po 1 f c i es
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of the welfare state as a I ink. between the underlying dynamics

of capital ist society and the specific constraints upon

the success of community groups In Jane Finch. Finally,

we develop further the model of collective action presented

In this thesis, to show how it can be employed to understand

the nature and Impact of community organizing at a partIcular

tIme and place.

4.2 The Evolution of CollectIve Action

4.2.1 HIstorIcal Overview

Ever since its emergence as a concentration of

community and service dependent groups, many local residents

perceived that the Jane-Finch bul It environment suffered

from a number of serious deficiencies (HEYWORTH). However,

the development of collective action as a response to these

conditions did not occur Immediately, reflecting the fact

that the recogn I t Ion of a prob I em I s a neces sary, but not

sufficient condition for the emergence of viable efforts

to overcome It. In Jane-F Inch, there were two reasons

for this. fIrst, efforts at collective organization were

Impeded by a lack of Institutions that could provide help

In establl shlng local 'self-help' Initiatives. Initially,

the local government institutions were not concerned with

this task, while nongovernmental bodies such as churches
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and city wide voluntary agencies were underrepresented

(Birmberg 1980). Thus local residents, frequently lacking

in organizational ski 1 Is and pol itical influence, had serious

difficulties in finding a forum in which to address the

problems they encountered in their everyday lives. Second,

It is evident that while many problems were identified

by the residents of Jane-Finch, initially there was little

incl ination to join together to fight them. This was partially

the result of two problems that continue to this day: (i)

the fact that members of marg i na 1 i zed groups in genera I

and single parents in particular are stigmatized in society

as a whole, and therefore may lack the self confidence

to 'get involved' (Hodgson 1984); and (ii) the everyday

1 ives of many such people are fraught with stress as it

is. meaning that they might perceive participation in a

community group as 'one more hassle', even if the value

of such a group is recognized (SEYMOUR).

In the early days of Jane-Finch. however, these

problems were exacerbated by a third one: there was little

sense of community (Ede 1977, 11). Few residents had roots

in the neighbourhood, and therefore had little emotional

commitment to its future. Ironically, this meant that

many of the first community organizations in Jane-Finch

were formed by those upper and middle income property owners
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who did develop an early stake in the future of the community,

not an emotional stake, but a financial one. These ratepayers'

associations traditionally have not been concerned with

the amelioration of the constraints facing single parents

or other marginal ized groups, however, since such groups

tend to be seriously underrepresented among home owners.

Indeed, a number of ratepayers associations have been actively

hosti Ie to the presence of low income groups in their community,

say i ng that the pub Ii c hous i ng they i nhab i t represents

a threat to property values (Jane Echo, April 30th, 1982).

This has lead to pressures on local government to support

a reduction in the number of subsidized units in Jane-Finch,

by s e I ling off or rent i ng HTHA at market pr I ces when they

are vacated (Toronto Star, Oct. 18, 1983).

Eventua I I y, however, an i nd i genous vo I untary sector

did emerge in Jane-Finch. This was brought about by the

establ ishment in the community of various churches and

city-wide organizations such as the Children's Aid Society.

These Institutions initiated outreach programs, to help

nurture community groups. Furthermore, an increased awareness

that Jane-Finch was a 'problem area' led to the community

being a focus for state action (although, as noted in Chapter

3, this view was not fully shared by the North York municipal

government). Some of this attention has taken the form
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of greater efforts at di rect soc ial control. Jane-Finch

has a greater pol ice presence than most suburban communities.

It represents the only area of Metro outside of the central

business district where pol ice officers 'walk the beat'.

In addition, regular pol ice patrols in the corridors of

the HTHA projects serve to impose an even greater degree

of social control (NFB 1983). At the same time, however,

government agencies have directed some of its resources

towards the format i on of a I oca I vo I untary sector. Though

seriously constrained by cutbacks in social expendIture,

effort s were made to prov i de funds and make ava i I ab Ie commun i ty

relations workers capable of helping local groups through

the maze represented by the social service bureaucracy.

Of course. 'outreach programs', financial support

and community workers do not in themselves lead to the

genesis of a local voluntary sector. It is also necessary

for people to wish to engage In community organizing.

By the ear I y 19705, th i s was beg i nn i ng to happen in Jane-F inch;

many local residents had come to see themselves as members

of a communIty and had come to the real izatlon that collective

action was necessary to confront the constraints affecting

the I r everyday lives (HEYWORTH; MORGAN). As a resu It,

community groups directed toward the amel ioratlon of specific

social problems began to emerge. MORGAN, for example, talks
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about the organ·lzatlon in 1973 of a local drop-In centre

for teenagers, as a response to' the absence of any recreat I ona I

opportunities for this age group outside of school hours.

The development of a commitment towards a community,

however, can better be translated into action if that community

is organized politically (see Castells 1983, Prior and

Purdy 1979, Pickvance 1976b). In a pattern of cumulative

causation, such organization must be seen as both the outcome

of Initial concerns about the future of a neighbourhood,

and as the Impetus behind the development of additional

community consciousness. In Jane-Finch, the emergence

of local political activism can be traced to 1973, when

the Yorkwoods Resources Group was founded. This body repre

sented a forum for use of groups Involved In social service

provision In the Jane-Finch area. Initially, only state

agencies (such as The North York Board of Education and

the Yorkwoods Public Library) were Involved. Eventually,

however, I nput was rece I ved from Jane-F Inch's nasc lent

vo I untary sector, and from concerned i nd I v I dua Is. In th Is

way, local residents who had Identified problems In their

community, and who were willing to take action to overcome

them, became aware of each other. They came to the conclusion

that what was needed was a co-ordlnatlng body to act as

a source of Information, to prevent the duplication of
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services, and to pressure for social change. In short,

the desirabi I ity of forming a 'pol itical wing' to the Jane-Finch

voluntary sector was recognized (MORGAN).

Out of this conviction emerged the Oownsview Weston

Action Community (OWAC). This organization never achieved

its potential in developing into a significant political

pressure group, though, as noted by MORGAN, DWAC was instrum

ental in organizing grassroots opposition in the early

1970s to certain development proposals. However, the group

did playa key role In disseminating information; this

can be seen in the 1976 publication of DWAC Statistics,

which provided socioeconomic data on Jane-Finch and adjacent

areas. In addition, DWAC succeeded in bringing together

and coordinating people interested in community development

(Hodg son 1984). The res u I tant i nt e rpe rsona I network cont r i buted

to the format i on of other commun I ty organ i zat ions (Hodgson

1984). Moreover, this served to illustrate that grassroots

initiatives were possible, leading to the emergence of

local groups outside of the DWAC network (MORGAN; HEYWORTH).

Thus there developed in Jane-Finch a mutually re

inforcing relationship between commitment to the qualIty

of the built environment and politIcal activIsm. Marvin

Novack of the SPCHT has asserted that the resulting 'sense

of community' was stronger than in most suburban neighbour-
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hoods. It Is possible to identify two reasons for this.

First. the scale of the problems in Jane-Finch demanded

a response. The residents' associations of other suburban

commu nit i e s. Don Hill s for examp Ie. may find ltd iff i cu I t

to achieve a quorum because of the lack of pressing Issues

(Toronto Star. Harch 15, 1978), but a similiar situation

Is not I ikely to happen in Jane-Finch. Second, the Jane-Finch

area has a population sufficiently large to ensure that

there are a sufflcent number of people to 'share the burden'

of community activism. The self depreciation associated

with being a member of a marginalized group. the reluctance

to pursue an activity that represents 'one-more hassle'

in a life ful I of hassles. and the general lack of education

that characterize most single parents considerably narrow

the number of possible activists in low income communit

ies; however, in Jane-Finch, such individuals were found

in sufficient numbers to unite the community through action.

In this way. Jane-Finch stands in sharp contrast with isolated

low income areas, such as the Parma and O'Conner publ ie

housing projects, also In North York. There, many of the

same env i ronenta I constra I nts are found, yet commun i ty

organization Is virtually nonexistent (Chi ldren's Aid Society

of North York 1983). One can specu I ate that th is is a
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result of the fact that because most people in the communities

surrounding these HTHA complexes are from a significantly

different socio-economic background. it is difficult for

the few potential activists In the publ ic housing projects

to organize the tenant~.

4.2.2 Collective Action Today

Here. we exam I ne some of the efforts by sing Ie

parents to address the constraints that limit their lives.

Four groups act i ve at the beg i nn i ng of my fie I d work (September.

1985) are introduced. The process through wh i ch they were

selected is noted in Section 4.1.

(i) The Jane-Finch Community and Family Centre

This organization was founded in 1975 by a subcommittee

of DWAC. aided by commun i ty workers on loan from the Ch i I dren' s

Aid Soc i ety and the Add I ct Ion Research Foundat i on (Hodgson

1984). After consulting with community residents this

subcommittee established a set of priorities for what was

needed most urgent I yin the commun i ty. First among these

was the requirement to meet the needs of low income families

with smal I children. rt was perceived that the stay-at-home

parent In such fami lies. especially when he or she (almost

always the latter) was a single parent. had little opportunity

for social contact or self improvement within the Jane-Finch
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At the same time there was a realization that

the children of such fami I ies typically did not have access

to the range of exper i ences found in the preschool years

of children from wealthier families (Hodgson 1984). It

was concluded that the establ ishment of a range of 'preventive

programs' aimed at parents with young ch i I dren represented

the best way to deal with this situation. (Birmberg 1980;

BIRHBERG; HORGAN). Initially, a 'true multi-service centre',

which would encompass formal health care, was considered.

This idea was rejected, however. Beyond the question of

where the necessary funding wou I d come from, there was

a real ization that health care professionals would come

in "to respond to the problems of the individuals in the

community" in a provider-cl ient relationship. This cl inieal

approach would provide help, but only after the fact.

The preventative approach envisaged by the DWAC subcommitee

had a different focus: it env i saged commun i ty programs

that would help people by getting them involved in the

provision of social services (Hodgson 1984). In light

of this orientation. then, efforts were made to establish

a centre that would meet three objectives (see Hodgson

1984) :

- Increase the extent to which women with young children
have the personal support they need.
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- Increase the extent to which these women feel confidence
in themselves in general and as parents in particular

- Increase the number of people involved in identifying
and meeting community needs.

ii) Tobermory Community Activities

This group was formed in response to concerns about

the qual ity of everyday I ife of publ ic housing tenants.

These concerns included the isolation of parents with young

children that the Family Centre was formed to ameliorate,

but also Involved more basic issues. such as the inability

of many public housing tenants to purchase the food and

clothing they need to subsist. The efforts of the TCA,

have been limited to one publ ie housing complex: 15 Tobermory

Drive. discussed in Chapter 3. As weI I as being a reflection

of the more modest objectives of the founders of the TCA,

this concentration on one HTHA building was based on the

recognition (previously noted) that many low fncome fami lies

with smal I chi Idren are virtual prisoners of their immediate

bul It environment, meaning that the most relevant services

are those that are provided within that environment. The

TCA was formed as a result of external agency, though this

does not diminish the existence of the group as a 'grassroots'

organization. As a result of the hfgh transiency fn the

building and the general reluctance of low fncome people

to 'take the lead'. communfty organfzatfon fn 15 Tobermory
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was largely absent through the first years of Its existence.

However. in 1980. when Dalton Janski, the Hennonite chaplain

In the building. asked a group of residents to judge his

performance as part of his sixth-month review, a latent

desire to confront some of the problems facing building

residents was tapped. That group of residents became a

permanent Institution. first called the Planning Committee.

They began to c i rcu Iate quest i onna i res as to what 15 Tobermory' s

tenants saw as problems, and what should be done to overcome

them (JANSKI; McDOWELL).

iii)Shiftworker's Daycare

Our third community service has its origins in

a subcommittee of the Yorkwoods Publ ic School Parent Teacher

Association. This group of parents, many of whom were

sing I e parents and/or had low fam i I y incomes, saw the need

for more subsidized daycare. If based only on personal

experience, it was perceived that such daycare frequently

was necessary to ga i n emp I oyment. given the low income

potent ial of most of the parents concerned. Furthermore.

it was recognized that there was a need for a subsidized

daycare centre that operated in the evenings. This would

permit single parents to attend evening classes. or to

take jobs that i nvo I ved sh i ftwork. With these concerns

in mind. it was concluded in 1981 that the best course
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of action was to attempt to establ ish a daycare centre,

and to set It up in such a way so that It would become

el igible for Metro Social Service subsidies (SEYMOUR).

iv) Yorkwoods Fami ly Care Network

This organization was established in 1982 by a

group of Jane-Finch residents, who saw a number of grave

inadequacies In the type of childcare facilities available

in their community. These residents, many of whom were

single parents and thus had a high need for daycare, argued

that not only did the number of subsidized positions and

the hours of when centres were open represent problems,

but that the daycare system did not cover all cases where

a need for such fac i 1 i tes was present. First, it was noted

that the existing system provided no outlet for those parents

who require childcare on an emergency or temporary basis.

This means, for example, that unexpected job opportunites

might not be able to be taken up. Second, the founders

of the Ch i I d Care Network perce i ved that there was a requ i rement

for a system to provide short-term shelter for children

at times of family crisis. The Children's Aid Society

in Jane-Finch frequently identifies cases where a time

away from home wou I d be a good f dea, but cannot fo I low

through, due to a lack of placements. It was concluded

that a chfldcare referral service, subsidized by the state,
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represented a way to address these needs. Supervised individ

uals would act as 'providers'. taking children into their

homes. for the work hours or overnight depending on the

case. The goal of the Childcare Network. then, was to

estab Ii sh such a system (HOWELL).

4.3 Constraints on Community Group Action

4.3.1 The Socio-Economlc Context for Collective Action

This chapter has outlined a number of situations

where collection initiatives have been undertaken in response

to perceived Inadequacies in the community. However, an

objective of this thesis is to argue how the social structure

plays a role in guiding the' I ife paths' of efforts at

community organizing. We already have seen that the presence

of state or private institutions supportive of the voluntary

sector. and variables such as the age of a community. represent

constraints upon community group formation. We now argue

that social conditions also playa significant role in

determining the success of those groups. We first examine

'success' as defined as the extent to which stated objectives

are achieved. The experiences of our four community groups

are outlined. and the various constraints upon their actions

that resulted in these outcomes are identified. Next.

we examine the extent to which communIty organizations
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In Jane-Finch have been succe~sful in creating Institutional

structures or informal networks that can playa role in

future community struggles. Throughout, an effort is made

to I Ink specific constraints to the underlying nature of

capital ist society, through the intermediary of the welfare

state. Specifically, the funding restraints that limit

the operations of government agencies and the bureaucratic

mode of organization prevelant in state institutions are

seen to be key factors in I imlting the success of the Jane-Finch

voluntary sector.

4.3.2 Achieving their Stated Objectives

The four commun I ty groups out I i ned above vary cons i

derably in terms of the extent to which they have met their

stated objectives.

I) The Jane-Finch Community and Family Centre

This organization has expanded considerably since

it was founded in 1975. Initially, the Child-Parent Centre

had only two ful I-time staff persons, a miniscule and insecure

budget and programming limited to a drop In-centre for

mothers and a community office providing liaison with other

groups In the Jane-Finch area. Currently, in contrast,

the Family Centre has a full-time staff of nine, and a

secure budget that in 1984 amounted to over $200 thousand.
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We cannot say, however, that success in Increasing the

size of the Fami Iy Centre's operations has lead to complete

success in meeting the organization's two client oriented

objectives (the third objective of the Family Centre is

more pol itical in content, and therefore Is discussed later

In this chapter).

As noted, the first objective of the Family Centre

was to Increase the extent to which women with young chi Idren

have the personal support they need. Certainly, the Famf Iy

Centre has acqu i red the phys i ca I resources to addres s th is

task. The Ch i I d-Parent Centre, the component of the Jane-F inch

Community and Family Centre that deals with the problem

of isolation, has expanded substantially since 1975. The

original drop-in centre Is still in operation, and this

has been supplemented by a series of women's groups operating

in different places in the Jane-Finch community, including

two publ ic housing projects. These provide forums for

guest speakers and faci I itate the development of social

networks among local residents. In addition, craft classes

are operated, giving mothers an opportunity to express

their creativity, and to have further opportunities to

engage In social interaction. Childcare, involving Family

Cent re staff and par ent sin rotat i on, is pro v i ded in conj unct i on

with all these programs. This permits mothers to attend
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these events. allows them to escape from their children

for a while. and gives these chi Idren exposure to experiences

they might not otherwise have before kindergarten. Another

progam, also related to the problem of the isolation of

the children of low income families. is a toy library.

This gives children access to educational. but expensive

toys they might not otherwise see.

Furthermore, it Is evident that the Fami Iy Centre

is attracting people from the community who are most isolated.

and who need the most help. BIRHBERG estimates that of

the fami I ies making use of the faci I ities of the Chi Id-Parent

Centre. one half of these are headed by single parents.

Given the traditional low incomes and high isolation of

this demographic group (see Chapter 3), it is possible

to state that the Fami Iy Centre is reaching some of its

target population. This assertion is supported by Hodgson's

(1984) comparison of a sample of Family Centre users and

a sample of women with chi Idren selected from the Jane-Finch

community. True. she notes that the Centre attracts women

who are more educated. and less I ikely to be public housing

tenants. However, she argues that Family Centre users

also are more I ikely to be recent arrivals. to be isolated,

to be unable to meet their 'basic needs'. As well. they

are often young. and have preschool chIldren (see Table
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4.1). Of course, any optimism about the effectiveness

of the Family Centre in attracting an appropriate set of

users needs to be tempered by the realization that the

it is likely that the number of people who could benefit

from the services of the Family Centre is considerably

greater than the number of actual users. BIRHBURG wishes

the Family Centre had the resources needed to reach out

to mo r e peop Ie. Hodgson (1984) a I so argues that not on I y

has the Fami I y Centre succeeded in attracting users that

correspond to its target population, the Centre also has

succeeded in reducing the isolation of its users. Her

research indicates that involvement with the Family Centre

typically leads to a growth in one's personal networks,

and in one's capacity to use these networks to meet basic

needs (see Table 4.2). In conclusion, then, the Family

Centre has contributed to the amel ioratlon of the isolation

of the chi Idren and stay-at-home parents of low income

families.
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Table 4. I:
Demographic Characteristics of Family Centre

Users Vs. Community Women as a Whol~

Characteristic Centre women,
n=30 (1)

Schoo ling
-completed high school 36
-more than high scool 28

Housing
-HTHA tenant 28

family life stage
-just preschooler(s) 86

Age
-under 34 90

Length of residence
-under 1 year 47

Isolation2
-no intimates 24
-one or less Intimates 47

Community women,
n=74 (1)

27
8

59

55

85

19

12
3 1

Coplng2
-often/very often have
difficulty meeting needs 43 26

IAt the time of Hodgson's first interview.

2The sample size for the family Centre women here Is
29. The sample was originally designed to measure women
new to the centre (I.e. Involved for less than six months),
but one did not conform to this criteria.

Source: Hodgson (1984, 30-31)
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Table 4.2:
Changes in Isolation between First and Second Interviews

Family centre women
(n=21)

Interview #1 #2

Having no intimates 44~ 22~

Having 2 or less people 44~ O~

to provide needed
support

community women
(n=50)

# 1 #2

12~ 14~

18~ 21~

INumbers for the first interview need not be compatible
with those of Table 1, owing to the shrinking of the sample
size between the first and second intervfews.

Source: (Hodgson 1982, 52)

The second goal of the Family Centre is: to increase

the extent to which isolated women with young children

fee I conf i dent about themse I ves in genera I and as parents.

Hodgson's study indicates that this goal has not yet been

achieved. She fails to note any correlation between increases

in coping skills and length of involvement with the Family

Centre. Furthermore, the Centre does not appear to be

attracting women who are suffering from the greatest amount

of stress. Thus in one way, the Centre's target population

is not being reached.

Overall, we can say that the Fami ly Centre has

partially been successful fn achievfng fts user-oriented

objectives.
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i i) Tobermory Community Activities

Our second community organization also has achieved

a measure of success in achieving Its objective: improving

the qual ity of 1 ife of publ ic housing tenants, especially

those such as single parents who are tied to the bui Iding

for most of the time. From its beginnings as a loose-knit

group of building residents considered with the lack of

services In the 15 Tobermory Complex, the TCA has developed

Into a formal organization with a wide variety of programs.

This development has been helped by hiring a full-time

programmer and by developing formal links with the Family

Center. Currently, the programs offered include:

(i) The 'Tuesday Horning Group', which represents
an opportunity for women in the bui Idlng (mainly
single parents) to develop social networks and
to develop 1 ife ski lIs and an awareness of
pertinent issues through the bringing in of guest
speakers. This program is run in conjunction with
the Fami ly Centre, which provides staffing. To
permit parents to attend these meetings. child care
is provided concomitantly. This service Is run by
three workers from the Family Centre and by one
volunteer, selected in rotation from the members of
the Tuesday Horning Group.

(I i) The Preschool Co-op, which runs two mornings a
week. The goals of this program are to permit
single parents to have some times to themselves,
and to give their children valuable learning
experiences. As with the childcare run in conjunct
ion with the Tuesday Horning Group, the Preschool
Co-op is run by workers from the Family Centre and
a parent volunteer.
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(iii) A handiwork club, which runs various arts and
crafts classes.

(iv) The Seniors' Club, which runs activities for the
smal I number of seniors in 15 Tobermory.

(v) The Thrift Shop, which collects and sells items
donated by local churches and building residents.
The goals of the Thrift Shop are to provide
necessary goods, especially clothing, to bui Iding
tenants at a reasonable price, and to raise money
for the activities of the programs out! ined above.

(vi) The Food Supply Service. which freezes and sel Is
at a low cost bread (near Its due date) donated
by a local bakery. Frozen food donated by
McCain's is also sold, though this service Is
ending. The Food Supply Service is invaluable
for people on social assistance. given that it
reduces the most significant part of their
budgets: their food bil I.

St ill, the TCA c I ear I y does not affect the lives of as

many building residents as it could do. Norma McDOWELL,

the current co-ordinator of the group. estimates that between

150 and 200 people either do work for the TCA or use its

services. The higher of these figures represents less

than 20 percent of 15 Tobermory's official population. Programs

such as the Tuesday Morning Group (12 members) and the

Pre - Sc h 0 0 I Co - 0 p (1 5 chi I d r en) are e s pe cia I I y sma I I • I n

t his way. we can see that the TCA I s on I y 'scratch I ng the

surface' of the problems association with 1 iving in publ ic

housing.

iii) The Shiftworker's Daycare

By early 1985. this organization was well on Its
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way to addressing the first of the two problems which it

was formed to address: the lack of subsized daycare spaces.

Although the process turned out to be far more time-consuming

than the original board members anticipated (the exact

prob I ems exper i enced are out I i ned in our sect i on on constra i nts

on community group activities), the Shiftworker's Daycare

obta i ned an ope rat f ng licence, and opened in January, 1985

in Topcllff Public School. The group has every expectation

that it will become eligible for subsidies In June of that

year, once it has proven to Metro Social Services that

it represents a viable operation by staying open for six

months; the renovat Ions needed to br i ng these quarters

up to Metro standards have been completed, and a staff

with the appropriate credentials has been hired. It is

true that the daycare now in operation has only 24 spaces,

Instead of the env i saged 50-60, and can on I y take ch i I dren

in the 2 1/2-5 age range, instead of 2 1/2-10, but progress

has been made in increasing the number of subsidized spaces

(SEYMOUR).

The Shiftworker's Daycare was unsuccessful, however.

In addressing adequately the second problem it was establ ished

to confront: the need for ch i I dcare fac iii ties open in

the evenings. As well as the complexities Involved with

hiring more staff, an attempt to extend the hours of the
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Topel Iff dayeare would have required an additIonal lIcence

from Metro Social Services. After the protracted nature

of the Shiftworker's Oaycare's efforts to obtaIn a standard

daycare licence, this was viewed as a project for the future

(SEYMOUR).

Iv) The Yorkwoods Chlldcare Network

The fourth community group examIned In this thesIs

differs from the above organizatIons In that it has ceased

operations. The organization did operate for a period of

time, and served to bring together chi ldren who neded emergency

daycare or overnight accommadation with people willing

to provide these, but the number of 'providers' was always

disappoIntIng, and when the number slipped below 20 In

November, 1985, the decision was made to disband the group.

It must be said, then, that the Yorkwoods Childcare Network

fal led to address the problem it was establ ished to confront.

4.3.3 Constraints on Goal Achievement

The community groups outl ined above were characterized

by differing levels of success In achievIng their stated

objectives. No organization, however, succeeded wholly

in overcoming the problems It was established to overcome.

Why was this the situatIon? Why has the voluntary sector

in Jane-Finch not been wholly sucessful, and in certain
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cases who! Iy unsuccessful, in addressing the constraints

that limit the scope of everyday life? Below, four factors

are outl ined.

(i) Funding

Funding is frequently regarded as the ~ restraint

on the operation of the voluntary sector (see, for example.

The Joint Taskforce on NeIghbourhood Support Services 1983).

Two aspects of funding serve to I imit the actions of commun

ity-based organizations: (i) the absolute amount of funding

avai labl e; and (ii) the rules and regulations surrounding

its al location.

As noted

of social

This

previously,

first limitation now is addressed.

responsibility for the provision

services has been shifted partially from state agencies

to the voluntary sector. This solution is no solution,

however, for two reasons: (i) the I nab iIi ty of these groups

to obtain adequate funding and (i i) the concommitant occurence

of cutbacks in the budgets of state (or state-financed)

agencies that loan personnel to community organizations.

to help them get established. The net result Is that funding

represents a serious constraint on community group activity.

Although factors such as the question of the distribution

of responsibl I ity between different levels of government

playa role here. it is possible to see these difficulties
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associated with financial .support as being reflections

of the fiscal imitations inherent in the welfare state

under capital ism, 1 imitations that were manifest through

the 1970s and early 1980s.

The chief sources of funding for the voluntary

sector are the United Way and related agencies on the one

hand and the government on the other. Neither, however,

has been able to meet fully the additional needs of the

voluntary sector. Through the early 1970s, the United Way

had a serIes of dlssapointing campaigns (see Table 4.3),

ref I ect i ng a genera I downward trend in the percentage of

income Canadian individuals and firms give to charity (United

Way of Greater Toronto 1983, Vo I. I, 20) Th is meant that

most funds went to keeping existing programs alive. This

has been especially detrimental to suburban communities,

where establ ished United Way programs are less likely to

be found (Joint Taskforce on Neighbourhood Support Services

1983, 48-49). In the Planning District containing Jane

Finch (lOb), for example, the offices of 5 agencies funded

by the United Way could be found. In contrast, Downtown

Toronto (Planning Districts la-If), an area with approximately

the same population, had 53 such offices (SPCI1T 1979, 81).

True, in the early 1980s the United Way began to allocate

money to suburban 'Special Projects', (Joint Taskforce
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on Neighbourhood Support Services 1983). Th I s was part

of the comm I tment of 'Deve I opmenta I Fund I ng' to aspects

of social service provision not adequately covered by the

state or existing voluntary agencies. As we I I as fo r the

suburban areas, special funds were set aside for agencies

assisting the unemployed and their families, helping low

Income single parents overcome their Isolation, and those

representing and serving Metro's ethnic communities. (United

Way of Greater Toronto Vo I. III, Sect Ion I V, I). However,

Developmental Funding In 1985 was limited to $S40 thousand,

or only two percent of the United Way's total budget.

Only IS of the 40 grant requests from suburban-oriented

agenc I es cou I d be met (Un I ted Way of Greater Toronto, Vo I. III,

Section IV, 1).

Table 4.3:
Trends in United Way/United Catholic Charities

United Jewish Appeal Funding of Social Service Agencies

Year Funding Change C.P.I.
(thousands $ ) ( ~ ) ( ~ )

1972 4,856
24. 1 42. I

1976 6,025
24.2 28.4

1979 7,938
9.3 23.9

1981 8, 180

Based on a survey of agencies.
Source: SPCMT (1983b)
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Thus. the United Way and related agencies did not

succeed in accommodating the ever-increasing need for social

services through the 1970s and early 1980s. Indeed. the

percentages of the voluntary sector's revenue from this

source declined steadily. Among the organizations surveyed

inSPCHT (I 98 3b). the per c en tag e 0 f tot a I fun din g s t e mm i n g

from the United Way/United Cathol ic Char'ities/United Jewish

APPt:031 decreased from 39 percent In 1972 to 23 percent

in 1981.

Similarly. government bodies were unable to meet

the new financial requirements of the voluntary sector.

As noted previously. overall social spending in Ontario

increased in rea I terms through the 1970s and ear I y 1980s.

At the same time, state funding for the voluntary sector

as 3 whole increased in this period (see Table 4.4), though

'ikely not enough to compensate for increases in the demand

for services. This general upward trend was quite selective.

however. First. the revenues of agenc i es not concerned

with the provision of health care decreased in real terms

(see Table 4.4). Clearly, such services had a lower priority.

Second. serious cutbacks were experienced in the early

1980s by neighbourhood-based agencies (Joint Task Force

on Neighbourhood Support Services 1983). Because the funding

of community groups does not have a firm base in provincial
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social welfare policy, such funding is one of the first

areas affected in a period of general 'belt tightening'

(Jo Int Task Force on Ne I ghbourhood Support Serv ices 1983) . Th is

shifted the onus for maintaining the voluntary sector onto

the municipal ities Toronto Star, May 9, 1984). The local

state has also been subject to fiscal restraint, however,

and therefore has only a 1 imited abil ity to provide additional

assistance to the voluntary sector. Thus in 1984, Metro

had $3.4 million in grant requests, but only 1.9 million

to a 11 ocate. A similar situation was experienced in North

York. There, the ent i re budget of $185 thousand was used

up by the middle of June (Toronto Star, June 14th, 1984).

Table 4.4:
Changes in Income:

All Voluntary Agencies vs. Non-Health Agencies
1976 1981 Change C.P.I
($) ($) (~) (~)

All agencies
-total funding
-gov't funding

Non-health
agencies
-total funding
-gov't funding

23,197
10,698

13,266
4,728

40,285
19,429

21,936
8,397

63.9
69.7

20. 1
27.7

52.3
52.3

52.3
52.3

8ased on a survey of the voluntary sector.

Source: SPCHT (1983b)
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The outcome of th i S. I ack of funds was that the

existence of many community organizations was threatened,

never mind their abi I ity to cope with an increased demand

for their services. Of 95 neighbourhood-based groups surveyed

in the 1983 report of the Jo i nt Taskforce on Ne i ghbourhood

Support Serv ices, 68 reported that fund i ng prob I ems represented

a threat to their continued operation (p. 38). This survey

also revealed that that average community group experienced

an absolute decline in income between 1982 and 1983. and

that the steepest declines were among those smal I organiza

tions most I ikely to be found in the suburbs. Furthermore,

the Taskforce noted that even for those receiving United

Way or government support, funding frequently was not enough

to cover core fund i ng requ i rements, i dent i f i ed as the money

needed to hire a programmer and clerical help, and to pay

for office space and office equipment (p. 41). In the

1970s, groups attempted to overcome the growing gap between

the resources available and the demand for the services

they provided

and a similar

1981 and 1982,

by increasing client fees (see Table 4.5),

strategy was pursued subsequently. Between

for example, user fees increased 22 percent

among agencies funded by the United Way in Toronto, while

their total income increased only 16.9 percent (United

Way of Greater Toronto, Vo I. I I Sect i on I I, 14). However.
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such an approach has serious I imitations in the case of

community groups that deal with low Income people.

Table 4.5:

Trends in Cl ient Fees among United Way Organizations

Total budget

Client fees

Year(fig. in $OOO's)

1972 1976 1979

12,995.2 19,836.5 27,177.6

1,445.7 2,832.0 4,348.6

~ Change

72-76 76-79

52.6 37.0

95.3 53.6

Source: SPCHT (1981, (8)

But how have these general funding constraints

affected the four community groups examined In this thesis?

The Fami ly Centre was initially supported by small, short

term grants from a variety of sources, incluing the Chi ldren's

Aid Society and the Addiction Research Foundation. In

the first few years of its existence, then, finding the

money to continue operations was a serious problem; the

organization truely "I ived a hand-to-mouth existence" (BIRN

BERG). In 1978, however, the group obtained guaranteed

funding from the Ministry of Community and Social Services,

and received a Special Project grant from the United Way.

In the following year, the Family Centre achieved sustained

fund i ng from the Un I ted Way. Thus by 1979, the future
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of the organization was ensur~d. This did not mean, however.

that funding problems had ceased. Partially as a result

of the limited funds which were available. and partially

as a result of following the strategy that small grant

requests were more I ikely to be granted than large ones.

the Family Centre budget was 'fixed' at a level far below

one considered desirable by the organization. This led

to concern about the ceiling upon salaries imposed by the

funding agencies; with the wages that could be paid. it

was difficult to keep qual ifled people. Eventually, though.

this problem was resolved, when the Ministry of Community

and Social Services granted an increase to cover higher

salaries. A second problem remains unresolved. however;

the Family Centre has not been able to obtain even a small

percentage of the funds that it sees as being needed to

reduce the isolation of women with young children. increase

the self confidence of those women. and heighten their

community involvement (BIRNBERG). In 1984. the Family

Centre collected $203.530 in revenue. of which 197.308

represented grants from the United Way, The Ministry of

Community and Social Services. Metro Community Services.

The Ministry of Health. and the Secretary of State (Jane

Finch Community and Fami Iy Centre 1984. 6-7). Although

this represented a healthy 27 percent increase over the
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past year. and a fifty-fold tncrease over the first budget.

the Centre's staff bel ieve that there is a lot more that

cou 1d be done to reduce the i so Iat i on of women with young

chi Idren, increase the confidence of these women. and heighten

their community involvement (BIRNBERG).

Tobermory Community Activities is distinguished

by the fact that it directly receives neither state nor

United Way funding. The main source of revenue is the

Mennonite Church. which pays the salaries of the building

chaplain and the TCA's programmer. Other funding is provided

by the money making activities of the TCA (especially the

Thrift Shop). At the same time. the Family Centre provides

a small amount of direct funding, to cover supplies for

the Chi ldren's Co-oP. and pays the salaries of the staff

for the Tuesday Morning Group and Chidren's Co-op. The

TCA staff apparently are quite happy with this arrangement.

The I imited sums available prevent the group from expanding

its scope of operations. but such an expansion might not

be seen to be desirable. given the TCA's status as a Mennonite

'outreach' project (McDOWELL).

In its initial phase (i.e. before accommodation

was found), the Shiftworkers' Daycare was supported by

a number of smal Self Help grants from the Children's

Aid Society. In the Spring of 1984, once quarters were
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establ ished in Topcl iff Pul;ll ic School, the organization

began search i ng for I arger amounts of grant money. Such

funds were required to cover the startup costs needed to

establ ish a daycare with the physical accommodation and

staff that would meet with Metro approval, and so make

the daycare eligible for subsidies. Such subsidies were

essential for the Shiftworkers' Daycare, given the low

and middle income cl ientel Ie it hoped to attract. Subsidization

cannot begin, however, until a daycare has been open six

months, so additional funds were required to cover operating

los s est h r 0 ugh t his per i 0 d ; the r e n t 0 f $ 700 a month and

premiums on I iabi I ity insurance had to paid paid, as did

the director and other staff. The Shiftworkers' Daycare

was able to obtain the funding to cover these startup costs.

Employment and Immigration Canada provided a grant of $17,000

to cover the salary of the director, and a second grant

of $3,000 to cover the cost of size-reduced playground

equipment. As weI I, the Chi ldren's Aid Society al located

$30,000 to pay for the salaries of other staff, alterations

to the building, and toys costs. Finally, Metro Community

Services granted $8,000 to cover various other startup

expenses (SEYMOUR). Thus funding cannot be seen as a primary

restraint on the operations of the Shiftworkers' Daycare.
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Family Care Network began pro .... iding

ser .... ices to the Jane Finch community after obtaining a

De .... elopmental grant from Metro Community Ser .... ices. This

grant was just enough to pay the salaries of two part-time

workers. but through sharing office space with the Red

Cross. the organization was able to operate. The organization

bel ie .... ed that it was I ikely that this funding from Metro

could become perminant. Howe .... er. funding problems in another

area obI iged the group to cease operations. While chi ldcare

in establ ished centres is eligible for subsidy. home chi ldcare

is not. This meant that the Yorkwoods Family Care Network

cou Id not afford to pay ch i I dcare pro .... i ders fu I I ch i I dcare

rates. As a result, the stock of pro .... iders was small and

unstable. When it slipped below twenty in No .... ember 1984.

the group ceased operations.

Thus. the four community groups examined herein

had quite different experiences in obtaining funds. Two

were largely successful (TCA and Shiftworkers' Daycare).

one was partially successful (the Family Centre) and one

unsuccessful (Yorkwoods Family Care Network). Overall.

howe .... er, we can say that these organizations do not reflect

the desperation experienced by Metro's voluntary sector

as a who Ie. Th ism i ght be due to the fact that Jane-F inch

is a publicly acknowledged 'problem area' that has drawn
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more than its share of funds (HEYWORTH). A second poss i b iIi ty

is that the author generally was directed towards groups

that were considered 'successful'; in the process, other

groups, with lower levels of activity because they lack

funds, may have been disregarded.

A s we I I a s depend i ng upon the state and non-I oca I

agencies for direct financial support, the capacity of

community groups in Jane-Finch to achieve their objectives

also is influenced by the nature of the support networks

funded by these bodies. Local organizations, especially

ones In the planning stage, can benefit from the presence

of commun i ty workers, who can gu i de the group through the

maze of government bureaucracy, and (unl ike many community

group members) are available during business hours, the

period when many meetings must be scheduled. Thus cutbacks

affect i ng the support networks ava i I ab I e to groups in Jane-F inch

have had serious Impl ications. The startup process for

the Shlftworker's Daycare, for example, was more difficult

than It could have been. Initially, the group had access

to a community worker from the North York Board of Education.

However, this job position disappeared before the Shiftworker's

Daycare had been in exi stence long. SEYMOUR attributes

many of the problems associated with renovating the group's

quarters in Top CI iff Publ ic School to communication barriers
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between the group and the Board of Education, a problem

that would not have existed if there had been effective

liaison between the two. In addition, the Shiftworker's

Daycare depended upon a community worker from the Children's

Aid Society, someone experienced in obtaining start-up

funding and in deaing with Metro Social Services. Further

problems were encountered here, however. The Children's

Aid community worker position was not eliminated, but it

was constantly under threat. Occupants of the posftion

thus regularly resigned when they found more secure employment

elsewhere. SEYMOUR bel ieves that the fact that the Shiftwo

rker's Daycare had to dea I with three consequt i ve CAS commun i ty

workers contributed to the delays associated with the opening

of the Top Cliff daycare.

Thus the amount of funding available to support

community organizations or their support networks represents

a key constraint on the ability of such organizations to

achieve their stated objectives. In this way, the fiscal

I imiations characteristfc of the welfare state are brought

to I ight, given the importance of government funding in

the case of Jane Finch's voluntary sector. At the same

time, however, the ways in which the funds that do exist

are allocated represents a further difficulty. This reveals

one way in which the bureaucratic organization of the state
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lim its the pot e n t i a I 0 f t h.e com munit y - bas e d com p 0 n e n t s

of the social service del ivery system. For example, virtually

a I I fund i ng agenc i es requ i re that budgets be prepared we J I

In advance, and outline in great detail how monies are

to be spent. HOWELL feels this represents a major I imitation

on the activites of both her Yorkwoods Family Care Network

and other local organizations. Frequently, little room

is left for 'discretionary funds'. to deal with unanticipated

crises. Indeed, concern over financial matters occasionally

is given priority over the provision of social services.

In the words of one government official (who wishes to

remain anonyomous): "We do not care about the services

being provided; we are only concerned with financial account

ability".

In conclusion. funding represented a serious constraint

on the activities of our four community organizations.

However, the level of funding cannot in itself account

for the respective degrees of success of these organizations

in reaching their objectives. Other constraints therefore

must be considered.

(ii) Lack of Meeting Space

In Jane-Finch, It is often difficult for community

groups to find the quarters necessary to 'set up shop'.

Finding enough rooms to run a service such as a daycare
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is a challenge. Even groups ~ith space requirements limited

to a small office experience difficulties. There are two

explanations for this situations: (i) the absolute lack

of space which could be occupied by the voluntary sector;

and (f i) how the space that II avai lable is allocated by

the state agencies that have responsibi I ity for most of

it.

We first turn attention to the question of the

extent of the stock of accommodation that can potentially

can be used by the community organizations. It is clear

that in th is respect. the bas i c character i sts of the Jane-F inch

built environment place the community at a considerable

disadvantage, compared to inner city areas. The newness

of the building stock in Jane-Finch means that there are

no older properties that could be purchased or rented cheaply,

for conversion into daycares, drop-In centres or similar

facilities (BIRI'1BERG). The 'storefront' accommodat i on

found in downtown Toronto, for example, does exist in Jane

Finch.

In light of this situation, and given the commitment

on the part of government agencies to utilize the voluntary

sector to provide certain key social services. one would

expect that the state wou I d have prov i ded a I ternat i ve quarters.

available to the voluntary sector free or at reduced cost.
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This is not the case, howe.ver. For example, space for

the voluntary sector in publ ic housing complexes is limited,

and is unl ikely to grow substantially. As noted by DARCEY

of the /'1THA, forma I mechan isms ex i st through wh i ch groups t

either from the community at large or from within a given

/'1THA comp I ex, may app I y for such space, and wh i ch have

led to the establishment in public housing structures of

groups such as Fami Iy Centre and the TCA. However, the

/'1THA is reluctant to allocate too much space to community

groups. It is acutely aware of the lack of subsidized

apartments in Hetro, and therefore is reluctant to reduce

further the stock of publ ic housing units (DARCEY). Schools

also allocate space for the meeting and weekly activities

of community groups. Indeed the North York Board of Education

encourages such use, through the establ ishment of a formal ized

request procedure and a commitment to provide facilities

free of charge to organizations mainly composed of North

York residents (EWING). However, a need to serve a very

large number of organizations generally means that groups

must pack up and leave when finished. Certainly, there

are exceptions to this: the Shiftworkers' Daycare and other

daycares, for example, or organizations such as the Red

Cross and Information Downsview. But for other groups

with a need for a desk and phone, or permanent storage
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space for files, school facilities are of limited utility.

For this reason, community groups that do use NYBE property

tend to be sports organizations (EWING). Community Centres

represent another possibility for housing community organi

zations. However, they are already over-utilized (see

Chapter 3), and have restrictions similar to those of

the NYBE on the number of groups who can establish offices

within them (HOWELL).

The prevalence of these problems is reflected in

the d iff i cu I ties In find I ng accommodat ion exper i enced by

the community organizations focused upon herein. The Family

Centre was fortunate enough to obta I n at its incept i on

the use of two recreat I on rooms in the 4500 Jane Avenue

HTHA Comp I ex, and to expand subsequent I y into an adjacent

apartment. Now. however, the Fami Iy Cente is "bursting

at the seams" (BIRNBERG). The staff is forced to work

in very crowded cond I t Ions, wh i I e the drop- I n centre frequent I y

cannot accommodate al I the people wishing to use it. Further

more, no relief is in sight. Expansion at their present

address is not an option. Even if the HTHA offered the

use of another apartment, the Fami Iy Centre would not accept

it, because they are sensitive to the fact that there is

an acute shortage of pub Ii c hous i n9 un i ts. At the same

time. renting enough space elsewhere to accommodate all
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or some of the operations of ~he Fami ly Centre is not econom

ically feasible. Thus, we can see that space problems

even serve to constrain the activities of successful community

movements; inevitably, space' imitations playa role in

the Fami Iy Centre's decisions on the nature of new programming

(BIRMBERG).

In contrast to the Family Centre, the TCA currently

has sufficient space in the 15 Tobermory MTHA complex.

However, its present quarters were only obtained through

displacing the administrative offices of Cradleship Creche,

a nonprofit daycare network. In putting its case to the

MTHA, the TCA successfully argued that it, unl ike Cradleship

Creche, was oriented towards addressing the specific needs

of the residents of 15 Tobermory. (JANSKI). This controversy

reflects the extent of the accommodation problem in Jane-Finch,

where different community organizations come into conflict

over scarce resources.

The Sh i ftworker' s Daycare clear 1y has been constra i ned

by a lack of space. The quarters in Top Cliff Publ ic School

were only found after a lengthy search, which delayed the

organization's startup date for over a year. Even these

quarters were net wholly adequate. Owing to Metro Social

Services regulatIons, there was only space to accommodate

24 chi Jdren, instead of the intended 50-60 (SEYMOUR).
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Clearly, the general lack of excess spaces in suburban

schoo Is, churches and other i nst i tut i ona I structures is

one explanation for the underrepresentation of daycare

(noted in SPCtH 1979) characteristic of that bui It environment.

Finally, the Yorkwoods Family Care Network also

suffered from accommodation problems. The organization's

needs -- really only for a desk and phone -- were modest,

but caused difficulties nonetheless. Initially, a crowded

office was shared with the Red Cross in Yorkwoods Public

School. However, in late 1984 the Red Cross began expanding

its staff there. forcing the Family Care Network to look

elsewhere. The group never did succeed in finding alternative

quarters. It should be noted. though. that the space problem

was not the major cause of the group's demise (HOWELL).

But why have state agencies failed to provide the

accommodation needed by the voluntary sector in Jane-Finch?

One possibi I Ity is the presence of a municipal government

reluctant to treat Jane-Finch as a 'special case' (see

Chapter 3). though Hetro takes a different view. This

suggests that funding limitations also have an influence;

Hetro at least would al locate more money if it were avai lable

(Toronto Star, August 26. 1979). At the same time. the

control of certain state faci I ities by semi-autonomous

bodies also is a factor in the allocation of space to the
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voluntary sector. For example, the MTHA is responsible

for a significant amount of the publ iely-owned floor space

in Jane-Finch. However, the MTHA is guided by a mandate

that classfles the organization as a landlord, not a provider

of social services (DARCY). Thus, public housing complexes

were subsequently built with this in mind, even though

the provincial government in general might have been in

favour of creating greater oportunities for the voluntary

sector.

Not on I y is the abso I ute amount of space ava i I ab Ie

to the voluntary sector in Jane-Finch a problem, so to

is the way that space is al located by the state bureaucracy

that has effective control over most of it. In certain

cases at least, quarters are assigned on an ad hoc basis,

at the discretion of individuals low down in the hierarchy.

This can be seen in the processess through which the Family

Centre and the TCA obtained accommodation in their respective

public housing complexes. Members of both groups perceive

that the al location was not the result of HTHA pol icy,

but ref I ected the att i tudes of the bu i Iding managers concerned.

The success of the Fami Iy Centre and the TeA in obtaining

space was viewed as a result of fortuitous personal relations,

meaning that things

other personalities

could have turned out differently if

had been i nvo I ved (B I RNBURG; JANSK I ) .
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To ace r t a i n ext en t, t his b e.1 i e f ref 1e c t s the way I n whie h

the MTHA decides whether or not to set aside space for

community organizations. Decisions are made by the HTHA

Board when the conversion of storage or recreation space

to community group use is being considered. or by the Board

of the Ontario Housing Corporation. the HTHA's parent organiz

ation. In the case of the conversion of residential accommod-

atlon (DARCY). However, in the case of applications for

space from groups Internal to a given publ ic housing complex,

or from groups already established In a HTHA building,

the management of the structure concerned acts as a liaison

between the organization and the publ ic housing authorities,

and so plays a pivotal role In determining whether requests

are granted (DARCEY). Such management teams are not circum

scribed by an HTHA policy supporting the allocation of

space to the voluntary sector (as noted, the HTHA sees

Itself as being first and formost a landlord) and so have

a great deal of latitude in applying their own values,

in either helping or hindering community groups that wish

to use HTHA facilities.

A further example is provided by an examination

of the process through which the Shiftworker's Daycare

became housed In Top CI Iff Publ ic School. In 1984, the

North York Board of Education. acting upon the recommendations
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of an internal report examining the city's daycare needs,

committed itself to the provision of community-based and

nonprofit daycare centres in schools, and established formal

procedures to encourage this outcome (DAY). Previous to

1984, however, the decision making process lacked this

clear policy orientation, and was much more ad hoc. The

attitudes of the staff of the schools in question played

a much greater ro I e (DAY). SEYMOUR argues that the Sh I ft

worker's Daycare was able to establish itself in Topcliff

Publ ic School because the organization addressed the concerns

of its staff. These concerns did not focus, however, upon

the lack of subsidized daycare in Jane-Finch, but instead

were based upon the unpopularity of the school, compared

to other public schools, in the eyes of local residents.

It was thought that the housing of a daycare in some of

the vacant space that resulted from this unpopularity would

result in parents dropping off their school-age children

at the school, thus increasing total enrolment. Again,

the machinations of the bureaucracy benefited the voluntary

sector, but only because the aims of the Shiftworker's

Daycare were compatible with tho~e of the state employees

In question.

Oureaucracy repres ent s a const ra i nt upon the acqu i sit i on

of space in a second way also, through its emphasis on
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'established proceedure'. Tl:lis is reflected in the diffi

culties experienced by the Shiftworker's Daycare in renovating

the j r rooms in Top eli ff Pub 1 i c Schoo I. The group had

to conform to the bui lding standards of Metro Social Services,

wh i ch licences daycare centres, and the North York Board

of Education, the organization's landlord. In one instance,

however, these two sets of standards contradicted each

other. A frustrating dispute over the nature of a firedoor

in the daycare centre prevented the startup of date by

six months.

(ii i) Limitations on VOluntarism

The community groups that constitute the voluntary

sector in Jane-F inch depend upon vo I unteers for the i r successfu I

operation. Most have paid staff, but owing to their origins

as grassroots organizations, and/or reflecting the real ities

of funding, virtually all have unpaid executives and require

volunteers to run most programs. This dependency represents

a serious constraint upon the activities of many community

organizations.

There are a number of reasons for this. First,

as noted previously, a sense of stigma and insecurity charact

e r i ze s many of the low income persons most If ke I y to need

the social services provided by the voluntary sector.

As a result, individuals are reluctant to get involved,
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reducing the pool of possibl~ volunteers. This is a problem

noted by SEYMOUR, In her discussion of the Shiftworker's

Daycare. The organization has had difficulties in finding

parents wil I ing to sit on the board, or to act as volunteers

in the daycare itself. Second, ethnic tensions, especially

between Blacks and Whites, are serious in Jane-Finch (NFB

1983; McClarren 1981). As a result, organizations often

tend to be associated with one ethnic group or another.

For examp Ie, It is ev i dent that the TCA has very weak 1 inks

with the West Indians in 15 Tobermory, despite the fact

that they represent 70 percent of the total population.

Ce r t a i n 1y, We stInd ian s rna k e use 0 f the TCA's fa c iIi tie s ,

but they are not represented in the Planning Counci I, or

in many of the groups that run specific activities (McDOWELL).

Members of the Planning Council attribute this to the West

Indians having their own support networks. In the process,

however, the possibi 1 ity of developing sol idarlty within

a tangible constituency, namely the population of one bui Iding,

effectively is precluded. Finally, for many low-income

peop Ie, the ch i 1dcare costs incurred through part I c i pat i on

in community work can be prohibitive (Hodgson 1984). Certain

funding agencies recognize this situation and provide funding

for daycare. For example, the startup funds for the Shift

worker's Oaycare supplied by the Children's Aid Society
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(SEYMOUR). However,
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costs

t his

of people attending meetings

generally is not permitted.

The United Way, for example, makes no provision for the

out-of-pocket expenses of volunteers. beyond travel expenses

associated with service del ivery (United Way of Greater

Toronto 1985b). This inevitably I imits the number of people

who can become involved in organizations such as the Family

Centre. Thus while the pol icies carried out by the Welfare

State do not playa fundamental role in imposing I imitations

upon the extent of voluntarism, they do have some effect.

Through the presence of a bureaucracy that is unwilling

to 'bend the rules', and permit the allocation of funds

to cover the out-oF-pocket expenses of volunteer, many

potential participants in community struggle are prevented

from getting involved.

• • •

In conclusion. then. the capacity of the voluntary

sector in Jane-Finch to meet its stated objectives is limited

severely by a number of constraints. Ironically, these

constraints are the outcomes of the same contradictions

embedded in the welfare state that lead to the emergence

of the problems the voluntary sector emerged to solve.

Not only does the welfare state have a I imited capacity

to address the needs of certain marginal ized groups. it
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frequently mil itates agaInst ?truggles on the part of people

in those groups to improve their own lives.

~.3.~ Developing a Framework for Future Collective Action

As wei as being measured as the extent to which

a group meets I ts stated object I ves, 'success' is measured

In a second way also, as the extent to which a given community

organization has contributed to the creation of an environment

which can better nurture future collective initiatives.

In assessing whether this is the case, two criteria are

employed. The first of these is the extent to which community

volunteers (as opposed to paid staff persons) playa meaningful

role in the group's operations. This permits individuals

who previously might have been wholly marginalized to find

an environment where they can both provide a service necessary

to the community and also develop a sense of their own

self worth. The second criteria is the extent to which

commun i ty groups lead to the estab Ii shment of forma I i nst i-

tut Ions or I nforma I networks that can ass i st new groups

In 'getting off

have different

collectivism.

the ground'; c I ear I y, different groups

levels of commitment to the principles of

Below, the extent to which our community

groups can be considered 'successful' in this way is assessed.
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The Yorkwoods Family Care Net~ork Is not dealt with. however.

since it no longer has an institutional form.

i) The Jane Finch Community and Family Centre

The Family Centre clearly has played a role in

creating a context for future community action. Firstly.

the Centre has encouraged community participation. The

operations of the Family Centre Itself stress involvement

by local residents. True. the paid staff has grown to

the point where there are 9 full-time and 13 part-time

employees. At the same time, however, the Family Centre

has not become 'professionalized'; as Hodgson (1984. i)

notes. it "began as and remains a community-based. community

controlled organization." Decision making power rests

firm 1yin the hands of a board of directors composed of

Centre users and other community residents (Hodgson 1984,

i). At the same time. over fifty community residents contribute

time to the organization's operations. Some of these volunteers

now serve on the Family Centre's board, or are on the paid

staff, whi Ie others display their emerging community conscious

ness by getting Involved with other organizations (BIRHBURG).

Furthermore, merely participating In Family Centre programs

can encourage the development of a commitment to community

organizing. In her study of Family Centre users. Hodgson

(1984) notes that while Centre women were more likely to
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have previous involvement in community groups (and to have

spec i a I respons I b I I I ty 'II I th I n them) than women I n the commun I ty

in general (p. 28), such contact has lead to Centre users

i ncreas I ng the I r rea I I zat I on that such I nvo I vement I s necessary

and conceivable (P. 66). Th i s increased awareness has

lead to women taking on more 'special responsibilities'

than women in the community at large, both In the family

Centre itself, and In other community organizations (see

Table 4.6).

Table 4.6:
Special Responslbll ity in Community Organizations

28~

14~

#2

43~

44~

42~

#1

nla
nla

38~

22~

50~

Interview:
Centre women (n=21)
-total special responsibll ity
-new Centre members
-established members(but

under 6 mo. involvement)
area of involvement: Centre

other
Community women (n=23)1
-total special responsibi I ity 9~ 9~

IThis Is less than the Interview #2 sample size In Table
2, because Hodgson, acting on the assumption that older
women are more I ikely to participatp., eliminated Community
women who were under 25.

Source: (Hodgson 1984)

The collectivist orientation of the family Centre is

also reflected in the organization's policies with regards

to other community groups. As we II as the chi Id-parent

activities described above, the Family Centre also is involved
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i n de vel 0 pin g fur the r the v.o 1un tar y sec tor I n Jan e - Fin c h .

The Fami Iy Centre's administrative offices proved secretarial

services at cost to 25 smaller organizations in the community.

As well, the Fami Iy Centre's Community Development Office

has played a role in the formation of other groups in the

Jane-Finch community, through the provision of staff persons.

Partially compensating for the inadequate supply of state

and CAS community workers, these individuals can help groups

in their start-up phase, by offering advice on internal

organization and how to obtain funding.

Thus, through encouraging community involvement

and through estab I Ish i ng an i nst i tut i ona I framework capab Ie

of encouraging the further growth of the voluntary sector,

the Fami ly Centre has played a significant role In encouraging

collective action in Jane-Finch. As we have seen, the

Fami Iy Centre was born with a political objective: to Increase

the number of people involved in identifying and meeting

communuity needs. We can say that this objective has been

met, though we must not over-estimate the significance

of the network of community groups nurtured so far. These

groups are not I inked in any formal way, and thus do not

have the potential to constitute any kind of a 'common

front' .
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Ii) Tobermory Community Activities

The TCA plays less of a role in creating a context

for future collective action. Certainly, the organization

emphasizes participation. Given that the organization

only has two paid staff persons (though the Family Centre

provides staff for the Tuesday Morning Group and the Chi Idcare

Co-op), volunteers In effect run many of the programs.

In addition, a significant amount of decision making power

is vested in the Planning

residents. However, while

Council, composed of building

such involvement may lead to

a commitment to activism, this is not manifested in any

wide-spread participation in other community groups (McDOWELL).

Furthermore, the TCA as an institution does not see community

development as being within its mandate. The group does

have 1 inks with other organizations (for example: with

the Fami Iy Centre through the Tuesday Horning Group and

Child Care Co-op; and with the Mennonite Church), but simply

uses these I inks to achieve its own objectives, which are

1 imited to improving the 1 ives of the tenants of IS Tobermory.

I i i) The Shiftworkers' Daycare

In terms of nurturing further community organizing,

this group also played a 1 imlted role. Certainly, community

residents participate through sitting on the board of direc

tors. Specifically, the organization's bylaws state that
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fou r of the s I x board members must be parents of ch I I dren

In the daycare, although the first board did not meet this

objective. Indeed, this experience was a true "eye-op

enner" for those Board members holding office during the

painful birth of the Shiftworker's Daycare (described above),

an exper I ence that has I ead to other commun I ty i nvo I vement

(SEYMOUR). As with the TCA, however, the Shiftworker's

Oaycare was established as, and remains, a single issue

organ I zat Ion. It is not concerned in work I ng as an i nst I tut i on

towards creating conditions favourable for future collective

action.

It It It

But what Is the situation with regard to collectivity

in the Jane-Finch voluntary sector in general? According

to HEYWORTH, whi Ie large number of community groups have

been formed recent I y, there is Ii tt I e ev i dence for the

development of a true urban social movement (In Castell's

or Pickvance's sense of the term) in the Jane-Finch area.

The groups generally lack a commitment to the principles

of collective action. and there is no real organizational

focus. DWAC really never emerged as an effective political

body, and today is largely inactive, while no similar group

devoted to co-ordination and broadbased action has come

into being.
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4.3.5 Constraints on the capacity for community organizing

Why was there this I imited success in creating

a context for future comun i ty-based action? Below, four

possible explanations are outlined. The I ink between these

and the nature of the welfare state under capitalism is

less clear than was the case with the constraints upon

community groups achieving their stated objectives, however,

a relationship £..E..n. be identified in the case of the first

factor I isted below.

(i) Pressure from External Bodies

As has been demonstrated, commun i ty groups in Jane-F inch

commonly depend upon other private organizations and state

agencies for funding and other types of support. This

frequently serves to circumscribe the range of programs

and po lie i es that can be adopted, given that it may be

necessary to conform to the agendas of these external bodies.

The social service bureaucracy today is oriented towards

addressing specific needs. Therefore, if community groups

want support, it is best for them to tai lor their prospective

programs to comply with this orientation. This means that

an orientation towards community development. not the del ivery

of concrete services, frequently leads to funding problems.

This is reflected in the experiences of DWAC. The Family
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Ce nt r e , wh i c h has a lim I ted .p 0 lit i c a I f 0 c us, was 0 n I y a b I e

to obtain funding because it directed most of its energies

toward addressing specific needs, through the Chi Id-Parent

Centre. In this way, it can be said that the bureaucratic

organ i zat i on of the i nst i tut ions of the we I fare state lead

to co-opt i on of commun i ty groups; such groups mu s t conform

if they are to get vital financial support. There is insuf

fie i ent ev i dence, however, to go one step further, and

assert that such co-optation is part of a del iberate strategy

on the part of the state.

(ii) Popular attitudes towards collectivism

In western society, a widespread commitment to

the principles of collective action is rarely found, at

least outside of the unionized workplace. Therefore, while

people may see the need to get together to solve problems,

this is seen as an ad hoc solution; they fail to take things

one step further, to the recognition that community-wide

collective organization represents a fundamentally different

mode of soc i a I organ i zat f on that more fu I I y represents

their class Interests (see Katznelson 1981 for a discussion

of this problem as it Is experienced in the United States).

Certainly, it frequently happens that as individuals operate

an organization they become 'radicalized' and come to see

the need for broad-based community action, but, as noted
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by HEYWORTH, initially they Qre more I ikely to be concerned

exc I us i ve I y with the I ssues the I r group was formed to confront.

( iii) The Paradox of 'Cr i sis Management'

A third constraint upon increasing class capacity

is a reflection of the fact that. for reasons previously

outlined, the number of activists in Jane-Finch, and the

quantity of resources available to them, are small when

compared to the extent of the problems they must address.

Thus, in the words of HEYWORTH, "community organization

thus becomes an exerc I se In cr I sis management." The ma I ntenance

of even a minimum level of service represents a forbidding

task. Most people therefore do not have the time or energy

to involve themselves in activities of a political nature

a I so, for such i nvo I vment wou I d mean "go i ng to yet another

weekly meeting." (BIRMBERG) Along with its funding problems,

we can see this as an explanation for why DWAC has failed

to evolve into a force for effective political action.

Many members' burn out', as they attempted to i nvo I ve themse I ves

in the direct provision of services, as weI I as with DWAC.

4.4 Community Struggle and our "odel of
Collective Action

This chapter has illustrated further how the model

outlined in Figures 2.1 and 2.2 operates in practice.

The collective initiatives described above clearly represent
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res po.n s est 0 the sue i a I con d.i t ion s f 0 u ndin the Jan e - Fin c h

community. In turn. those social conditions. especially

those stemming from the policies of the welfare state.

served to constrain the abi I ity of the voluntary sector

in Jane-F inch to meet its stated object i ves. or to create

an environment more amenable to further collective action.

At the same time, however, the patterns of consciousness

characteristic of community residents in general and single

parents in particular played an equally important role

in determining the I ife paths of the collective initiatives

examined. The perception that given conditions are constraints

upon everyday I ife is an essential prerequisite for the

decision to challenge those conditions. Furthermore. the

emergence of a consensus that a joint approach was needed

influenced the type of response selected. and the internal

organization of the response (collective. as opposed to

bureaucratic or professional). Finally, it was demonstrated

that the Jane-Finch Community and Family Centre. Tobermory

Community Activities. the Shiftworkers' Daycare and the

Yorkwoods Family Care Network did have 'feedback' effects

on both social conditions and patterns of consciousness.

With regards to the former. certain constraints on everyday

I ife~ amel iorated. while the Fami Iy Centre has structured

itself so as to help launch further collective initiatives.
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III i th regards to patterns of .consc i ousness. we can cone I ude

that community involvement led to a greater sense of effic

acy, and to a bel ief that collective action can bring about

change.



CHAPTER 5:

CONCLUSION

This thesis has attempted to shed some light on

the complex relationship between community-based collective

action and the social context within which it occurs.

A model of community struggle was developed. and this was

utilized to come to an understanding of the reciprocal

links between community organizing and social conditions

in the Jane-Finch area of Metropol (tan Toronto.

Through the adoption of a marxist framework for

analysis. we endeavoured to move beyond the basic insights

that context: (i) acts as a catalyst for the formation

of community groups and enables/constrains their 'life

paths'; and (il) community struggles in turn have an Impact

upon the context within which they are launched. Accepting

the ontological proposition that observable phenomena are

subject to determination by underlying mechanisms. an effort

was made to Identify the ways In which community struggles

and soc i a I context are re 1ated to these mechan Isms. In

191
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order to establ Ish that communIty organIzing represented

a legitimate Focus For marxist analysis. it FIrst was argued

that struggles in the sphere of reproduction. not just

in the workplace were InFluenced by the causal mechanisms

of paramount Importance In contemporary socfety: those

associated with the capItalist mode of productIon. Next.

an assessment was made of the ways in whfch the relatIonship

between local collectIve action and socfal context has

been understood fn the marxist I iterature. In terms of

the impact of the latter upon the Former. It was concluded

that the structuralIst approach and the various responses

to it were Inadequate. Instead. what was needed was an

approach recognizing that contextual reatures were an outcome

of underlying causal mechanisms. but that contfngent Forces

also are determinants. We also brieFly touched upon the

InFluence of community struggles on social context. It

was concluded that social condftfons can fnFluence social

conditions. and. in order to develop a Fully dfalectical

understanding. this thesis asserted that communfty struggles

can have an Impact upon underlying mechanisms. InFormed

by these insIghts. a model was constructed that illustrated

the lInks between the instItutional apparati and patterns

of consciousness that constitute context, the community
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organizations prompted by them. and the causal mechanisms

underlying society.

In order to account for the nature of those contextual

elements of paramount importance in contemporary capitalist

society in general and service- and community-dependent

communities such as Jane-Finch in particular. the welrare

state was examined. It was concluded that the welrare

state does not transcend the contradictions or capitalist

society. and that the riscal limitations and bureaucratic

nature of social service provision are in part outcomes

or these contradictions. Thus the welra~~,~t~~e constitutes

an intermediary between underlying,__JDec.bantsIOs and speciric- - ~ _." .. - - ~ _.

social conditions .
.~- ~------------_......~

/
-J

Chapter 3 outlined the methodology employed in

collecting the inrormation presented in the two empirical

chapters. and then proceeded to examine the social conditions

that structure the lire paths or the single parents or

Jane-Finch. First. we developed a method to conceptualize

constraints on everyday lire. Here. the level or personal

resources (under capitalism. this is largely equivelant

to monetary income) and the nature or the built environ-

ment represent the two key constraint categories. The

rirst or these largely determines the nature or the second:

income inrluences which built environment one inhabits,
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the type of hous i ng wh i ch "may be occup led. the I eve I of

dependence upon decommodiFied goods and services. and the

extent to which one Is dependent on the Immediate community.

Next. these constraint categories were employed to organize

those social conditions that have an impact upon our study

group. and it was shown that these were inFluenced by limit

ations on state expenditure and by the bureaucratic nature

of social service provision. It First was demonstrated

that single parents in Metropolitan Toronto typically have

low incomes. and that this is the immediate result or cutbacks

in state expenditure on social assistance. Chapter 3 then

argued that this lack of income oFten leads to a dependence

en decommod i r i ed hous i ng. Th is, in turn. constra i ns ne i ghbour

hood choice. since public housing is not evenly distributed

throughout Metro Toronto. SpeciFically, many single parents

are obliged to move to the Jane-Finch area. In many ways.

however, this community, is inappropriate For low income

single parents. The MTHA complexes they are obliged to

inhabit are unsuitable for a largely 'house-bound' population.

the Facilities needed to accommodate the service dependency

of such individuals are not present in suFFicient numbers.

and the community as a whole does not oFFer the cultural/

/recreational/retail opportunities required by a community

dependent population.

------- - - - -
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Chapter 4 proceeded to examine how the single parents

of Jane-Finch have organized themselves to overcome these

constra i nts. Four organ i zat ions then descr i bed: the Jane/F inch

Community and Family Centre, Tobermory Community Activities,

the Shiftworker's Daycare. and the Yorkwoods Family Care

Network. We noted the problems that prompted the organization

of each. their differing levels of success in ameliorating

these prob 1ems, and the var i ed extent to wh i ch each contr i buted

to the formation of an environment more amenable to future

community-based collective action. The chapter Illustrated

that the policies pursued by the welFare state represented

a key constralning/enabli..Dg__.Jnf.-Juenc.~ upon the I iFe paths_____---- . .•~~. _,•.~.__._v_._·~'-

of these Four community organizations. Again. the Fiscal
-~"-"'~

restraint and bureaucratic orientation of the welfare state,

stemm i ng from the essent i a I I Y contrad i ctory nature of cap i ta list

society, represented a key determinant.

What are the impl ications of this study? First.

it serves to confirm the emerging consensus (see Prior

and Purdy 1979; Fincher 1984; and Knowles 1985) that community

struggles cannot be given a subordinate status compared

to struggles in the workplace. Neighbourhood collective

act i on deserves to be stud i ed, in that I t may represent

an outcome of the causal mechanisms underlying capitalist

society. Second. this thesis provides evidence that deterio-
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rating social conditions stemming from cutbacks in the

welfare state are not just an outcome of. but a cause of

social processes. In communities such as Jane-Finch. people

are fighting back, desite their Initially low level of

pol iticization. The third impl ication of this study. however.

notes that the capac i ty of' peop I e to ame I i orate the i r cond i t ions

of existence in itself is limited by the nature of the

welfare state. This does not mean, though. that human

action is pointless. The institutional apparatuses that

can either enable or constrain community group formation

can be altered, while involvement in community groups can

lead to a greater commitment to the idea that people acting

together can achieve meaningful change.

Of course. much more needs to be done. First.

studies that examine the entire voluntary sector of a given

community. not just selected initiatives launched within

that community. should be undertaken. Such an approach

would permit us to achieve greater insights into the broader

relationship between community struggles and the social

conditions that surround them. This would especially be

true if the resources were avai lable to permit the collection

of data in a more systematic and comprehensive manner.

Second. while this thesis has illustrated the operations

of a model of collective action in a specific context.
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the approach taken herin lacks a comparative dimension.

It would be useful to undertake a study that analysed more

than one community. In this way, it might be possible

to account for why collective action is more prevalent

in some communities than in others. Finally" additional

work on how we can conceptualize the links between the

contradictions of the welfare state and pol fcy outcomes

would help to clarify the linkages that exist between social

context, community struggle. and the dynamics of capitalist

society.
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APPENDICIES

AppendIx 1: DeFinIng the Study Area

In this thesis. the Jane-Finch community has been

defined as the area bounded on the east by the Black Creek

Ravine. on the south by Sheppard Avenue. on the west by

Highway 400. and on the north by Steeles Avenue (see Figure

1 • 1 ) • These boundaries were selected for two reasons:

(i) to facilitate data collection: and (if) because they

encompass a physically separate urban area.

A key reason for selecting the study area boundaries

outlined above is that the area they encompass corresponds

exactly to six census tracts (312.01: 312.02: 312.03: 312.04;

316.01: and 316.02)2. This permits us. for example. to

use Census data to identify the percentage of families

in Jane-Finch which are headed by single parents. As well.

the study area corresponds closely to North York's Ward

Three. We therefore are able. with some qualifications.

to employ information collected on a ward-by-ward basfs.

An example of this would be Yin and Pizzardo's (1976) housing

data.

At the same tfme, however, selecting these study

area boundaries has Its drawbacks. We are not permitted

to make Full use of data collected at larger levels of
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spatial aggregation. For example Statistics Canada monthly

unemployment figures are collected only collected for the

Toronto Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) level; COMSOC figures

for FBA caseloads encompass Metropolitan Toronto as a whole;

while figures for municipal social expenditure pertain

to North York. not to the communities within It. For this

reason. a case could be made for utilizing a larger study

area.

This case. however. would be based on statistical

expediency alone. and would disregard the way in which

the physical makeup of Metropolitan Toronto results In

the creation of physically distinct communities. Clearly

Jane-Finch as defined herein represents a discrete component

of Metro. The community Is separated from other urban

development on the east and west. and is bounded on the

north by nonurban land uses. Only on the south is there

any ambiguity: Sheppard Avenue does not constitute a clear

bounbdary between two components of Metro.

In conclusion. then. the boundaries of the study

area can be Justified when both problems associated with

data collection and the presence of physical barriers to

commun Icat Ion are cons i dered together. True. another cons i der

ation would be how local residents themselves defined Jane-
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Finch. This would fnvolve extensfve survey work. however,

and thereFore fs beyond the scope of thfs thesis.

Appendix 2: Statistical ProFile of ~ane-Finch

Below, the Jane-Finch Study Area fs described fn

statistfcal terms, and compared to the Toronto Census Metro-

politan Area (CMA). InFormation From the 1981 Census fs

employed. Census categorfes and deFinftfons are used,

except where otherwfse fndfcated.

Population Characteristics
Total Populatfon (OOO's)
Populatfon Densfty (persons/km2)
Age Distribution (~):

-0- 4
-0-19
-15-24
-20-64
-65+

~ane-Finch

49.6
6,798. 1

8. 1
37.4
22.0
57.3
5.3

Toronto CttA

2,998.9
801.2

3.3
29.3
9.2

61.6
9. 1

Social Characteristics
Language:
-mother tongue neither

engl fsh nor French (~)

-can speak nefther
englfsh nor French (~)

Born Outsfde of Canada (~)

Recent Immfgrants (~)1

Lone Parent Famflfes:
-~ of total Famfles
-~ with Female heads
-~ wfth no members fn the

labour Force
Dfvorced (~)2

Children per Famfly (av.)

40.5

6.9

50.6
6.0

18.9
89.2
23.9

3.2
1.6

27.2

3.5

37.8
5. 1

11.8
84.0
15.2

3.2
1.3

cont f nued •••
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Dwellfng Characterfstfcs
Number (OOO's)
Tenure

-owned (1.)
-rented ("f.)

Type:
-single detached ("f.)
-apartments ("f.)
-other (1.)

Persons per room (av.)
Rooms per dwel ling (av.)
Private market rents(av.)3

Economfc Characterfstlcs
Hale Labour Force Activity:

-work activity rate (1.)3
-unemployment rate ("f.)
-15-24 unemployment rate (1.)

Female Labour Force Activity:
-work activity rate (1.)3
-unemployment rate (1.)
-15-24 unemployment rate (1.)

Overall Labour Force Activity:
-work activity rate (1.)4
-unemployment rate (1.)

Income:
-avo male income ($)
-avo Female income ($)
-avo household income ($)
-incidence of low income

Fam iIi e s ( 1. )
-incidence of low income

unattached individuals (1.)

Notes

Jane-Ffnch

15.0

38.0
62.0

8.0
56.5
35.5

0.6
5.3

318.0

84.6
4.0
7.2

61.7
5.7
6. 1

73.0
4.5

14,113.0
7,605.0

22,038.0
23.5

47.2

Toronto CHA

1040.3

56.5
43.5

40.3
39.4
20.3

0.5
5.7

364.0

87.7
3.4
7.6

67.0
4.6
7. 1

77.3
3.9

18,936.0
9,831 .0

28,765.0
11.4

32.9

10e Fined as 1. of population that has moved to Canada
in the past Five years, excluded those immigrants under Five.

20e Fined as the total number of divorced people divided by
total populatfon over 20 years old multfpl fed by 100.

3Average of 6 census tracts -- the census does not diFFerent
iate between prfvate market and publfc housfng households.

40e Fined as number employed dfyfded by population 15-65
multiplied by lOO.
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AppendIx 3: IntervIews

In researchIng this thesIs. a number of people Involved

In the Jane-Finch voluntary sector were interviewed:

Peggy BIRMBERG

RIchard CORBETT

AFF iIi at Ion

Jane/Finch Community
and Family Centre

Youth Without Shelter

March 27, 1985.

Oct. 29. 1984.

John DARCEY Tenant Placement Division. Jan. 14. 1986.
MetropolItan Toronto Housing
Authority

Karl DAY PermIts DivIsIon, North
York Board of Education

Susan EWING Permits DIvisIon. North
York Board of Education

Elspeth HEYWORTH Community Relations OFFice.
York University

Dianne HOWELL Yorkwoods Family Care

Norma MCDOWELL Tobermory Community
Activites

FInn SCHULTZ- Jane Finch Tenants Council
LORENTZEN

Cathy REDFORD Metro CommunIty Services

Marilyn SEYMOUR ShfFtworker's Daycare

Jan. 14. 1986.

Jan. 14 1986.

Oct. 29 and
Nov. 15. 1984.

Oct. 29. and

Dec. 6, 1984.

Nov. I 5 • 1984.

Jan. 29, 1986.

Apr fIlS. 1985.
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In additfon. transcripts of the followfng fntervfews.

part of the Longhouses to Hfghrlses Project of York Unfversity's

Community Relations Office. were provfded by Elspeth Heyworth

of York UniversIty:

Dalton JANSKI

Marvin NOVAK

Anon. [fntervfew 23]

Anon. [IntervIew 35]

AffilIatIon

Tobermory Community ActIvItIes

SocIal PlannIng Council of
Metropolftan Toronto

early communIty worker fn the
FInch area

property developer In the Jane
Finch area
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